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What	is	the	difference	between	the	martian	book	and	movie

04-02-2022,	11:56	PM			#27001	Member			*	Dune	(2021)	is	a	horrible	movie	*	Jumpscare	is	a	cheap	effect	that	is	way	to	overused,	I	wish	I	had	the	opportunity	to	slap	the	guy	who	made	jumpscares	mainstream	*	Star	Wars	Episode	III	and	Rogue	One	are	the	best	movies	in	the	franchise	*	Fantastic	Beasts	movies	are	nowhere	near	as	good	as	Harry
Potter,	but	are	still	entertaining	movies	*	MCU	movies	are	trash	and	plot	always	follows	the	same	predictable	pattern	*	I	prefer	old	raunchy	comedy-movies	over	new	ones,	I	miss	the	days	when	movies	weren't	afraid	of	nudity	and	explicit	sex-jokes			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-03-2022),	Cinemaniac	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	12:40	AM			#27002
Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Weeb_Unleashed	*	Dune	(2021)	is	a	horrible	movie	*	Jumpscare	is	a	cheap	effect	that	is	way	to	overused,	I	wish	I	had	the	opportunity	to	slap	the	guy	who	made	jumpscares	mainstream	*	Star	Wars	Episode	III	and	Rogue	One	are	the	best	movies	in	the	franchise	*	Fantastic	Beasts	movies	are	nowhere	near
as	good	as	Harry	Potter,	but	are	still	entertaining	movies	*	MCU	movies	are	trash	and	plot	always	follows	the	same	predictable	pattern	*	I	prefer	old	raunchy	comedy-movies	over	new	ones,	I	miss	the	days	when	movies	weren't	afraid	of	nudity	and	explicit	sex-jokes			Thanks	given	by:	Weeb_Unleashed	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	12:48	AM			#27003	Blu-
ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	said	those	stories	are	my	favourites	I	didn't	say	those	stories	are	the	only	Batman	stories	I	have	read.	I	have	read	tons	of	batman	but	when	it	gets	too	wacky	I	check	out.	In	Grant	Morrison's	run	when	he	tries	to	inject	the	wackiness	of	previous	Batman	runs	I	completely	checked	out.	Hate	to	burst
your	bubble,	but	Batman	IS	wacky!	Half-man,	half	penguin?	Yeah,	that's	not	wacky.	Dude,	it's	a	comic	book.	They're	supposed	to	be	comic	and,	well,	WACKY!	What	are	you	expecting?	Shakespeare?	I	am	getting	tired	of	these	people	wanting	their	comic	books	to	be	super	serious	and	realistic.	They've	ruined	comics	because	of	it.			Thanks	given	by:	04-
03-2022,	01:55	AM			#27004	Blu-ray	Ninja			Batman	Forever>Batman	Returns	I	also	don't	think	there	is	much	difference	in	tone	between	Returns	and	Forever	and	in	a	way	B&R.	Burton's	visual	style	is	dark	yes,	but	he	definitely	relished	the	comic	book	silliness	as	well.	If	anything	Returns	is	just	as	if	not	more	totally	disjointed	as	Forever	is...	it's	at
once	mean	spirited	and	ugly	and	the	next	you	got	an	army	of	missile	toting	penguins	and	Cobblepot	driving	a	rubber	ducky.	Hell,	that	playride	batmobile	scene	didn't	come	off	as	goofy?	Forever	may	have	added	color	to	the	proceedings,	but	it	too	juggled	camp	with	serious	the	same	as	Returns.	I'd	say	B'89	is	probably	the	least	silly.			04-03-2022,	02:07
AM			#27005	Blu-ray	Count			Joss	Whedon	might	be	a	terrible	human	being	but	he	is	still	a	better	writer/director	than	Zack	Snyder.			04-03-2022,	06:05	AM			#27006	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Hate	to	burst	your	bubble,	but	Batman	IS	wacky!	Half-man,	half	penguin?	Yeah,	that's	not	wacky.	Dude,	it's	a	comic	book.
They're	supposed	to	be	comic	and,	well,	WACKY!	What	are	you	expecting?	Shakespeare?	I	am	getting	tired	of	these	people	wanting	their	comic	books	to	be	super	serious	and	realistic.	They've	ruined	comics	because	of	it.	I'm	not	saying	people	can't	enjoy	wacky	stuff	I'm	saying	'I'	don't	enjoy	it.	My	favourite	comics	are	serious	(Alan	Moore's	Swamp
Thing,	Watchmen	and	MiracleMan,	Neil	Gaiman's	Sandman)	my	favorite	comic	book	movies	are	serious	(TDK,	Winter	Soldier,	Black	Panther).	I	love	when	real	world	allegories	are	injected	into	comics.	Rather	than	ruin	comics	it's	legitimised	them.			04-03-2022,	06:17	AM			#27007	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Joss	Whedon
might	be	a	terrible	human	being	but	he	is	still	a	better	writer/director	than	Zack	Snyder.	Snyder	should	be	cinematographer	rather	than	a	director	because	he	has	an	eye	for	visuals	but	his	storytelling	is	off.	That	said,	I	thought	his	Justice	League	was	miles	better	visually	and	narratively	than	Whedon's	version.	Visually	I	don't	think	Whedon's	movies
has	a	good	eye	at	all	it	looks	cheap	and	made	for	TV.	Also,	Whedon's	storytelling	is	made	for	TV	and	his	movies	feel	like	extended	TV	episodes	strung	together.	I	think	Avengers	is	'okay'	I	totally	dislike	Age	of	Ultron.	I	like	Serenity	but	that	felt	like	two	Firefly	episodes	rather	than	a	movie.			04-03-2022,	09:26	AM			#27008	Power	Member			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	My	number	one	comment	about	2010	is	it	was	the	last	hard	science	fiction	novel	that	was	faithfully	made	into	a	movie	until	“The	Martian”.	It	is	is	pretty	disappointing	that	I	have	to	wait	30	years	between	movies	like	that.	If	you	mean	Hollywood	movies	then	there	was	Solaris	in	2002.	But	hard	SF	is	definitely	thin	on
the	ground,	alas.			04-03-2022,	09:50	AM			#27009	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Weeb_Unleashed	*	MCU	movies	are	trash	and	plot	always	follows	the	same	predictable	pattern	Pretty	much	every	movie	follows	the	same	basic	structure.	No	movie	after	a	100	years	of	cinema	is	truly	original	so	it's	all	about	presentation.	Act	1	-
Introduction	Act	2	-	conflict	Act	3	-	Climax	and	resolution	Protagonists	and	antagonist	with	the	push	and	pull	creating	conflict	and	with	conflict	comes	drama.	That	pretty	much	applies	to	everything	in	most	genres	from	action	to	comedy.	You	are	entitled	to	your	opinion	that	the	MCU	movies	are	trash	but	originality	is	a	poor	reason	not	to	like	them
when	movies	in	general	aren't	original.	Read	Joseph	Campbell	Hero	with	a	Thousand	Faces.			04-03-2022,	09:50	AM			#27010	Special	Member			Honestly	I	think	the	Russo's	MCU	films	are	actually	noteble	for	not	following	the	typical	blockbuster	hero	formula.	Part	of	the	advantage	of	such	an	extended	franchise	that	they've	had	the	heroes	journey
groundwork	laid	previously.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Hate	to	burst	your	bubble,	but	Batman	IS	wacky!	Half-man,	half	penguin?	Yeah,	that's	not	wacky.	Dude,	it's	a	comic	book.	They're	supposed	to	be	comic	and,	well,	WACKY!	What	are	you	expecting?	Shakespeare?	I	am	getting	tired	of	these	people	wanting	their	comic	books	to
be	super	serious	and	realistic.	They've	ruined	comics	because	of	it.	Really	I	think	it	tends	to	be	a	culture	in	a	lot	of	pulp	that	the	fanbase	is	quite	insecure	about	being	viewed	as	"not	serious"	but	really	I	think	its	perfectly	possible	to	be	pulpy	and	have	substance	or	just	be	very	fun.			Thanks	given	by:	04-03-2022,	10:46	AM			#27011	Blu-ray	Knight			I
liked	Dune	(1984)	a	lot	better	then	Dune	(2021)	and	I	was	not	even	a	fan	of	that.			04-03-2022,	11:01	AM			#27012	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Joss	Whedon	might	be	a	terrible	human	being	but	he	is	still	a	better	writer/director	than	Zack	Snyder.	I’d	argue	that	hes	even	that	terrible.	But	he	has	done	some	really	good	stuff.
Snyder	is	mostly	misses	with	a	very	few	scattered	hits.	So	I	agree	with	you.			04-03-2022,	11:49	AM			#27013	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gizz	I	liked	Dune	(1984)	a	lot	better	then	Dune	(2021)	and	I	was	not	even	a	fan	of	that.	I've	liked	all	of	Dennis's	movies	but	I	think	they	are	all	slow	and	methodical.	I	don't	mind	a	slow	burn	but	I
can	understand	why	it	would	turn	a	lot	of	people	off.	However,	my	expectation	for	movie	two	of	Dune	is	action	(because	that	is	how	it	is	paced	in	the	book).	If	action	isn't	delivered	then	I	will	be	disappointed	regardless	of	how	beautiful	the	movie	looks.			Thanks	given	by:	04-03-2022,	11:52	AM			#27014	Blu-ray	Samurai	I	liked	(but	didn't	love)	the	first
Transformers	movie.	I	was	entertained	throughout.	But	every	Transformers	movie	after	has	been	a	disgrace	and	the	second	movie	is	one	of	the	worst	movies	I	have	seen	in	my	entire	life	with	Muds	and	Skidflap	(or	whatever	the	****	their	names	were)	bordering	on	racist	caricatures.			04-03-2022,	12:00	PM			#27015	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally
Posted	by	spider-neil	I've	liked	all	of	Dennis's	movies	but	I	think	they	are	all	slow	and	methodical.	I	don't	mind	a	slow	burn	but	I	can	understand	why	it	would	turn	a	lot	of	people	off.	However,	my	expectation	for	movie	two	of	Dune	is	action	(because	that	is	how	it	is	paced	in	the	book).	If	action	isn't	delivered	then	I	will	be	disappointed	regardless	of
how	beautiful	the	movie	looks.	Yeah	I	only	seen	both	Dune	and	Arrival	and	just	was	not	a	fan	of	both.	I	tried	to	like	both	because	I	like	the	cast	but	I	found	both	slow	going.	I	have	yet	to	watch	Blade	runner	2049	but	I	am	hopeful	that	I	will	like	that	one.			04-03-2022,	12:02	PM			#27016	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Dune	(1984)	>	Return	of	the	Jedi			Thanks
given	by:	dallywhitty	(04-03-2022),	El	Dopo	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	12:03	PM			#27017	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Dune	(2021)	>	Return	of	the	Jedi	Yes			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	12:15	PM			#27018	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Dune	(1984)	>
Return	of	the	Jedi	I	had	no	idea	Lucas	had	changed	the	end	song	of	the	Ewoks	in	Return	of	the	Jedi	because	after	Vader	gets	his	redemption	I	always	check	out	and	stop	the	movie.			04-03-2022,	12:16	PM			#27019	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gizz	Yeah	I	only	seen	both	Dune	and	Arrival	and	just	was	not	a	fan	of	both.	I	tried	to	like	both
because	I	like	the	cast	but	I	found	both	slow	going.	I	have	yet	to	watch	Blade	runner	2049	but	I	am	hopeful	that	I	will	like	that	one.	Another	slow	but	beautiful	movie.			Thanks	given	by:	04-03-2022,	12:23	PM			#27020	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	had	no	idea	Lucas	had	changed	the	end	song	of	the	Ewoks	in	Return	of	the	Jedi
because	after	Vader	gets	his	redemption	I	always	check	out	and	stop	the	movie.	Save	yub	nub	for	me.			Thanks	given	by:	Page	2	04-03-2022,	01:26	PM			#27021	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	Snyder	should	be	cinematographer	rather	than	a	director	because	he	has	an	eye	for	visuals	No	thanks.	While	I	agree	he	has	an	eye	for
visuals	&	most	of	his	movies	look	great,	Synder's	sole	credit	as	cinematographer	is	for	Army	of	the	Dead,	one	of	the	worst	shot	movies	in	recent	history.			Thanks	given	by:	Bugg	(04-03-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-06-2022)	04-03-2022,	01:27	PM			#27022	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	Save	yub	nub	for	me.
#releasetheyubnubcut			04-03-2022,	01:34	PM			#27023	Blu-ray	Prince			The	only	good	thing	about	Army	of	the	Dead	are	the	posters	for	the	movie.	The	movie	itself	has	no	redeeming	qualities.			Thanks	given	by:	04-03-2022,	01:35	PM			#27024	Blu-ray	Knight			All	of	these	contemporary	filmmakers	working	in	the	superhero	genre	are	just	adapting
pre-existing	characters	with	a	wealth	of	source	material	to	draw	from.	Not	easy	when	it’s	done	well,	but	that	still	pales	in	comparison	to	the	accomplishment	of	creating	and	establishing	an	ORIGINAL	superhero	like	Buffy	Anne	Summers	who	left	an	indelible	impact	on	pop	culture	and	became	a	feminist	icon.	Nothing	will	ever	change	that.	And	she’s
still	the	greatest,	most	relatable	and	multilayered	superhero	in	either	TV	or	cinema.			04-03-2022,	01:38	PM			#27025	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spanky87	All	of	these	contemporary	filmmakers	working	in	the	superhero	genre	are	just	adapting	pre-existing	characters	with	a	wealth	of	source	material	to	draw	from.	Not	easy	when	it’s
done	well,	but	that	still	pales	in	comparison	to	the	accomplishment	of	creating	and	establishing	an	ORIGINAL	superhero	like	Buffy	Anne	Summers	who	left	an	indelible	impact	on	pop	culture	and	became	a	feminist	icon.	Nothing	will	ever	change	that.	And	she’s	still	the	greatest,	most	relatable	and	multilayered	superhero	in	either	TV	or	cinema.		
Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	01:46	PM			#27026	Banned	Yep.	It's	Sunday	morning...			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-04-2022),	El	Dopo	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	01:51	PM			#27027	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	CreasyBear	Yep.	It's	Sunday	morning...	Nope,	that’s	it.	It	relates	to	what	was	being
discussed	a	few	posts	up.	I’m	adding	to	it	with	an	UO	that	I	think	something	that	was	done	with	the	genre	years	ago	on	TV	was	more	impressive	than	what’s	being	done	during	the	genres	peak	in	cinema.	Ok?			04-03-2022,	01:59	PM			#27028	Blu-ray	Knight			Three	Colors	Blue	>	Three	Colors	Red	Always	been	baffled	as	to	why	Red	gets	so	much	more
acclaim	out	of	the	two	and	is	generally	considered	the	best	from	that	trilogy.			04-03-2022,	02:00	PM			#27029	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	I'm	no	vampire,	but	I	do	have	a	neck	fetish,	and	that's	one	hell	of	a	sexy	neck.			04-03-2022,	02:03	PM			#27030	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	I'm	no	vampire,
but	I	do	have	a	neck	fetish,	and	that's	one	hell	of	a	sexy	neck.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-03-2022)	04-03-2022,	02:29	PM			#27031	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spanky87	Three	Colors	Blue	>	Three	Colors	Red	Always	been	baffled	as	to	why	Red	gets	so	much	more	acclaim	out	of	the	two	and	is	generally	considered	the
best	from	that	trilogy.	+1,	Blue	is	absolutely	stunning.	Red	is	good,	but	it’s	always	felt	so	plain	in	comparison.	White	also	gets	a	strange	bad	rap,	it	does	sit	a	little	odd	tonally	in	comparison	but	it’s	just	as	good	as	the	other	two.			04-03-2022,	02:39	PM			#27032	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I'm	not	saying	people	can't	enjoy
wacky	stuff	I'm	saying	'I'	don't	enjoy	it.	My	favourite	comics	are	serious	(Alan	Moore's	Swamp	Thing,	Watchmen	and	MiracleMan,	Neil	Gaiman's	Sandman)	my	favorite	comic	book	movies	are	serious	(TDK,	Winter	Soldier,	Black	Panther).	I	love	when	real	world	allegories	are	injected	into	comics.	Rather	than	ruin	comics	it's	legitimised	them.	All	those
comics	you	mentioned	are	still	wacky!	To	certain	degrees	anyway.	You	cannot	get	away	from	wacky	in	the	comics.	The	very	premise	of	them	are	wacky.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	Honestly	I	think	the	Russo's	MCU	films	are	actually	noteble	for	not	following	the	typical	blockbuster	hero	formula.	Part	of	the	advantage	of	such	an	extended
franchise	that	they've	had	the	heroes	journey	groundwork	laid	previously.	Really	I	think	it	tends	to	be	a	culture	in	a	lot	of	pulp	that	the	fanbase	is	quite	insecure	about	being	viewed	as	"not	serious"	but	really	I	think	its	perfectly	possible	to	be	pulpy	and	have	substance	or	just	be	very	fun.	True,	true.	Good	points	to	be	made.	Though	I	think	the	Russos
were	just	as	formalic	as	the	others.			04-03-2022,	02:39	PM			#27033	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	kylor	The	only	good	thing	about	Army	of	the	Dead	are	the	posters	for	the	movie.	The	movie	itself	has	no	redeeming	qualities.	The	high	concept	was	a	good	one	the	execution	was	poorly	done.			04-03-2022,	02:49	PM			#27034	Blu-ray
Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	All	those	comics	you	mentioned	are	still	wacky!	To	certain	degrees	anyway.	You	cannot	get	away	from	wacky	in	the	comics.	The	very	premise	of	them	are	wacky.	How	is	The	Sandman	whacky?			04-03-2022,	02:50	PM			#27035	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	high
concept	was	a	good	one	the	execution	was	poorly	done.	Peninsula	did	the	same	idea	the	year	prior	and	whilst	not	a	great	film	in	it’s	own	right,	it	definitely	did	more	with	the	premise	than	anything	in	Army	of	the	Dead.			04-03-2022,	02:52	PM			#27036	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Foggy	Peninsula	did	the	same	idea	the	year	prior	and
whilst	not	a	great	film	in	it’s	own	right,	it	definitely	did	more	with	the	premise	than	anything	in	Army	of	the	Dead.	I	think	Penninsual	and	Army	of	the	Dead	are	as	bad	as	each	other.	It's	a	shame	that	Zack	Snyder	followed	up	his	first	zombie	movie	(which	I	think	is	excellent)	with	a	stinker	and	Train	to	Busen	(one	of	my	favourite	horror	movies	of	all
time)	was	followed	up	by	a	shocker.			04-03-2022,	03:06	PM			#27037	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	How	is	The	Sandman	whacky?	A	human	version	of	dreams?	And	you're	asking	me	how	The	Sandman	is	w-a-c-k-y?	That's	the	epitome	of	wacky.	The	ideas	and	stores	may	he	deep,	dark,	and	high	brow	but	the	concept	is	still
wacky.			04-03-2022,	03:09	PM			#27038	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	How	is	The	Sandman	whacky?	Gaiman's	Sandman	has	roots	in	the	"wacky"	Sandman.			04-03-2022,	03:29	PM			#27039	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	this	inspired	me---	Vampire	Hookers>Bram	Stoker's	Dracula			04-03-2022,
03:33	PM			#27040	Blu-ray	Guru			A24	release	pretentious,	dull	movies	for	the	most	part.			Page	3	04-03-2022,	03:52	PM			#27041	Blu-ray	Knight			Amen!			04-03-2022,	04:04	PM			#27042	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	A24	release	pretentious,	dull	movies	for	the	most	part.	I	kinda	agree	but	shouldn't	they	at	least	get	props
for	attempting	to	elevate	the	genre	of	horror.	Jump	scares	(for	example)	are	one	of	the	many	things	that	are	played	out	at	this	point.			04-03-2022,	04:11	PM			#27043	Banned	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spanky87	Nope,	that’s	it.	It	relates	to	what	was	being	discussed	a	few	posts	up.	I’m	adding	to	it	with	an	UO	that	I	think	something	that	was	done
with	the	genre	years	ago	on	TV	was	more	impressive	than	what’s	being	done	during	the	genres	peak	in	cinema.	Ok?	But	that	show	sucks	ass.			04-03-2022,	07:23	PM			#27044	Blu-ray	Knight			OMG!	We	agree	on	something.	Hell	has	frozen	over.	Cause	you	ain't	changed.			04-03-2022,	07:52	PM			#27045	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
RossyG	If	you	mean	Hollywood	movies	then	there	was	Solaris	in	2002.	But	hard	SF	is	definitely	thin	on	the	ground,	alas.	And	what	about	Moon	(2009)?			04-03-2022,	10:15	PM			#27046	Blu-ray	Ninja			Morbius	>	The	Batman	and	much	more	of	a	bat	man.			04-03-2022,	10:29	PM			#27047	Blu-ray	Prince			Morbius	>	Citizen	Kane	&	2001:	A	Space
Odyssey			04-03-2022,	10:30	PM			#27048	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	kylor	Morbius	>	Citizen	Kane	&	2001:	A	Space	Odyssey	You	need	to	put	the	glue	stick	down.			04-03-2022,	10:32	PM			#27049	Blu-ray	Prince			Here	they	come..	they're	after	me	lucky	charms!			04-03-2022,	10:34	PM			#27050	Banned			04-03-2022,	10:40	PM		
#27051	Blu-ray	Prince			Commando	>	Die	Hard			04-03-2022,	10:51	PM			#27052	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	kylor	Commando	>	Die	Hard	Oooooooooo......thats	a	good	one!			04-03-2022,	11:56	PM			#27053	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	A24	film	X	is	one	of	the	best	horror	films	in	recent	memory.	Yes.			04-
04-2022,	12:08	AM			#27054	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	had	no	idea	Lucas	had	changed	the	end	song	of	the	Ewoks	in	Return	of	the	Jedi	because	after	Vader	gets	his	redemption	I	always	check	out	and	stop	the	movie.	Victory	Celebration	>>>>>>>	Yub	Nub			Thanks	given	by:	BladeRunner2007	(04-04-2022)	04-04-2022,
04:23	AM			#27055	Senior	Member			Bale's	Batman	>	Affleck's	Batman	Affleck's	Bruce	Wayne	>	Bale's	Bruce	Wayne	Both	>	Keaton/Clooney/Kilmer	at	either	West	is	the	best,	but	without	nostalgia	he'd	be	nothing.	[Show	spoiler]Fight	Fight!			04-04-2022,	06:42	AM			#27056	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Keaton	>	Affleck	>	Pattinson	>	Kilmer	>	Clooney	>
Bale			Thanks	given	by:	04-04-2022,	07:32	AM			#27057	Blu-ray	Knight			I	know	everybody	classifies	several	movies	differently	(Alien,	for	example),	which	is	fine,	but	I	would	never	refer	to	April	Fool's	Day	as	a	slasher	movie.	Horror?	Yes.	Mystery/Suspense?	Definitely.	Slasher?	Not	even	a	little.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-04-2022)	04-04-
2022,	11:45	AM			#27058	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	A24	release	pretentious,	dull	movies	for	the	most	part.	If	you	mean	the	Eggers	like	stuff	they	are	best	known	for	rather	than	just	there	being	a	general	distributor	of	arthosue	cinema	then	I	can	kind	of	see	that	argument.	Stuff	like	The	VVitch	and	The	Lighthouse	I	did
enjoy	but	"pretentious"	criticism	I	can't	entirely	discount,	I	think	really	they	do	feel	a	bit	more	style	over	substance	to	me.	Arty	semi	horror	from	recent	years	I'd	rate	more	highly...	Under	the	Skin	Killing	of	a	Sacred	Deer	Personal	Shopper	High	Life	Berberian	Sound	Studio			04-04-2022,	12:37	PM			#27059	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
moreorless	If	you	mean	the	Eggers	like	stuff	they	are	best	known	for	rather	than	just	there	being	a	general	distributor	of	arthosue	cinema	then	I	can	kind	of	see	that	argument.	Stuff	like	The	VVitch	and	The	Lighthouse	I	did	enjoy	but	"pretentious"	criticism	I	can't	entirely	discount,	I	think	really	they	do	feel	a	bit	more	style	over	substance	to	me.	Arty
semi	horror	from	recent	years	I'd	rate	more	highly...	Under	the	Skin	Killing	of	a	Sacred	Deer	Personal	Shopper	High	Life	Berberian	Sound	Studio	I	have	to	check	this	movie	out	as	people	rave	about	Keogan's	performance.			04-04-2022,	12:49	PM			#27060	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	have	to	check	this	movie	out	as
people	rave	about	Keogan's	performance.	He's	certainly	spectacularly	creepy	and	I'm	guessing	its	why	he's	been	cast	in	a	lot	of	similar	roles	since.	It	is	a	VERY	caustic	film	though,	still	a	lot	of	dark	comedy	but	its	really	about	as	dark	as	Lanthimos	can	go,	much	moreso	than	The	Lobster	or	The	Favourite,	more	like	Dogtooth.			Page	4	04-04-2022,	12:50
PM			#27061	Senior	Member			The	Descent	>	Deliverance			Thanks	given	by:	Jay	H.	(04-04-2022),	s2mikey	(04-04-2022)	04-04-2022,	02:26	PM			#27062	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	Descent	>	Deliverance	I	wouldnt	even	call	that	an	unpopular	opinion.	Deliverance	is	pretty	lame,	IMO.			Thanks	given	by:
RandomMovieFan	(04-04-2022)	04-04-2022,	02:49	PM			#27063	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	Descent	>	Deliverance	The	Descent	=	British	horror	movie	Deliverance	=	Western	Am	I	thinking	about	the	right	Deliverance	or	Descent?			04-04-2022,	03:04	PM			#27064	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
spider-neil	The	Descent	=	British	horror	movie	Deliverance	=	Western	Am	I	thinking	about	the	right	Deliverance	or	Descent?	Probably	not.	I	have	never	understood	most	of	the	comparisons	in	this	thread.	People	are	like....	The	Abyss	>	Dumbo.	What	now?			Thanks	given	by:	AKORIS	(04-04-2022),	phlyle11	(04-04-2022)	04-04-2022,	03:11	PM			#27065
Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	Descent	=	British	horror	movie	Deliverance	=	Western	Am	I	thinking	about	the	right	Deliverance	or	Descent?	Not	a	western.	Both	films	feature	a	group	being	hunted	by	inbred	monsters.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-05-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-04-2022)	04-04-2022,	06:30	PM			#27067
Blu-ray	Knight			Cape	Cod	>	Southern	Comfort			04-05-2022,	07:21	AM			#27068	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Southern	Comfort	>	Deliverance	Yes.			Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	07:25	AM			#27069	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Southern	Comfort	>	Deliverance	Really	its	almost	the	opposite	of
all	the	70's	hillbilly	panic	films	isnt	it?	the	soliders	are	arguebly	worse	than	the	locals.			Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	11:34	AM			#27070	Active	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	And	what	about	Moon	(2009)?	I	was	talking	about	movies	adapted	from	novels	and	short	fiction.	And	when	I	say	hard	SF	I	mean	that	the	science	has	to	be	an
integral	part	of	the	story.	For	example,	in	“The	Martian”	you	have	a	botanist	growing	potatoes	on	Mars.	That	is	pretty	hard	SF.	While	my	favorite	movie	is	an	excellent	SF	film	it	is	not	particularly	hard.	The	making	of	Replicants	isn’t	integral	to	the	movie.	I	hope	that	clarifies	my	opinion.	Thanks.			Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	12:05	PM			#27071
Special	Member			Honestly	though	I	think	truely	100%	"hard"	sci	fi	ends	up	quite	bland,	most	of	the	best	examples	of	the	genre	really	use	it	to	setup	a	dramatic	situation.			Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	12:28	PM			#27072	Blu-ray	Archduke			Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan			04-05-2022,	01:25	PM			#27073	Blu-ray	Samurai
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan	It's	certainly	a	better-looking	movie	due	to	it	having	a	far	larger	budget.			Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	01:43	PM			#27074	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan	My	favorite	Trek	film.		
Thanks	given	by:	04-05-2022,	01:52	PM			#27075	Blu-ray	Samurai			Halloween	Kills	was	okay.			04-05-2022,	02:44	PM			#27076	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan			Thanks	given	by:	AKORIS	(04-05-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-05-2022)	04-05-2022,	03:05	PM			#27077	Blu-ray	Count		
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Southern	Comfort	>	Deliverance	Deliverance	is	a	good	film...	but	yeah,	I'd	go	with	that!			04-05-2022,	03:07	PM			#27078	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan	LEVCORE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-05-2022),	Jay
H.	(04-05-2022)	04-05-2022,	03:40	PM			#27079	Blu-ray	Knight			This	ain't	Star	Trek	XXX	>	The	Wrath	of	Khan			04-05-2022,	05:16	PM			#27080	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	Star	Trek	TMP	is	better	than	Star	Trek	Wrath	of	Khan	You	definitely	posted	that	in	the	right	thread.			Thanks	given	by:	bladerunner6	(04-06-2022)	Page	5
04-06-2022,	10:23	AM			#27081	Special	Member			Not	sure	how	unpopular	this	really	is	given	the	current	state	of	Star	Wars:	Rogue	One	is	the	only	good	thing	to	come	from	Disney	Star	Wars,	and	I	give	credit	to	that	more	to	Gareth	Edwards	than	I	do	Disney.	It	actually	gave	me	that	feeling	I	had	when	I	watch	the	OT	when	I	was	younger.	Also,	the
land/space	battle	sequence	at	the	end	of	Rogue	One	might	be	the	best	battle	sequence	in	all	of	Star	Wars.			04-06-2022,	10:29	AM			#27082	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Brutalizer79	Rogue	One	is	the	only	good	thing	to	come	from	Disney	Star	Wars,	and	I	give	credit	to	that	more	to	Gareth	Edwards	than	I	do	Disney.	I	do	get	the	sense
really	that	Edwards	and	Gilroy	shifted	the	script	very	heavily	during	shooting	and	editing	and	really	I	think	you	see	the	effect	of	someone	who	is	both	a	skilled	director	AND	actually	a	fan	of	Starwars	who	wanted	to	make	the	best	film	he	could	both	in	the	spirit	of	the	original	as	well	as	bringing	someone	new.	Honestly	I	get	the	feeling	that	the	whole
culture	of	Lucasfilm(at	least	higher	up	and	in	the	"story	group")	in	that	era	was	really	not	one	that	cared	much	about	the	originals	at	all	beyond	a	source	of	nostalgia.	I	do	wonder	whether	it	was	a	bit	of	an	outgrowth	of	the	reaction	against	the	prequels(and	indeed	the	Matrix	sequels),	the	idea	that	the	flaw	of	those	films	was	basically	that	they	took
their	source	material	too	seriously	and	what	you	need	really	was	just	to	plug	a	few	simple	refferences	into	a	blockbuster	101	formula.	God	knows	how	many	videos	there	were	on	Youtube	pushing	that	viewpoint	for	years	in	the	late	00's	and	early	2010's.	Last	edited	by	moreorless;	04-06-2022	at	10:35	AM.			Thanks	given	by:	Brutalizer79	(04-06-2022),
playgames1970	(04-06-2022)	04-06-2022,	02:28	PM			#27083	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I	do	get	the	sense	really	that	Edwards	and	Gilroy	shifted	the	script	very	heavily	during	shooting	and	editing	and	really	I	think	you	see	the	effect	of	someone	who	is	both	a	skilled	director	AND	actually	a	fan	of	Starwars	who	wanted	to
make	the	best	film	he	could	both	in	the	spirit	of	the	original	as	well	as	bringing	someone	new.	I	think	this	is	why	this	one	resonated	with	me	personally.	I	got	the	feeling	while	watching	it	that	the	people	behind	Rogue	One	actually	cared	about	the	IP	and	didn't	just	view	it	a	license	to	print	money	or	a	vehicle	to	push	some	kind	of	agenda.			Thanks	given
by:	playgames1970	(04-06-2022),	RossyG	(04-09-2022)	04-06-2022,	04:35	PM			#27084	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Brutalizer79	I	think	this	is	why	this	one	resonated	with	me	personally.	I	got	the	feeling	while	watching	it	that	the	people	behind	Rogue	One	actually	cared	about	the	IP	and	didn't	just	view	it	a	license	to	print	money	or
a	vehicle	to	push	some	kind	of	agenda.	Honestly	I	don't	think	the	sequels	really	had	much	real	political	agenda,	the	originals	did	with	genuine	feminist	and	anti	establishment	views	but	the	sequels	are	much	more	cynical	IMHO.	Really	I	don't	think	they	were	out	there	looking	to	sell	any	kind	of	politics,	what	they	were	doing	was	trying	to	annoy	bigots
hoping	that	a	negative	reaction	from	them	could	be	used	to	play	up	the	films	as	politically	significant.	I	mean	this	is	JJ	Abrams	here,	the	guy	who	though	Kirk	oogling	Carol	Marucus	in	her	undies	for	zero	reason	was	great	entertainment,	pardon	me	if	I	don't	buy	him	as	a	great	feminist	film	maker.			04-06-2022,	04:58	PM			#27085	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I	mean	this	is	JJ	Abrams	here,	the	guy	who	though	Kirk	oogling	Carol	Marucus	in	her	undies	for	zero	reason	was	great	entertainment,	pardon	me	if	I	don't	buy	him	as	a	great	feminist	film	maker.	You	say	that	like	it	wasn't	the	only	good/memorable	bit	from	that	awful	sequel.			Thanks	given	by:	04-06-2022,	04:59	PM		
#27086	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	You	say	that	like	it	wasn't	the	only	good/memorable	bit	from	that	awful	sequel.	Girl	doesn't	skip	core	day.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-06-2022),	Mikezilla3k	(04-06-2022)	04-06-2022,	05:07	PM			#27087	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Girl	doesn't	skip	core
day.	Movie	should	of	been	Alice	knockin'	nerds	out.			Thanks	given	by:	04-06-2022,	05:13	PM			#27088	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	Honestly	I	don't	think	the	sequels	really	had	much	real	political	agenda,	the	originals	did	with	genuine	feminist	and	anti	establishment	views	but	the	sequels	are	much	more	cynical	IMHO.
Really	I	don't	think	they	were	out	there	looking	to	sell	any	kind	of	politics,	what	they	were	doing	was	trying	to	annoy	bigots	hoping	that	a	negative	reaction	from	them	could	be	used	to	play	up	the	films	as	politically	significant.	I	mean	this	is	JJ	Abrams	here,	the	guy	who	though	Kirk	oogling	Carol	Marucus	in	her	undies	for	zero	reason	was	great
entertainment,	pardon	me	if	I	don't	buy	him	as	a	great	feminist	film	maker.	I	was	entertained	by	the	Star	Trek	reboot	but	I	have	trouble	rewatching	the	movie	due	to	all	the	lens	flare.			04-06-2022,	05:20	PM			#27089	Active	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	Honestly	I	don't	think	the	sequels	really	had	much	real	political	agenda,	the
originals	did	with	genuine	feminist	and	anti	establishment	views	but	the	sequels	are	much	more	cynical	IMHO.	Really	I	don't	think	they	were	out	there	looking	to	sell	any	kind	of	politics,	what	they	were	doing	was	trying	to	annoy	bigots	hoping	that	a	negative	reaction	from	them	could	be	used	to	play	up	the	films	as	politically	significant.	I	mean	this	is
JJ	Abrams	here,	the	guy	who	though	Kirk	oogling	Carol	Marucus	in	her	undies	for	zero	reason	was	great	entertainment,	pardon	me	if	I	don't	buy	him	as	a	great	feminist	film	maker.	This	is	Kirk	we	are	talking	about-	Kirk	really	likes	hot	women	and	that	is	a	core	part	of	his	personality.	Was	it	gratuitous-	yes.	Pointless-	no.			04-06-2022,	05:41	PM		
#27090	Blu-ray	Knight			"future-proofing"	is	a	ridiculous	term.	Does	anyone	really	believe	that	when	Blu-ray	ceases	to	exist,	4K	discs	will	still	be	around?	If	you	are	planning	on	buying	4K	equipment	in	the	future,	and	you	want	to	make	sure	you	already	have	your	favorite	movies	on	UHD,	more	power	to	you.	But	to	call	it	"future-proofing"	is	just	plain
silly.	For	one	(very	obvious)	thing,	your	Blu-rays	will	play	on	your	4K	equipment...			04-06-2022,	05:43	PM			#27091	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	This	is	Kirk	we	are	talking	about-	Kirk	likes	hot	women	and	that	is	a	core	part	of	his	personality.	Was	it	gratuitous-	yes.	Pointless-	no.	If	seeing	that	girl	nearly	naked	is
gratuitous,	then	we	need	MORE	gratuitousness	in	these	movies.			04-06-2022,	06:00	PM			#27092	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Brutalizer79	Not	sure	how	unpopular	this	really	is	given	the	current	state	of	Star	Wars:	Rogue	One	is	the	only	good	thing	to	come	from	Disney	Star	Wars,	and	I	give	credit	to	that	more	to	Gareth	Edwards
than	I	do	Disney.	It	actually	gave	me	that	feeling	I	had	when	I	watch	the	OT	when	I	was	younger.	Also,	the	land/space	battle	sequence	at	the	end	of	Rogue	One	might	be	the	best	battle	sequence	in	all	of	Star	Wars.	I	am	100%	with	you	but	I	am	quite	sure	that	this	is	NOT	an	unpopular	opinion	amongst	the	Star	Wars	fan	base.	I	wouldnt	say	R.O.	is	the
only	"good"	thing	since	TFA	and	TLJ	are	OK(sort	of)	and	a	few	of	the	TV	shows	are	pretty	good	too.	Im	looking	forward	to	the	Obi-Wan	show	as	well.	But,	as	far	as	movies	go?	My	goodness,	it	isnt	even	close.	Rogue	One	is	infinitely	better	than	any	other	Star	Wars	movie	that	has	come	out	of	the	Disney	era.	They	should	stick	to	TV	shows	for	best	results.
		Thanks	given	by:	Brutalizer79	(04-07-2022),	gabbott	(04-06-2022)	04-06-2022,	06:32	PM			#27093	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	This	is	Kirk	we	are	talking	about-	Kirk	really	likes	hot	women	and	that	is	a	core	part	of	his	personality.	Was	it	gratuitous-	yes.	Pointless-	no.	Its	the	kind	of	thing	that	could	have	had	some	point
with	Kirk	being	a	womaniser	who	needs	to	grow	up	but	really	it	didnt,	just	ended	up	being	a	throwaway	scene.	Really	my	point	though	is	I	think	Abrams	is	a	cheap	entertainer	who	was	happy	to	use	politics	as	a	marketing	tool	but	almost	certainly	didnt	have	any	strong	convictions.	Again	for	me	really	theres	a	difference	between	a	blockbuster	film	like
say	Aliens	thats	genuinely	feminist	and	then	their	are	films	like	the	sequels	that	basically	bait	and	insult	their	audience	in	the	hope	of	seeming	to	be	important.	The	ironic	thing	is	the	message	of	something	like	the	Holdo	plot	in	Last	Jedi	basically	ended	up	being	"follow	you	superiors	they	know	best	pleb,	don't	think	for	yourself	or	make	moral	decisions
just	obey"	which	is	about	as	far	away	from	the	spirit	of	Starwars	as	you	can	get	although	I	spose	a	very	good	advert	for	cynical	centralist	use	of	progressive	politics.	Last	edited	by	moreorless;	04-06-2022	at	06:36	PM.			04-06-2022,	07:12	PM			#27094	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	You	definitely	posted	that	in	the	right	thread.
Whilst	I	wouldnt	agree	I	think	part	of	the	reason	Trek	TMP	has	picked	up	popularity	relative	to	the	original	release	is	that	it	does	arguebly	feel	more	inline	with	the	TNG	era.	Besides	reusing	Goldsmiths	music	they	do	both	share	alot	of	Phase	Two	influence	and	generally	Robbenberrys	design	to	push	things	in	a	more	Utopian	and	hard	science
direction.	Really	I	think	the	original	crew	films	from	Khan	onwards	cared	less	about	that	and	more	about	the	characters,	they	ended	up	being	5	films	of	Kirk/Spock/McCoy	drama	with	more	of	a	cold	war	setting.			04-06-2022,	08:01	PM			#27095	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I	mean	this	is	JJ	Abrams	here,	the	guy	who	though
Kirk	oogling	Carol	Marucus	in	her	undies	for	zero	reason	was	great	entertainment,	pardon	me	if	I	don't	buy	him	as	a	great	feminist	film	maker.	Devil's	Advocate	for	Abrams,	but	it	was	Alice	Eve	herself	who	wanted	the	scene	in	the	film.	Quote:	A	throwaway	shot,	it	served	little	narrative	purpose	in	the	film’s	theatrical	cut.	Online,	the	backlash	was	swift
to	what	some	saw	as	a	gratuitous	instance	of	a	female	character	being	unfairly	sexualized.	(Though,	of	course,	there	was	also	a	backlash	to	this	backlash.)	Eventually,	producer	Damon	Lindelof	apologized,	and	director	J.J.	Abrams	conceded	that	he	understood	the	criticism.	Eve	has	spoken	only	sparingly	about	the	incident	but,	looking	back	on	the
scene,	remembers	being	taken	aback	by	the	controversy.	“It	was	something	I	voluntarily	worked	with	a	trainer	to	be	fit	for,	was	very	much	prepared	for,	and	very	much	enjoyed	[doing]	—	filming,	executing,	promoting,”	recalls	Eve,	who	says	she	was	actively	involved	in	discussing	all	her	character’s	scenes.	“The	feeling	I	shouldn’t	have	done	it,	or	that
it	was	exploitation,	was	confusing	to	me.”	Eventually,	Eve	shrugged	it	off:	“There	are	many	things	in	the	world	that	are	confusing.	I	put	it	down	to	one	of	those	anomalies.	I’m	proud	of	that	scene,	and	all	the	work	I	did.”	Not	saying	that	Abrams	shouldn't	get	slandered	for	Into	Darkness	though...			04-06-2022,	08:11	PM			#27096	Blu-ray	Samurai		
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	Not	saying	that	Abrams	shouldn't	get	slandered	for	Into	Darkness	though...	I	question	this	word	usage.			04-06-2022,	08:14	PM			#27097	Blu-ray	Count					Thanks	given	by:	RossyG	(04-09-2022),	s2mikey	(04-07-2022)	04-06-2022,	08:50	PM			#27098	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Ha!			04-
06-2022,	09:09	PM			#27099	Blu-ray	Knight			Shame	it's	not	Marvel			Thanks	given	by:	04-07-2022,	10:59	AM			#27100	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	drush9999	Shame	it's	not	Marvel	Right!	Unleash	JJ	on	the	MCU	and	watch	that	crash	and	burn.			Thanks	given	by:	Cinemaniac	(04-07-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-08-2022)	Page	6	04-07-
2022,	12:25	PM			#27101	Special	Member			I'm	guessing	that	Feige	has	the	sense	not	to	go	after	him	and	generally	Marvel	don't	seem	to	be	in	desperation	mode.	I	wouldnt	be	surprised	if	the	appeal	of	Abrams	is	more	towards	your	"non	creative	execs",	basically	someone	who	can	point	to	a	dependable	formula	for	short	term	success	and	isnt	so	likely
to	be	"difficult"	and	potentially	try	and	threaten	the	position	of	said	execs.			04-07-2022,	12:38	PM			#27102	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I'm	guessing	that	Feige	has	the	sense	not	to	go	after	him	and	generally	Marvel	don't	seem	to	be	in	desperation	mode.	I	wouldnt	be	surprised	if	the	appeal	of	Abrams	is	more	towards	your
"non	creative	execs",	basically	someone	who	can	point	to	a	dependable	formula	for	short	term	success	and	isnt	so	likely	to	be	"difficult"	and	potentially	try	and	threaten	the	position	of	said	execs.	JJ	and	his	blasted	'mystery	box'.	'Tune	in	later	and	we'll	tell	you	next	time'	'Tune	in	later	and	we'll	tell	you	next	time'	'Tune	in	later	and	we'll	tell	you	next
time'	Years	later	when	the	TV/Movie	series	is	over	and	nothing	is	revealed...	'Hey,	did	you	really	care	about	the	mystery	or	the	characters?'			04-07-2022,	02:12	PM			#27103	Blu-ray	Ninja			Total	Recall	2012	is	a	good	movie.	Visually	rich,	stylish	direction,	solidly	performed	by	a	top	notch	cast	with	Beckinsale	standing	out	as	a	villainess,	and	the	action
set	pieces	are	as	slick	as	ice	and	just	as	cool.	It	is	only	hindered	by	it's	predictability(remakes	tend	to	suffer	that)	and	the	majesty	of	it's	original	Schwarzenegger	classic	and	source	material.	Hardly	justified	reasoning	for	it's	vitriol.			04-07-2022,	03:23	PM			#27104	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Total	Recall	2012	is	a	good	movie.
Visually	rich,	stylish	direction,	solidly	performed	by	a	top	notch	cast	with	Beckinsale	standing	out	as	a	villainess,	and	the	action	set	pieces	are	as	slick	as	ice	and	just	as	cool.	It	is	only	hindered	by	it's	predictability(remakes	tend	to	suffer	that)	and	the	majesty	of	it's	original	Schwarzenegger	classic	and	source	material.	Hardly	justified	reasoning	for	it's
vitriol.	This!	One	of	the	best	remakes.	It	looks	fantastic	too.	I	know	we	have	seen	this	type	of	dystopian	Blade	Runneresque	visuals	many	times	before	but	I	never	know	why	such	detailed	world	building	gets	forgotten	so	easily	and	yet	everyone	jerked	off	about	Pandora	so	much.	It's	easily	as	impressive	imo.			04-07-2022,	05:42	PM			#27105	Blu-ray
Guru			I'm	baffled	for	the	love	for	Sonic	in	these	forums.			04-07-2022,	05:42	PM			#27106	Blu-ray	Knight			Walk	Hard:	The	Dewey	Cox	Story	>	Walk	the	Line			04-07-2022,	09:30	PM			#27107	Blu-ray	Samurai	X-Men:	First	Class	is	the	best	X-Men	movie	in	the	entire	X	franchise,	including	Logan.			04-07-2022,	09:55	PM			#27108	Blu-ray	Champion		
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	X-Men:	First	Class	is	the	best	X-Men	movie	in	the	entire	X	franchise,	including	Logan.	OOooohhhh......good	one.			04-07-2022,	09:59	PM			#27109	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	Walk	Hard:	The	Dewey	Cox	Story	>	Walk	the	Line	That	shouldn’t	even	be	able	to	be	disputed.			Thanks	given
by:	04-07-2022,	10:00	PM			#27110	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	OOooohhhh......good	one.	If	I	had	a	top	10	greatest	moments	in	comic	book	movie	history,	Magneto	pushing	the	coin	through	Shaw's	head	would	be	in	that	top	10.			04-07-2022,	10:02	PM			#27111	Blu-ray	Prince			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	If	I	had
a	top	10	greatest	moments	in	comic	book	movie	history,	Magneto	pushing	the	coin	through	Shaw's	head	would	be	in	that	top	10.	Toss	a	coin	to	your	Shaw,	O	valley	of	plenty.			04-07-2022,	10:12	PM			#27112	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	If	I	had	a	top	10	greatest	moments	in	comic	book	movie	history,	Magneto	pushing
the	coin	through	Shaw's	head	would	be	in	that	top	10.	First	Class	was	a	good	"reboot"	and	got	them	back	to	good	status.....But	Logan	is	up	there	for	Superhero	films.			04-07-2022,	10:26	PM			#27113	Blu-ray	Ninja			Death	on	the	Nile	was	enjoyable,	but	not	as	good	as	the	first	as	consensus	suggests.	For	one,	the	mystery	was	too	easy	to	figure	out,	it
was	seriously	2+2=4.	Disappointing(and	no	I	never	saw	other	adaptations	or	read	the	book).	Also	I	can't	stand	Armie	Hammer,	never	could.	His	lil	cOnTrOvErSy	has	nothing	to	do	with	it.	From	his	acting	to	his	face	that	I	want	to	punch	so	bad.			04-07-2022,	10:34	PM			#27114	Blu-ray	Prince			You	should	check	out	the	1978	version,	much	better.		
Thanks	given	by:	Mikezilla3k	(04-08-2022),	RossyG	(04-09-2022)	04-07-2022,	10:36	PM			#27115	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Death	on	the	Nile	was	enjoyable,	but	not	as	good	as	the	first	as	consensus	suggests.	For	one,	the	mystery	was	too	easy	to	figure	out,	it	was	seriously	2+2=4.	Disappointing(and	no	I	never	saw	other
adaptations	or	read	the	book).	Also	I	can't	stand	Armie	Hammer,	never	could.	His	lil	cOnTrOvErSy	has	nothing	to	do	with	it.	From	his	acting	to	his	face	that	I	want	to	punch	so	bad.	I	wonder	if	he	knows	that	he	was	named	after	baking	soda.			04-07-2022,	10:38	PM			#27116	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BluBonnet	You	should	check	out
the	1978	version,	much	better.	Will	do.	Is	it	even	an	UO	about	Armie	Hammer?	That	he	has	a	face	for	punching?	He	had	no	business	taking	a	role	that	Olivier	played	in	Rebecca.			04-07-2022,	10:40	PM			#27117	Power	Member			Hammer	was	good	in	THE	LONE	RANGER.			Thanks	given	by:	04-07-2022,	10:42	PM			#27118	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Will	do.	Is	it	even	an	UO	about	Armie	Hammer?	That	he	has	a	face	for	punching?	He	had	no	business	taking	a	role	that	Olivier	played	in	Rebecca.	Armie	Hammer	is	hot	as	****.	Whatever	he's	done,	I	would	happily	let	him	devour	me.			04-07-2022,	10:43	PM			#27119	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Winslow
Leach	Hammer	was	good	in	THE	LONE	RANGER.	Wowza,	lol.	Aye,	good	on	you	man.	Lone	Ranger	was	a	case	of	Green	Hornet,	where	the	hero	and	title	character	ended	up	being	a	beta	to	his	alpha	sidekick.			Thanks	given	by:	04-07-2022,	10:44	PM			#27120	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Armie	Hammer	is	hot	as	****.
Whatever	he's	done,	I	would	happily	let	him	devour	me.	But	no	that's	not	why	i	dislike	him.	I	couldn't	care	less	about	his	personal	strife.			Page	7	04-07-2022,	10:59	PM			#27121	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	But	no	that's	not	why	i	dislike	him.	I	couldn't	care	less	about	his	personal	strife.	Then	why	do	you	dislike	him,	bruh?
Spilleth	the	beans!			04-07-2022,	11:04	PM			#27122	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Then	why	do	you	dislike	him,	bruh?	Spilleth	the	beans!	What	if,	and	now	stick	with	me	here,	but	what	if	they	don’t	like	his,	“acting”?			Thanks	given	by:	04-07-2022,	11:10	PM			#27123	Blu-ray	Champion			Hammer	was	cool	in	The	Man	from
UNCLE.			04-07-2022,	11:15	PM			#27124	Blu-ray	Jedi			Ride	em,	cowboy!	The	Lone	Ranger	is	a	misunderstood	adventure.			04-07-2022,	11:27	PM			#27125	Blu-ray	Champion			Lone	Ranger	is	like	John	Carter........last	century	heroes	attached	to	mediocre	films.	Not	enough	to	get	a	trilogy	and	make	it	a	property	to	continue	making	films.			Thanks
given	by:	04-07-2022,	11:30	PM			#27126	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	What	if,	and	now	stick	with	me	here,	but	what	if	they	don’t	like	his,	“acting”?	Bingo....	and	I	don't	like	his	face....	that	I	want	to	punch....	hard.	It's	like	Can't	Buy	Me	Love,	he	spent	his	life	savings	so	Hollywood	would	think	he's	in	the	cool	club...	until	they
found	out	he	likes	his	liver	with	Fava	beans	and	a	nice	chianti.	Last	edited	by	jess1581;	04-07-2022	at	11:47	PM.			04-07-2022,	11:43	PM			#27127	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	You	say	that	like	it	wasn't	the	only	good/memorable	bit	from	that	awful	sequel.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Girl	doesn't	skip	core	day.
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	If	seeing	that	girl	nearly	naked	is	gratuitous,	then	we	need	MORE	gratuitousness	in	these	movies.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-08-2022),	Mikezilla3k	(04-08-2022)	04-07-2022,	11:45	PM			#27128	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	What	if,	and	now	stick	with	me	here,	but
what	if	they	don’t	like	his,	“acting”?	Unacceptable.			04-08-2022,	12:04	AM			#27129	Blu-ray	Knight			Agreed.	And	he	is	an	absolute	hottie.	There	will	be	no	punching	of	the	face.	And	Daily,	you	will	have	to	get	behind	me	in	line	on	the	man.	I	have	dibs	first.			04-08-2022,	02:22	AM			#27130	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BluBonnet	You
should	check	out	the	1978	version,	much	better.	I'll	take	it	a	step	further.	Nile	78	>>	Orient	Express	74	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	[Show	spoiler]			04-08-2022,	03:43	AM			#27131	Blu-ray	Samurai	Daniel	Craig	is	the	worst	actor	who	ever	played	James	Bond.	This	includes	all	the	actors	from	the	1967	spoof.			04-08-2022,	04:37	AM		
#27132	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			He's	definitely	my	least	favorite	Bond.			04-08-2022,	05:14	AM			#27133	Expert	Member	lol			04-08-2022,	05:27	AM			#27134	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	First	Class	was	a	good	"reboot"	and	got	them	back	to	good	status.....But	Logan	is	up	there	for	Superhero	films.	The	movie	did	nothing	for
me	and	I've	seen	it	several	times	to	try	to	understand	what	everyone	loves	about	it.	For	me,	X-Men:	First	Class	packs	way	more	of	an	emotional	wallop.	Last	edited	by	spider-neil;	04-08-2022	at	03:02	PM.			04-08-2022,	01:50	PM			#27135	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	movie	did	nothing	for	me	and	I've	seen	it	several
times	to	try	to	understand	what	everyone	loves	about	it.	For	me,	X-Men:	First	Class	backs	way	more	of	an	emotional	wallop.	There	are	2	points	I	give	Logan	for	achieving.....	Making	a	super-hero	film	that's	not	a	super-hero	film.	There	are	a	handful	of	those	within	the	genre,	and	I	think	Logan	went	the	farthest.	Jackman's	swan	song	to	his
portrayal......a	finite	ending.			04-08-2022,	01:51	PM			#27136	Blu-ray	Samurai			Shane	did	it	so	much	better.	Logan	made	a	mistake	inviting	the	comparison.			04-08-2022,	02:16	PM			#27137	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Hammer	was	cool	in	The	Man	from	UNCLE.	The	only	"Slap"	that	matters.			Thanks	given	by:	04-08-2022,
02:19	PM			#27138	Blu-ray	Prince			So	much	slapstick....			04-08-2022,	02:48	PM			#27139	Senior	Member			Lost	Ark	<	Temple	of	Doom			Thanks	given	by:	Mikezilla3k	(04-08-2022),	RossyG	(04-09-2022)	04-08-2022,	03:03	PM			#27140	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	Lost	Ark	<	Temple	of	Doom	Temple	was	my	least
favourite	Indiana	Jones	movie...until	I	saw	Crystal	Skull.	I'd	watch	the	TV	series	before	watching	Crystal	Skull	again.			Thanks	given	by:	Page	8	04-08-2022,	04:50	PM			#27141	Blu-ray	Knight			Kingdom	of	The	Crystal	Skull	>	Temple	of	Doom			Thanks	given	by:	2sday	(04-08-2022),	kylor	(04-08-2022)	04-08-2022,	06:06	PM			#27142	Blu-ray	Guru		
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Wowza,	lol.	Aye,	good	on	you	man.	Lone	Ranger	was	a	case	of	Green	Hornet,	where	the	hero	and	title	character	ended	up	being	a	beta	to	his	alpha	sidekick.	Nothing	wrong	with	either	film	doing	the	whole	"beta	main,	alpha	sidekick"	(lol).	I	think	both	films	worked	out	better	with	that	as	the	case.	If	Lone	Ranger
got	sequels	he	would	have	probably	gotten	better	at	things.	Classic	hero	learning	as	the	series	progressed	situation.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Hammer	was	cool	in	The	Man	from	UNCLE.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jennifer	Lawrence	Fan	Ride	em,	cowboy!	The	Lone	Ranger	is	a	misunderstood	adventure.	He's	(shockingly)	a	good	actor.
Really	good	in	those	mentioned	but	even	better	in	Free	Fire,	Social	Network	and	Call	Me	by	Your	Name.	But	it	makes	sense	how	he	got	away	for	a	bit,	hiding	his	crazy.	He's	an	actor.	Good	actor,	bad	dude.			04-08-2022,	06:10	PM			#27143	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Shane	did	it	so	much	better.	Logan	made	a	mistake	inviting
the	comparison.	Well	duh.	Also	Logan	is	overrated.	It's	great	that	Mangold	got	to	make	the	movie	he	wanted	to	make	since	The	Wolverine	didn't	turn	out	exactly	as	planned.	But	it's	still	not	fully	there	for	me.	Up	until	[Show	spoiler]X-24	everything	works,	for	the	most	part.	But	by	that	point	the	movie	lost	me	and	the	goofiness	of	all	of	it	took	over	too
much	for	me.	Still,	it's	a	great	sign	that	these	comic	book	movies	have	the	potential	to	be	more	when	they	rip	off	other	films	and	try	to	be	more	than	just	third	act	explosion	fest.	Joker	is	a	good	example	of	this.	Hell,	that	film	helped	people	in	developing	countries	stand	up	to	tyrannical	governments/leadership.			Thanks	given	by:	04-08-2022,	06:13	PM		
#27144	Blu-ray	Prince			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Kingdom	of	The	Crystal	Skull	>	Temple	of	Doom	Can't	even	believe	this	is	an	opinion.	It	should	be	a	fact.			04-08-2022,	06:14	PM			#27145	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Well	duh.	Also	Logan	is	overrated.	It's	great	that	Mangold	got	to	make	the	movie
he	wanted	to	make	since	The	Wolverine	didn't	turn	out	exactly	as	planned.	But	it's	still	not	fully	there	for	me.	Up	until	[Show	spoiler]X-24	everything	works,	for	the	most	part.	But	by	that	point	the	movie	lost	me	and	the	goofiness	of	all	of	it	took	over	too	much	for	me.	Still,	it's	a	great	sign	that	these	comic	book	movies	have	the	potential	to	be	more
when	they	rip	off	other	films	and	try	to	be	more	than	just	third	act	explosion	fest.	Joker	is	a	good	example	of	this.	Hell,	that	film	helped	people	in	developing	countries	stand	up	to	tyrannical	governments/leadership.	Both	Logan	and	Joker	are	desperate	to	be	taken	seriously	as	cinema.	The	desperation	reeks.	They're	both	okay,	at	best.	In	Logan,	it's	the
second	half	that	hobbles	it.	In	Joker,	it's	the	first	half.			Thanks	given	by:	Cinemaniac	(04-10-2022),	Robbie	The	Robot	(04-09-2022)	04-08-2022,	06:24	PM			#27146	Blu-ray	Champion			Yall	buggin'			04-08-2022,	06:24	PM			#27147	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Both	Logan	and	Joker	are	desperate	to	be	taken	seriously	as	cinema.
The	desperation	reeks.	They're	both	okay,	at	best.	In	Logan,	it's	the	second	half	that	hobbles	it.	In	Joker,	it's	the	first	half.	I	guess	I'm	not	seeing	the	desperation.	Plenty	of	modern	films	(and	filmmakers)	are	stealing/paying	homage	to	those	before.	It	just	feels	like	almost	everything	and	everyone	is	doing	it.	Joker	mostly	worked	for	me.	Only	stuff	that
needed	to	be	removed	was	the	neighbour	storyline.	It's	so	damn	obvious	what's	going	on	and	I	felt	like	it	barely	added	anything	to	the	story.	Easily	could	have	taken	elements	of	that	and	applied	that	to	the	rest	of	film's	story.	Logan	works	best	when	it	wasn't	trying	to	be	a	superhero	movie.	You	could	tell	Mangold	didn't	care	for	that	stuff	but	had	to
since	it's	part	of	what	people/comic	fans	expect	and	want.	I	just	feel	like	those	films	are	on	the	right	path.	Give	me	films	that	are	quieter.	Or	shake	things	up.	I	wanna	see	Daredevil	court	drama	with	little	of	him	in	costume.	Or	possibly	the	Punisher	and	Luke	Cage	told	in	exploitations	like	ways,	vigilante	and	blaxploitation	respectively.	Or	maybe	a
TMNT	film	set	in	the	Edo	period,	with	heavy	influence	of	Kurosawa	and	Ozu.	I	just	wish	these	studios	would	be	more	daring	to	take	a	chance	on	films	like	this.			04-08-2022,	06:29	PM			#27148	Blu-ray	Champion			V	for	Vendetta,	Watchmen,	Jessica	Jones,	Winter	Soldier,	Logan,	Batman	Begins,	Punisher	War	Zone,	and	Dredd	stretched	the	parameters.
Its	good	for	genre.			Thanks	given	by:	04-08-2022,	06:39	PM			#27149	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	guess	I'm	not	seeing	the	desperation.	Plenty	of	modern	films	(and	filmmakers)	are	stealing/paying	homage	to	those	before.	It	just	feels	like	almost	everything	and	everyone	is	doing	it.	Joker	mostly	worked	for	me.	Only
stuff	that	needed	to	be	removed	was	the	neighbour	storyline.	It's	so	damn	obvious	what's	going	on	and	I	felt	like	it	barely	added	anything	to	the	story.	Easily	could	have	taken	elements	of	that	and	applied	that	to	the	rest	of	film's	story.	Logan	works	best	when	it	wasn't	trying	to	be	a	superhero	movie.	You	could	tell	Mangold	didn't	care	for	that	stuff	but
had	to	since	it's	part	of	what	people/comic	fans	expect	and	want.	I	just	feel	like	those	films	are	on	the	right	path.	Give	me	films	that	are	quieter.	Or	shake	things	up.	I	wanna	see	Daredevil	court	drama	with	little	of	him	in	costume.	Or	possibly	the	Punisher	and	Luke	Cage	told	in	exploitations	like	ways,	vigilante	and	blaxploitation	respectively.	Or	maybe
a	TMNT	film	set	in	the	Edo	period,	with	heavy	influence	of	Kurosawa	and	Ozu.	I	just	wish	these	studios	would	be	more	daring	to	take	a	chance	on	films	like	this.	I	applaud	the	effort	to	move	beyond	convention	and	formula.	I	just	don't	think	either	movie	works	all	that	well.	Studios	being	studios,	though,	I	expect	them	to	find	a	new	formula	to	latch	onto
if	anything.	If	it's	not	that,	they	end	up	treating	something	like	Joker	as	a	fluke	and	just	go	back	to	the	same	old	well.	It's	one	reason	why	I	pay	so	little	attention	to	the	whole	comic	book	craze.	I'm	2/3	of	the	way	through	Jean-Pierre	Melville	and	it's	f'ing	awesome.	When	You	Read	This	Letter	is	a	complete	lost	gem	of	a	film	that	more	people	should
watch.			04-08-2022,	06:40	PM			#27150	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Well	duh.	Also	Logan	is	overrated.	It's	great	that	Mangold	got	to	make	the	movie	he	wanted	to	make	since	The	Wolverine	didn't	turn	out	exactly	as	planned.	But	it's	still	not	fully	there	for	me.	Up	until	[Show	spoiler]X-24	everything	works,	for	the	most
part.	But	by	that	point	the	movie	lost	me	and	the	goofiness	of	all	of	it	took	over	too	much	for	me.	Still,	it's	a	great	sign	that	these	comic	book	movies	have	the	potential	to	be	more	when	they	rip	off	other	films	and	try	to	be	more	than	just	third	act	explosion	fest.	Joker	is	a	good	example	of	this.	Hell,	that	film	helped	people	in	developing	countries	stand
up	to	tyrannical	governments/leadership.	I	rolled	my	eyes	when	Logan	LITERALLY	had	to	fight	his	animal	side.	Sigh.	I	felt	more	for	the	butchered	family	than	for	Professor	X	because	of	the	way	Professor	X	was	portrayed	and	then	taken	out	of	the	movie.	Logan	is	held	up	as	this	great	movie	but	I've	seen	superhero	movies	that	have	had	far	more
impact	on	me	emotionally.	Talking	about	Wolverine,	it	always	annoyed	the	heck	out	of	me	that	great	comic	characters	like	Cyclops,	Storm,	and	Nightcrawler	are	given	minor	roles	so	the	film	can	concentrate	on	Wolverine.	Say	what	you	will	about	the	MCU	and	The	Avengers	movies	but	ALL	of	the	characters	are	allowed	to	shine.			04-08-2022,	06:43
PM			#27151	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	V	for	Vendetta,	Watchmen,	Jessica	Jones,	Winter	Soldier,	Logan,	Batman	Begins,	Punisher	War	Zone,	and	Dredd	stretched	the	parameters.	Its	good	for	genre.	Love	Dredd.	After	the	debacle	of	Stallone's	movie	that	was	Judge	Dredd	in	name	only.	I	wasn't	expecting	anything	from	the
Garland	movie	and	was	blown	away.	One	of	my	favourite	comic	book	movies	of	all	time.			04-08-2022,	06:46	PM			#27152	Blu-ray	Count			Ghost	World	is	the	best	comic	book	movie	of	all	time			04-08-2022,	07:03	PM			#27153	Senior	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Ghost	World	is	the	best	comic	book	movie	of	all	time	I	have	to	agree	the
characters	feel	the	same	and	the	film	is	really	nice			04-08-2022,	07:34	PM			#27154	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I	applaud	the	effort	to	move	beyond	convention	and	formula.	I	just	don't	think	either	movie	works	all	that	well.	Studios	being	studios,	though,	I	expect	them	to	find	a	new	formula	to	latch	onto	if	anything.	If	it's	not
that,	they	end	up	treating	something	like	Joker	as	a	fluke	and	just	go	back	to	the	same	old	well.	It's	one	reason	why	I	pay	so	little	attention	to	the	whole	comic	book	craze.	I'm	2/3	of	the	way	through	Jean-Pierre	Melville	and	it's	f'ing	awesome.	When	You	Read	This	Letter	is	a	complete	lost	gem	of	a	film	that	more	people	should	watch.	I	agree.	It's	just
that	this	whole	thing	is	destroying	one	side	of	film	and	making	it	harder	for	mid	sized	dramas	to	be	a	thing.	It's	even	making	cheaper	$10	million	dramas	to	be	a	thing.	Or	at	least	ones	that	end	up	in	theatres.	I've	gone	through	Trakovsky	again	after	a	decade	and	my	views	on	his	work	is	seen	through	a	new	lens.	It's	been	wonderful	to	do.			Thanks
given	by:	04-08-2022,	07:41	PM			#27155	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	agree.	It's	just	that	this	whole	thing	is	destroying	one	side	of	film	and	making	it	harder	for	mid	sized	dramas	to	be	a	thing.	It's	even	making	cheaper	$10	million	dramas	to	be	a	thing.	Or	at	least	ones	that	end	up	in	theatres.	I've	gone	through
Trakovsky	again	after	a	decade	and	my	views	on	his	work	is	seen	through	a	new	lens.	It's	been	wonderful	to	do.	I	certainly	hope	you	don't	feel	like	killing	yourself	now.	I	kid,	I	kid.	Tarkovsky	is	wonderful,	but	he's	so	seriously	Russian,	you	know?	That's	heavy.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-09-2022)	04-08-2022,	08:48	PM			#27156	Blu-ray
Samurai	I	enjoyed	Dr	Sleep	more	than	The	Shining.	The	Shining	is	a	better	movie,	it's	shot	better,	directed	better,	has	better	cinematography	and	better	acting.	But	despite	all	of	that	Dr	Sleep	is	closer	to	the	book	The	Shining	and	therefore	I	enjoyed	it	more.	Another	unpopular	opinion	is	I	think	Jack	Nicholson	is	a	bad	casting	choice	for	The	Shining.
He	puts	in	a	great	performance	but	c'mon,	look	at	the	guy,	there	is	no	doubt	in	your	mind	he	is	crazy	at	the	start	so	the	turn	when	the	hotel	sends	him	mad	isn't	a	surprise.	Very	much	like	Arnie	in	Total	Recall,	there	is	no	doubt	the	guy	is	meant	for	heroic	things	so	you	are	expecting	the	turn	of	heroism	rather	than	be	surprised	by	it	as	you	would	be	if
an	everyman	was	cast.	Last	edited	by	spider-neil;	04-08-2022	at	08:53	PM.			04-08-2022,	08:51	PM			#27157	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	enjoyed	Dr	Sleep	more	than	The	Shining.	The	Shining	is	a	better	movie,	it's	shot	better,	directed	better,	has	better	cinematography	and	better	acting.	But	despite	all	of	that	Dr	Sleep	is
closer	to	the	book	The	Shining	and	therefore	I	enjoyed	it	more.	Every	change	Kubrick	made	to	the	story	improved	The	Shining.	The	Shining	is	a	nearly	great	book	negatively	affected	by	King's	obsession	with	over-explaining	everything...plus	topiary	monsters.	The	Shining	movie	>	The	Shining	book			04-08-2022,	08:55	PM			#27158	Blu-ray	Samurai
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Every	change	Kubrick	made	to	the	story	improved	The	Shining.	The	Shining	is	a	nearly	great	book	negatively	affected	by	King's	obsession	with	over-explaining	everything...plus	topiary	monsters.	The	Shining	movie	>	The	Shining	book	I	STRONGLY	disagree	with	that.	Yes,	he	gave	the	movie	an	iconic	visual	style	but
the	book	is	WAY	scarier	than	the	movie.			Thanks	given	by:	El	Dopo	(04-09-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-08-2022)	04-08-2022,	08:56	PM			#27159	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	STRONGLY	disagree	with	that.	Yes,	he	gave	the	movie	an	iconic	visual	style	but	the	book	is	WAY	scarier	than	the	movie.	I'm	not	scared	by	books.	Or	movies.
I'm	an	adult.			04-08-2022,	08:57	PM			#27160	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I'm	not	scared	by	books.	Or	movies.	I'm	an	adult.	You've	not	read	much,	have	you?			Page	9	04-08-2022,	08:58	PM			#27161	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	You've	not	read	much,	have	you?	Nope.	Illiterate.	I	bang	on	the
keyboard	until	the	red	squiggles	go	away.			04-08-2022,	08:58	PM			#27162	Blu-ray	Knight					04-08-2022,	09:00	PM			#27163	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I'm	not	scared	by	books.	Or	movies.	I'm	an	adult.	Good	for	you.	I	enjoy	movies	and	books	that	can	get	under	my	skin.	I	admit	a	visual	is	probably	not	going	to	scare	me	but	I
find	implied	horror	can	be	very	effective.	Also,	situational	horror	can	be	effective	because	you	can	put	yourself	in	that	situation	and	be	scared	by	it.	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	(70's)	is	one	of	my	favourite	horror	movies	of	all	time	because	I	find	the	idea	of	everybody	being	replaced	but	you	terrifying.			04-08-2022,	09:00	PM			#27164	Blu-ray
Knight			Stanley	Kubrick's	The	Shining	would	have	been	a	perfect	A24	movie,	if	they	were	around	in	1980.	You	can	make	of	that	what	you	will.			04-08-2022,	09:02	PM			#27165	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	STRONGLY	disagree	with	that.	Yes,	he	gave	the	movie	an	iconic	visual	style	but	the	book	is	WAY	scarier	than	the
movie.	Plus	the	characters	are	far	more	developed	in	the	novel,	especially	Wendy.			04-08-2022,	09:03	PM			#27166	Blu-ray	Samurai	There	is	an	atmosphere	and	vibe	to	The	Shining	which	is	great	I	just	didn't	find	it	scary.	The	book	on	the	other	hand	has	to	be	up	there	as	one	of	the	most	terrifying	reads	of	all	time.	Just	my	opinion.			04-08-2022,	09:04
PM			#27167	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RYJAPE21	Plus	the	characters	are	far	more	developed	in	the	novel,	especially	Wendy.	Agreed.			04-09-2022,	12:41	AM			#27168	Blu-ray	Ninja			Everything	about	The	Shining,	the	book	is	better	than	The	Shining,	the	movie	and	the	book	isn't	fantastic.	stanley	kubrick	is	a	hack,	literally.	Last
edited	by	Damon1281;	04-09-2022	at	04:13	AM.	Reason:	The	movie	IS	better	than	Spaceballs,	however.			04-09-2022,	12:48	AM			#27169	Blu-ray	Jedi			Who's	Stanly	Kubric?			04-09-2022,	01:04	AM			#27170	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I	certainly	hope	you	don't	feel	like	killing	yourself	now.	I	kid,	I	kid.	Tarkovsky	is	wonderful,
but	he's	so	seriously	Russian,	you	know?	That's	heavy.	It's	been	a	trip.	Probably	a	bad	time	for	me	to	watch	Russian	films.	But	at	least	they	were	anti-war	or	making	comments	towards	the	country	they	were	born	in	and	trying	to	look	inward.			04-09-2022,	01:05	AM			#27171	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	Who's	Stanly
Kubric?	A	hack	that	gets	paid	by	people	confusing	him	with	the	magnificent	director,	Stanley	Kubrick.	He’s	the	Joel	Cohen	to	Joel	Coen.			04-09-2022,	04:10	AM			#27172	Senior	Member			Since	Kubrick	is	being	brought	up	in	a	lot	of	wrong	ways...	Fail	Safe	(64)	>	Dr	Strangelove	(64)	Same	story	done	in	a	darker	way,	but	the	performances,	pacing,
payoff	and	cinematography	in	the	Lumet	is	also	better.	[Disclaimer:	Kubbrick	was	a	genius,	he	just	got	beaten	on	this	one	and	made	one	shitty	sci-fi	movie	that	people	can't	get	over	cos	they	can't	understand	it]			04-09-2022,	05:25	AM			#27173	Blu-ray	Ninja			Louis	Gossett	Jr.	shoulda	been	nominated	for	an	Oscar	for	Enemy	Mine.			Thanks	given	by:
Batmon77	(04-09-2022),	wonderer99	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	05:32	AM			#27174	Blu-ray	Samurai	I	like	Krubrick's	visual	style	but	I	think	his	movies	are	cold	and	emotionally	distant.	Pretty	much	all	of	his	movies	are	iconic.	I	just	think	The	Shining	the	book	is	better	than	the	movie.	It's	far	clearer	the	house	is	making	Jack	crazy	and	the	characters
(especially	the	wife)	are	far	more	developed.			04-09-2022,	05:39	AM			#27175	Blu-ray	Knight			JJ	Abrams	Star	Trek	>>	Snyder's	DC	movies			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	06:34	AM			#27176	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	JJ	Abrams	Star	Trek	>>	Snyder's	DC	movies	I'd	watch	MoS,	BvS	and	Justice	League	before	JJ
Abrams'	Star	Trek.	Star	Trek	should	be	about	exploring	and	ideas	and	that	is	not	JJ	Abrams'	Star	Trek.			04-09-2022,	06:44	AM			#27177	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Paying	for	the	Phantasm	remaster	is	the	only	good	thing	JJ	Abrams	has	done.			04-09-2022,	06:57	AM			#27178	Blu-ray	Knight			I'll	take	Goodfellas	over	all	three	of	the	Godfather	films,	ten	times
out	of	ten.			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	07:31	AM			#27179	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	I'll	take	Goodfellas	over	all	three	of	the	Godfather	films,	ten	times	out	of	ten.	I'd	take	Goodfellas	over	Godfather	part	1	not	part	2.	Part	2	is	amazing.	I	think	that's	the	first	time	I	saw	a	movie	told	from	two	perspectives.			04-09-2022,	07:34
AM			#27180	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Louis	Gossett	Jr.	shoulda	been	nominated	for	an	Oscar	for	Enemy	Mine.	It's	sad	this	is	in	this	thread.	It's	a	great	performance,	especially	through	all	that	makeup.	Love	that	film			Thanks	given	by:	Page	10	04-09-2022,	08:57	AM			#27181	Blu-ray	Samurai	Bridge	on	the	River	Kwai	>	The
Godfather	I	think	the	River	Kwai	movie	does	a	much	better	job	of	showing	the	fall	from	grace	of	a	virtuous	man	to	the	point	he	is	killing	his	own	men	than	Michael	Corleone	embracing	being	a	mobster.	Don't	get	me	wrong,	the	depiction	in	Godfather	is	good,	great	even,	but	I	think	it	is	done	better	in	River	Kwai.			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	11:40
AM			#27182	Active	Member	Both	King	and	Kubrick	occupy	the	same	space	as	over	rated	masters.	The	movie	is	good	but	Jack	(or	Kubrick)	kill	the	beginning	by	kicking	his	character	off	as	an	uncaring	prick.	Kubrick	would	have	suffered	a	modern	fate	for	his	treatment	of	Shelly.	His	movies	interest	and	annoy	me	like	Nolan's	do.	King	is	good	at
capturing	the	American	underbelly.	I’ll	give	him	a	pass	with	it	being	one	of	his	earlier	works.	His	later	stuff	is	better.	But	all	the	italics	and	internal	thought.	Ugh.	Not	scary.			04-09-2022,	11:56	AM			#27183	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Robbie	The	Robot	Both	King	and	Kubrick	occupy	the	same	space	as	over	rated	masters.	The	movie
is	good	but	Jack	(or	Kubrick)	kill	the	beginning	by	kicking	his	character	off	as	an	uncaring	prick.	Kubrick	would	have	suffered	a	modern	fate	for	his	treatment	of	Shelly.	His	movies	interest	and	annoy	me	like	Nolan's	do.	King	is	good	at	capturing	the	American	underbelly.	I’ll	give	him	a	pass	with	it	being	one	of	his	earlier	works.	His	later	stuff	is	better.
But	all	the	italics	and	internal	thought.	Ugh.	Not	scary.	Internal	thoughts	give	you	an	insight	into	the	character.	Yes,	it's	better	when	you	'show	don't	tell'	but	I	like	inner	monologue	when	it's	used	sparingly.			04-09-2022,	01:51	PM			#27184	Active	Member	The	best	4K	discs	are	the	Technicolor	spectacles	of	years	past,	not	the	newest	blockbusters.	The
Red	Shoes	(1948)	and	The	Wizard	of	Oz	(1939)	pop	much	more	than	films	like	The	Last	Jedi	(2017)	and	Spider-Verse	(2018)	do	on	the	format.			04-09-2022,	03:32	PM			#27185	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Executive	Decision	is	the	only	good	Steven	Seagal	film.			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	03:37	PM			#27186	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
DR	Herbert	West	Executive	Decision	is	the	only	good	Steven	Seagal	film.	I	don't	remember	Executive	Decision	having	tits	in	it.	Under	Siege	has	tits	in	it.	A	Steven	Seagal	movie	can	only	be	good	if	it	has	tits	in	it.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	03:41	PM			#27187	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit
Blanc	I	don't	remember	Executive	Decision	having	tits	in	it.	Under	Siege	has	tits	in	it.	A	Steven	Seagal	movie	can	only	be	good	if	it	has	tits	in	it.	Steven's	are	kinda	visible	through	his	uniform.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	03:43	PM			#27188	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Steven's	are	kinda
visible	through	his	uniform.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	03:57	PM			#27189	Blu-ray	Knight			Under	Seige	2	>>	most	movies	made	today	Prime	Steven	Segal	tits	>>	most	other	tits	out	there			04-09-2022,	06:23	PM			#27190	Blu-ray	Samurai	The	Sixth	Sense	is	more	than	the	plot	twist.	People	can	knock	M.	Night	and
that	is	probably	fair	but	no	one	can	take	Sixth	Sense	away	from	him.	That	movie	is	a	classic	and	has	rewatch	value	even	if	you	know	the	twist	going	in	(and	let's	face	it,	everyone	does).	A	brilliant	performance	from	Toni	Collette	(her	second	best	performance	after	Hereditary)	and	Oswald	is	a	revelation.			04-09-2022,	06:31	PM			#27191	Power	Member
		Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	Sixth	Sense	is	more	than	the	plot	twist.	People	can	knock	M.	Night	and	that	is	probably	fair	but	no	one	can	take	Sixth	Sense	away	from	him.	That	movie	is	a	classic	and	has	rewatch	value	even	if	you	know	the	twist	going	in	(and	let's	face	it,	everyone	does).	A	brilliant	performance	from	Toni	Collette	(her
second	best	performance	after	Hereditary)	and	Oswald	is	a	revelation.	Osment.			04-09-2022,	07:47	PM			#27192	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	It's	sad	this	is	in	this	thread.	It's	a	great	performance,	especially	through	all	that	makeup.	Love	that	film	Yep	phenomenal	performance,	at	no	time	did	I	think	"guy	wearing	make	up".
Just	a	creature	that	had	grace	yet	ferocity,	toughness	yet	tenderness,	and	the	range	was	just	insane.	Hell,	on	the	flipside	I've	always	loved	Dennis	Quaid.	He's	like	comfort	food.	When	he's	on,	he	just	makes	movies	better.			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	08:09	PM			#27193	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Yep	phenomenal
performance,	at	no	time	did	I	think	"guy	wearing	make	up".	Just	a	creature	that	had	grace	yet	ferocity,	toughness	yet	tenderness,	and	the	range	was	just	insane.	Hell,	on	the	flipside	I've	always	loved	Dennis	Quaid.	He's	like	comfort	food.	When	he's	on,	he	just	makes	movies	better.	He	was	great	in	Solo:	A	Star	Wars	Story.			04-09-2022,	08:25	PM		
#27194	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	He	was	great	in	Solo:	A	Star	Wars	Story.	You	must	forgive	me,	but	I'm	not	getting	the	joke.			Thanks	given	by:	fighthefutureofhd	(04-09-2022),	Gacivory	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	09:58	PM			#27195	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Paying	for	the	Phantasm



remaster	is	the	only	good	thing	JJ	Abrams	has	done.	I	don't	think	JJ	is	THAT	bad.	MI	III	has	some	good	point	in	it,	Super	8	had	the	potential	for	a	universally	loved	hit	and	his	Episode	VII	is	okay.	And	I'll	take	his	Star	Trek	movies,	for	what	they	are.	(Which	is	movies	that	are	way	better	than	whatever	they're	slinging	on	the	tee	vee...ugh).	But	hell	yeah
for	him	for	doing	what	he	did	for	Phantasm.	Maybe	he	could	front	some	money	for	a	game.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-10-2022),	RYJAPE21	(04-10-2022)	04-09-2022,	10:00	PM			#27196	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	You	must	forgive	me,	but	I'm	not	getting	the	joke.	That	Alden	Ehrenreich	was	essentially	doing	an
'80s	Dennis	Quaid	impression	all	the	way	through.			04-09-2022,	10:01	PM			#27197	Blu-ray	Count			Randy	Quaid	>	Dennis	Quaid	Always	found	Dennis	to	be	devoid	of	charisma.			04-09-2022,	10:01	PM			#27198	Blu-ray	Count			JJ	Abrams	gave	us	Fringe,	which	is	one	of	my	all	time	favorite	shows,	so	I	can	almost	forgive	him	for	crapping	on	Star	Trek
and	Star	Wars.			04-09-2022,	10:03	PM			#27199	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Randy	Quaid	>	Dennis	Quaid	Always	found	Dennis	to	be	devoid	of	charisma.	Well	Randy's	devoid	of	sanity.			Thanks	given	by:	AKORIS	(04-09-2022),	Cinemaniac	(04-10-2022)	04-09-2022,	10:03	PM			#27200	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted
by	Gacivory	Randy	Quaid	>	Dennis	Quaid	Always	found	Dennis	to	be	devoid	of	charisma.	About	a	month	or	two	ago	Jeopardy	had	a	Dennis	Quaid	category.	If	I	recall,	no	one	got	any	of	the	answers	right.			Thanks	given	by:	Page	11	04-09-2022,	10:08	PM			#27201	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Randy	Quaid	>	Dennis	Quaid	Always
found	Dennis	to	be	devoid	of	charisma.	Whew,	strong	disagree,	but	hey...	That's	the	nature	of	this	beast.			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	10:11	PM			#27202	Blu-ray	Knight			And	Bonnie	Raitt	would	agree.	And	who	can	go	against	Bonnie	Raitt?			04-09-2022,	10:14	PM			#27203	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	And	Bonnie
Raitt	would	agree.	And	who	can	go	against	Bonnie	Raitt?			04-09-2022,	10:16	PM			#27204	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Well	Randy's	devoid	of	sanity.	If	only	he	wasn't	and	Dennis	was	instead	devoid	of	Sanity	&	Charisma.			04-09-2022,	10:19	PM			#27205	Blu-ray	Jedi			Are	jokes	about	people's	mental	hygiene	acceptable
now?			Thanks	given	by:	04-09-2022,	10:24	PM			#27206	Blu-ray	Knight			Always	has	been.	At	least	I	thought	that	was	the	case.	Nothing	in	comedy	is	really	off	limits.			Thanks	given	by:	Batmon77	(04-09-2022),	RossyG	(04-10-2022)	04-09-2022,	10:28	PM			#27207	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	Are	jokes	about	people's
mental	hygiene	acceptable	now?	I	don't	know,	but	I	make	jokes	about	my	mental	health.	is	that	ok?			04-09-2022,	10:29	PM			#27208	Blu-ray	Jedi			I	would	imagine	self-defacing	jokes	are	always	in.			04-09-2022,	10:30	PM			#27209	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	I	would	imagine	self-defacing	jokes	are	always	in.	Effacing.
Unless	that	was	another	joke.			04-09-2022,	10:32	PM			#27210	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Effacing.	Unless	that	was	another	joke.	It	was,	I	have	to	learn	to	be	more	self-deprecating,	I	know	I	take	myself	too	seriously.			04-09-2022,	10:33	PM			#27211	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	It	was,	I	have
to	learn	to	be	more	self-deprecating,	I	know	I	take	myself	too	seriously.	I	wouldn't	know	about	that;	I	haven't	read	enough	of	your	posts	yet.			04-09-2022,	10:37	PM			#27212	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Always	has	been.	At	least	I	thought	that	was	the	case.	Nothing	in	comedy	is	really	off	limits.	That	used	to	be	true	a
decade	or	so	ago	when	the	world	was	still	a	relatively	normal	place	but	not	so	much	now.	Just	ask	comedians	that	won’t	even	do	stand	up	at	colleges	anymore	due	to	butt	hurt	students	having	a	fit	over	anything	and	everything 			04-09-2022,	10:37	PM			#27213	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	AKORIS	That	used	to	be	true	a	decade	or	so	ago
when	the	world	was	still	a	relatively	normal	place	but	not	so	much	now.	Just	ask	comedians	that	won’t	even	do	stand	up	at	colleges	anymore	due	to	butt	hurt	students	having	a	fit	over	anything	and	everything 	LOL	reminds	me	of	my	father	saying	Gen	X	whines	too	much	and	I	told	him	that's	what	Gen	X	says	about	Gen	Z.			04-09-2022,	10:39	PM		
#27214	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	akoris	that	used	to	be	true	a	decade	or	so	ago	when	the	world	was	still	a	relatively	normal	place	but	not	so	much	now.	Just	ask	comedians	that	won’t	even	do	stand	up	at	colleges	anymore	due	to	butt	hurt	students	having	a	fit	over	anything	and	everything 	" 	bwaaa!!!	I	want	my	safe	space!!!"		
04-09-2022,	10:39	PM			#27215	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	I	don't	remember	Executive	Decision	having	tits	in	it.	Under	Siege	has	tits	in	it.	A	Steven	Seagal	movie	can	only	be	good	if	it	has	tits	in	it.	This	made	me			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-09-2022)	04-09-2022,	10:45	PM			#27216	Blu-ray	Samurai			Mr.	Bean's
Holiday	is	underrated.			04-09-2022,	11:23	PM			#27217	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Paying	for	the	Phantasm	remaster	is	the	only	good	thing	JJ	Abrams	has	done.	If	all	he	did	was	co-create	Fringe	and	direct	Super	8,	that's	a	legacy	to	me.	But	he	also	co-wrote	Joy	Ride,	which	is	an	excellent	thriller.	People	can	hate	on
Abrams	all	they	want.	It	doesn't	mean	a	thing	to	me.			Thanks	given	by:	fighthefutureofhd	(04-10-2022),	HipsterTrash	(04-09-2022)	04-10-2022,	12:18	AM			#27218	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	Sixth	Sense	is	more	than	the	plot	twist.	People	can	knock	M.	Night	and	that	is	probably	fair	but	no	one	can	take	Sixth	Sense
away	from	him.	That	movie	is	a	classic	and	has	rewatch	value	even	if	you	know	the	twist	going	in	(and	let's	face	it,	everyone	does).	A	brilliant	performance	from	Toni	Collette	(her	second	best	performance	after	Hereditary)	and	Oswald	is	a	revelation.	Lee	Harvey	stole	every	scene	he	was	in.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-10-2022)	04-10-2022,
12:37	AM			#27219	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	If	all	he	did	was	co-create	Fringe	and	direct	Super	8,	that's	a	legacy	to	me.	But	he	also	co-wrote	Joy	Ride,	which	is	an	excellent	thriller.	People	can	hate	on	Abrams	all	they	want.	It	doesn't	mean	a	thing	to	me.	Thank	you.	There	are	worse	directors	out	there	praised	like	they're	the
second	coming	and	yet	Abrams	is	a	hack.	How	whack	is	that!!	Abrams	Star	Trek	>>	Nolan's	Batman			04-10-2022,	01:59	AM			#27220	Senior	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	Lee	Harvey	stole	every	scene	he	was	in.	But	you	could	see	that	Ruby	'CIA	mind	control'	twist	coming	from	a	mile	away.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-10-
2022)	Page	12	04-10-2022,	03:18	AM			#27221	Expert	Member	Good	things	about	80s	He-Man	movie	:	-	opening	narration	-	music	!	-Langella	and	Meg	Foster	in	particular	-	Skeletors	speech	at	beginning	when	HM	turns	to	the	camera	for	the	first	time	,	HM	jumping	right	into	action	-	the	villains	are	more	scary	than	in	the	toon	,	Karg/Beastman	kinda
scared	me	as	a	kid	-	the	gym	scene	has	a	horror	movie	like	feel	to	it	(Beastman	def	scary	in	this	scene)	-	good	sword	scene	HM	vs	Blade	-	det	Lubic	is	a	bit	ott	but	funny	-	i	know	many	fans	hate	on	Julie/Kevin	but	i	think	they	did	a	good	job	in	it	-	costumes	were	good	,	theyre	just	not	colorful	like	in	the	toon	-	if	you	view	it	more	like	a	"fish	out	of	water"
story	then	it	may	be	more	enjoyable	-	HM	being	HM	24/7	doesnt	really	bother	me	much	,	to	me	it	felt	like	HM	even	w/o	his	prince	alter	ego	Last	edited	by	Aloha	from	Hawaii	73;	04-10-2022	at	03:22	AM.			Thanks	given	by:	Gillfigno	(04-10-2022),	playgames1970	(04-15-2022)	04-10-2022,	04:44	AM			#27222	Blu-ray	Guru			I	like	video	game	movies.		
Thanks	given	by:	04-10-2022,	04:51	AM			#27223	Blu-ray	Samurai	Star	Trek	with	Shatner	>	Star	Trek	without	Shatner.			04-10-2022,	04:57	AM			#27224	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Aloha	from	Hawaii	73	Good	things	about	80s	He-Man	movie	:	-	opening	narration	-	music	!	-Langella	and	Meg	Foster	in	particular	-	Skeletors	speech	at
beginning	when	HM	turns	to	the	camera	for	the	first	time	,	HM	jumping	right	into	action	-	the	villains	are	more	scary	than	in	the	toon	,	Karg/Beastman	kinda	scared	me	as	a	kid	-	the	gym	scene	has	a	horror	movie	like	feel	to	it	(Beastman	def	scary	in	this	scene)	-	good	sword	scene	HM	vs	Blade	-	det	Lubic	is	a	bit	ott	but	funny	-	i	know	many	fans	hate
on	Julie/Kevin	but	i	think	they	did	a	good	job	in	it	-	costumes	were	good	,	theyre	just	not	colorful	like	in	the	toon	-	if	you	view	it	more	like	a	"fish	out	of	water"	story	then	it	may	be	more	enjoyable	-	HM	being	HM	24/7	doesnt	really	bother	me	much	,	to	me	it	felt	like	HM	even	w/o	his	prince	alter	ego	Yeah	I'v	always	had	a	soft	spot	for	this	as	well,	mainly
due	to	the	villians	but	even	the	heroic	side	has	that	strange	Cannon	feeling	of	being	a	bit	off,	like	aliens	had	watched	Back	to	the	Future	and	tried	to	copy	it.	I'v	heard	it	said	a	few	times	that	really	the	villian	side	of	the	film	was	attempting	to	be	a	bit	of	an	adaptation	of	"cosmic"	DC	comics	on	the	sly.	In	an	era	were	comic	villians	generally	stayed	pretty
"earthly"	in	retrospect	it	does	feel	like	a	bit	of	a	preview	of	what	we	got	in	the	2010's.			04-10-2022,	02:14	PM			#27225	Blu-ray	Samurai	I	didn't	mind	where	all	of	the	characters	from	Game	of	Thrones	ended	up	(character	wise).	My	problem	is	how	they	got	there.	I	had	no	problem	that	Luke	(the	most	optimistic	Jedi	ever),	who	never	gave	up	on	his
father	(who	was	the	evilest	Sith	ever)	had	turned	into	a	whiny	grumpy	old	man.	Life	happens.	I	had	problems	with	Luke	but	his	rejection	of	the	past	was	not	one	of	them.	I	like	interesting	flawed	characters.			04-10-2022,	03:33	PM			#27226	Blu-ray	Samurai	I	like	Tenet	more	than	Inception	and	Dunkirk.			Thanks	given	by:	04-10-2022,	03:39	PM		
#27227	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Dunemoon	Star	Trek	with	Shatner	>	Star	Trek	without	Shatner.	Star	Trek	without	Shatner	=	poop.	Edit:	Yet	still	better	than	Spaceballs.			Thanks	given	by:	Dunemoon	(04-10-2022),	OABJYU	(04-10-2022)	04-10-2022,	08:58	PM			#27228	Blu-ray	Count			Star	Wars	OT	>	Star	Trek	6	Original	Crew	Films
>	Spaceballs	>	Star	Trek	The	Next	Generation	Films	>	Getting	Punched	In	The	Gut	>	Star	Wars	Prequels	>	Star	Trek	Kelvin	Universe	Films	>	Crawling	Naked	Across	Broken	Glass	>	Star	Wars	Sequel	Trilogy			04-10-2022,	09:14	PM			#27229	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Star	Wars	OT	>	Star	Trek	6	Original	Crew	Films	>
Spaceballs	>	Star	Trek	The	Next	Generation	Films	>	Getting	Punched	In	The	Gut	>	Star	Wars	Prequels	>	Star	Trek	Kelvin	Universe	Films	>	Crawling	Naked	Across	Broken	Glass	>	Star	Wars	Sequel	Trilogy	Wait	a	minute!	You	need	to	move	Spaceballs	and	TNG	to	the	right	a	couple	of	places.			04-10-2022,	09:17	PM			#27230	Blu-ray	Jedi			stvn1974
has	an	unusual	fetish	for	getting	punched	in	the	gut	and	crawling	nude	across	glass			04-10-2022,	09:20	PM			#27231	Blu-ray	Ninja			Sonic	the	Hedgehog	2	>	Zack	Snyder's	Justice	League			Thanks	given	by:	04-10-2022,	09:21	PM			#27232	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	stvn1974	has	an	unusual	fetish	for	getting	punched	in
the	gut	and	crawling	nude	across	glass	He	listens	to	Bob	Dylan's	singing	so	maybe	that's	why.	Steel	>>	a	good	chunk	of	Marvel	Studio	movies.			04-10-2022,	09:31	PM			#27233	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	stvn1974	has	an	unusual	fetish	for	getting	punched	in	the	gut	and	crawling	nude	across	glass	To	each	their	own.		
04-10-2022,	09:40	PM			#27234	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Star	Wars	OT	>	Star	Trek	6	Original	Crew	Films	>	Spaceballs	>	Star	Trek	The	Next	Generation	Films	>	Getting	Punched	In	The	Gut	>	Star	Wars	Prequels	>	Star	Trek	Kelvin	Universe	Films	>	Crawling	Naked	Across	Broken	Glass	>	Star	Wars	Sequel	Trilogy			04-10-
2022,	09:59	PM			#27235	Blu-ray	Count			Blade	Trinity	is	a	great	film.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-11-2022)	04-10-2022,	11:14	PM			#27236	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Blade	Trinity	is	a	great	film.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-11-2022)	04-10-2022,	11:23	PM			#27237	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally
Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	like	video	game	movies.	I	enjoyed	Sonic	and	Detective	Pikachu.	And	despite	being	hated	I	enjoyed	Pixels.			04-10-2022,	11:25	PM			#27238	Blu-ray	Jedi			I	love	the	Pokemon	video	game	franchise	and	enjoy	the	anime	but	Detective	Pikachu	was	so	bad	it	numbed	my	brain.			04-10-2022,	11:25	PM			#27239	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Vampire	poodle	>	The	entire	DC	output	since	Batman	And	Robin.			04-10-2022,	11:26	PM			#27240	Banned	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	like	video	game	movies.	Super	Mario	Bros.	Street	Fighter	Mortal	Kombat	The	holy	trinity!			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-11-2022),	jzbadblood	(04-11-2022)	Page
13	04-10-2022,	11:26	PM			#27241	Blu-ray	Jedi			Yup	shut	down	the	thread,	stvn1974	just	broke	the	Interwebz.	Last	edited	by	Batman1980;	04-10-2022	at	11:49	PM.			04-10-2022,	11:46	PM			#27242	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	I	love	the	Pokemon	video	game	franchise	and	enjoy	the	anime	but	Detective	Pikachu	was	so	bad
it	numbed	my	brain.			Thanks	given	by:	Batman1980	(04-10-2022),	Benoit	Blanc	(04-11-2022)	04-11-2022,	12:02	AM			#27243	Active	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Dunemoon	Star	Trek	with	Shatner	>	Star	Trek	without	Shatner.	ST	V-	The	Final	Frontier	is	by	far	the	worst	movie	of	all	the	Star	Trek	movies.	All	the	rest	of	them	have	some
entertainment	value	and	I	will	watch	at	least	some	of	any	of	the	other	movies.	When	ST	V	came	out	on	video	decades	ago	I	said	that	if	someone	gave	me	a	tape	of	the	movie	I	would	cover	up	the	write	protect	tab	and	use	it	as	a	blank	tape.	Shatner	does	not	automatically	make	a	Trek	movie	good.	Last	edited	by	bladerunner6;	04-11-2022	at	03:51	PM.		
04-11-2022,	12:05	AM			#27244	Blu-ray	Jedi			Shatter?			04-11-2022,	12:07	AM			#27245	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	CreasyBear	Super	Mario	Bros.	Street	Fighter	Mortal	Kombat	The	holy	trinity!	...	No	love	for	Silent	Hill?			Thanks	given	by:	04-11-2022,	12:10	AM			#27246	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	...	No	love
for	Silent	Hill?	I	love	Stay	Alive.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-11-2022)	04-11-2022,	12:21	AM			#27247	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	ST	V-	The	Final	Frontier	is	by	far	the	worst	movie	of	all	the	Star	Trek	movies.	All	the	rest	of	them	have	some	entertainment	value	and	I	will	watch	at	least	some	of	any	of	the	other
movies.	When	ST	V	came	out	on	video	decades	ago	I	said	that	if	someone	gave	me	a	tape	of	the	movie	I	would	cover	up	the	write	protect	tab	and	use	it	as	a	blank	tape.	Shatter	does	not	automatically	make	a	Trek	movie	good.	Shatner	makes	Trek	Great!			04-11-2022,	12:22	AM			#27248	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	...	No	love
for	Silent	Hill?	Silent	Hill	was	an	awful	adaption.	Also,	Digimon	is	better	than	lameo	Pokemon	any	day	of	the	week.			04-11-2022,	02:37	AM			#27249	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	ST	V-	The	Final	Frontier	is	by	far	the	worst	movie	of	all	the	Star	Trek	movies.	All	the	rest	of	them	have	some	entertainment	value	and	I	will
watch	at	least	some	of	any	of	the	other	movies.	When	ST	V	came	out	on	video	decades	ago	I	said	that	if	someone	gave	me	a	tape	of	the	movie	I	would	cover	up	the	write	protect	tab	and	use	it	as	a	blank	tape.	Shatter	does	not	automatically	make	a	Trek	movie	good.	Star	Trek	V	>	Abrams'	Trek.			04-11-2022,	04:47	AM			#27250	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Thank	you.	There	are	worse	directors	out	there	praised	like	they're	the	second	coming	and	yet	Abrams	is	a	hack.	How	whack	is	that!!	Abrams	Star	Trek	>>	Nolan's	Batman	Nolan	started	out	with	at	least	1	good	Batman	film.	Everything	Trek	that	Abrams	or	any	of	his	cohorts	at	Bad	Robot	have	sullied,	has	been
absolute	mind-numbing	trash	without	an	iota	of	creativity	or	any	actual	understanding	of	Star	Trek.	He	is	a	textbook	hack	that	sharts	out	Styrofoam	facsimiles	of	the	franchises	that	he	latches	onto	like	a	parasite.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-11-2022),	drush9999	(04-11-2022)	04-11-2022,	04:52	AM			#27251	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally
Posted	by	Bugg	Nolan	started	out	with	at	least	1	good	Batman	film.	Everything	Trek	that	Abrams	or	any	of	his	cohorts	at	Bad	Robot	have	sullied,	has	been	absolute	mind-numbing	trash	without	an	iota	of	creativity	or	any	actual	understanding	of	Star	Trek.	He	is	a	textbook	hack	that	sharts	out	Styrofoam	facsimiles	of	the	franchises	that	he	latches	onto
like	a	parasite.	You,	Sir/Ma'am,	are	a	poet.			04-11-2022,	06:12	AM			#27252	Special	Member			Trek	has	become	like	a	retirement	village	for	an	assortment	of	nepotistic	hollywood	hacks.			04-11-2022,	06:24	AM			#27253	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Bugg	Nolan	started	out	with	at	least	1	good	Batman	film.	Everything	Trek	that	Abrams
or	any	of	his	cohorts	at	Bad	Robot	have	sullied,	has	been	absolute	mind-numbing	trash	without	an	iota	of	creativity	or	any	actual	understanding	of	Star	Trek.	He	is	a	textbook	hack	that	sharts	out	Styrofoam	facsimiles	of	the	franchises	that	he	latches	onto	like	a	parasite.	I	kinda	have	to	agree.	Abram's	take	on	Star	Wars	and	Star	Trek	'look'	like	the
respective	franchises	but	miss	the	essence	of	what	made	them	great.	Star	Trek	First	and	foremost	is	about	exploration.	Star	Trek	2	was	less	about	exploration	but	had	a	fantastic	conceit	in	the	Genesis	Devis.	JJ	brought	nothing	new	of	note	to	Star	Trek	and	ignored	the	central	premise	of	exploring.	Star	Wars	The	first	movie	is	almost	a	beat	for	beat
recreation	of	the	first	Star	Wars	movie	and	the	third	movie	is	a	course	correction	of	the	second	movie.	JJ	introduces	interesting	characters	(I	think	a	rogue	stormtrooper	is	an	interesting	character)	and	does	nothing	with	that	character,	instead	choosing	to	Rey	in	a	plotline	we've	already	seen	decades	earlier.	JJ	can	do	good	movies	within	a	franchise	as
I	enjoyed	Mission	Impossible	3	but	now	I'm	going	to	avoid	his	movies	and	TV	shows	because	they	are	mystery	boxes	that	you	invest	time	in	that	have	no	satisfying	conclusion.			04-11-2022,	07:01	AM			#27254	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	kinda	have	to	agree.	Abram's	take	on	Star	Wars	and	Star	Trek	'look'	like	the
respective	franchises	but	miss	the	essence	of	what	made	them	great.	Star	Trek	First	and	foremost	is	about	exploration.	Star	Trek	2	was	less	about	exploration	but	had	a	fantastic	conceit	in	the	Genesis	Devis.	JJ	brought	nothing	new	of	note	to	Star	Trek	and	ignored	the	central	premise	of	exploring.	Star	Wars	The	first	movie	is	almost	a	beat	for	beat
recreation	of	the	first	Star	Wars	movie	and	the	third	movie	is	a	course	correction	of	the	second	movie.	JJ	introduces	interesting	characters	(I	think	a	rogue	stormtrooper	is	an	interesting	character)	and	does	nothing	with	that	character,	instead	choosing	to	Rey	in	a	plotline	we've	already	seen	decades	earlier.	JJ	can	do	good	movies	within	a	franchise	as
I	enjoyed	Mission	Impossible	3	but	now	I'm	going	to	avoid	his	movies	and	TV	shows	because	they	are	mystery	boxes	that	you	invest	time	in	that	have	no	satisfying	conclusion.	Really	I	would	argue	even	in	terms	of	looks	their	not	that	close,	his	SW	maybe	somewhat	closer	but	I	think	its	more	the	case	that	he	absorbed	the	iconography	of	the	franchise.	I
think	his	visual	style	tends	to	be	much	more	simplistic	that	the	original	films(or	Rogue	One)	that	hand	a	bit	of	cinema	verite	new	wave	feel	to	them.	I	don't	think	TFA	is	even	really	all	that	close	to	ANH	story	wise	beyond	someone	discovering	they	have	force	powers	and	the	baddies	having	a	big	moon	superweapon.	ANH	I	would	argue	is	actually	quite	a
slow	character	based	film	for	a	lot	of	its	runtime	were	as	Abrams	rushes	into	his	typical	action/humour/nostalgia	rollercoaster	style	as	fast	as	he	can.	I	think	you	could	argue	with	Trek	he	was	perhaps	aiming	more	at	the	films	than	the	series	were	from	Wrath	of	Khan	onwards	you	could	argue	really	the	Kirk/Spock/McCoy	friendship	was	central	but
really	Abrams	version	of	this	just	has	no	substance	to	it.	Not	to	mention	that	style	wise	I	think	he's	worlds	away	from	the	cold	war	sub	drama	of	something	like	Wrath	of	Khan.	Really	to	me	Abrams	is	like	the	fulcrum	of	the	whole	idea	that	taking	pulp	franchises	seriously	is	a	mistake,	I	think	the	STarwars	prequels	and	Matrix	sequels	failing	in
many(most?)	peoples	eyes	led	to	the	idea	that	this	was	the	problem	and	that	you	should	just	stick	to	a	simple	formula	for	entertainment.			04-11-2022,	07:17	AM			#27255	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	ST	V-	The	Final	Frontier	is	by	far	the	worst	movie	of	all	the	Star	Trek	movies.	Love	that	one.			04-11-2022,	08:56	AM		
#27256	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	Really	I	would	argue	even	in	terms	of	looks	their	not	that	close,	his	SW	maybe	somewhat	closer	but	I	think	its	more	the	case	that	he	absorbed	the	iconography	of	the	franchise.	I	think	his	visual	style	tends	to	be	much	more	simplistic	that	the	original	films(or	Rogue	One)	that	hand	a	bit	of
cinema	verite	new	wave	feel	to	them.	I	don't	think	TFA	is	even	really	all	that	close	to	ANH	story	wise	beyond	someone	discovering	they	have	force	powers	and	the	baddies	having	a	big	moon	superweapon.	ANH	I	would	argue	is	actually	quite	a	slow	character	based	film	for	a	lot	of	its	runtime	were	as	Abrams	rushes	into	his	typical
action/humour/nostalgia	rollercoaster	style	as	fast	as	he	can.	I	think	you	could	argue	with	Trek	he	was	perhaps	aiming	more	at	the	films	than	the	series	were	from	Wrath	of	Khan	onwards	you	could	argue	really	the	Kirk/Spock/McCoy	friendship	was	central	but	really	Abrams	version	of	this	just	has	no	substance	to	it.	Not	to	mention	that	style	wise	I
think	he's	worlds	away	from	the	cold	war	sub	drama	of	something	like	Wrath	of	Khan.	Really	to	me	Abrams	is	like	the	fulcrum	of	the	whole	idea	that	taking	pulp	franchises	seriously	is	a	mistake,	I	think	the	STarwars	prequels	and	Matrix	sequels	failing	in	many(most?)	peoples	eyes	led	to	the	idea	that	this	was	the	problem	and	that	you	should	just	stick
to	a	simple	formula	for	entertainment.	I	think	when	it	comes	to	movies	or	TV,	or	books,	it	should	come	down	to	one	simple	question,	what	story	are	you	trying	to	tell?	Once	you	establish	that	then	everything	should	serve	that	story.	Anything	that	isn't	serving	the	story,	cut	it.	And	when	it	comes	to	franchise	movies	the	question	should	be,	what	is	the
'essence'	of	the	franchise?	When	you	strip	all	the	superfluous	stuff	away	what	is	it?	I	don't	think	JJ	asked	himself	either	question	and	if	he	did	he	ignored	the	answers.			04-11-2022,	10:11	AM			#27257	Banned	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	ST	V-	The	Final	Frontier	is	by	far	the	worst	movie	of	all	the	Star	Trek	movies.	All	the	rest	of	them
have	some	entertainment	value	and	I	will	watch	at	least	some	of	any	of	the	other	movies.	Insurrection	exists,	so...no.	Final	Frontier	>	Nemesis,	Insurrection,	Generations,	Search	for	Spock,	and	The	Motion	Picture.			04-11-2022,	01:01	PM			#27258	Blu-ray	Knight			Not	even	close.	And	I	love	me	some	Final	Frontier.	The	only	movie	that	Final	Frontier	is
better	than	in	that	scenario	is	The	Search	For	Spock.	The	rest	are	easily	better	than	Final	Frontier.			04-11-2022,	01:07	PM			#27259	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	...	No	love	for	Silent	Hill?	Best	video	game	adaptation,	hands	down.			04-11-2022,	01:12	PM			#27260	Blu-ray	Archduke			Where's	the	appreciation	for	Lady	Lara
Croft?			Page	14	04-11-2022,	01:30	PM			#27261	Blu-ray	Knight			Laura	Croft	and	her	movies	are	some	of	the	best	video	game	adoptions	ever.			04-11-2022,	01:33	PM			#27262	Blu-ray	Knight			Star	Trek	with	the	Beastie	Boys	>	Star	Trek	without	the	Beastie	Boys			04-11-2022,	03:50	PM			#27263	Active	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
Batman1980	Shatter?	Auto	correct	error.			04-11-2022,	04:15	PM			#27264	Active	Member	To	all	the	defenders	of	ST-V:	They	introduce	a	brother	to	Spock	and	don’t	do	anything	worthwhile	with	it.	They	introduce	a	quest	for	God	and	Spock	has	no	response	to	it.	They	have	the	silly	rock	climbing	gag	at	the	start.	The	point	of	the	movie	is	“Row,	Row,
Row	Your	Boat.”	I	am	sure	there	are	other	examples	of	awfulness	I	am	forgetting,	something	like	how	I	might	forget	all	the	aspects	of	pain	from	getting	a	barbed	sliver	in	my	tongue.	The	movie	is	dreadful	and	pointless	which	is	a	multiple	tragedy	since	there	were	at	least	a	couple	of	good	ideas	worth	exploring.			04-11-2022,	04:18	PM			#27265	Blu-ray
Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	bladerunner6	To	all	the	defenders	of	ST-V:	They	introduce	a	brother	to	Spock	and	don’t	do	anything	worthwhile	with	it.	They	introduce	a	quest	for	God	and	Spock	has	no	response	to	it.	They	have	the	silly	rock	climbing	gag	at	the	start.	The	point	of	the	movie	is	“Row,	Row,	Row	Your	Boat.”	I	am	sure	there	are
other	examples	of	awfulness	I	am	forgetting,	something	like	how	I	might	forget	all	the	aspects	of	pain	from	getting	a	barbed	sliver	in	my	tongue.	The	movie	is	dreadful	and	pointless	which	is	a	multiple	tragedy	since	there	were	at	least	a	couple	of	good	ideas	worth	exploring.	Cool.			04-11-2022,	05:33	PM			#27266	Blu-ray	Count			The	1955	musical
Oklahoma!	isn't	any	good	due	to	being	unrealistic.	Where	are	all	of	the	methlabs	in	the	movie?			04-11-2022,	05:46	PM			#27267	Blu-ray	Guru			Amityville	3D	is	the	best	entry	in	a	crappy	series.	*	Side	note.	Did	you	know	there	was	a	film	called	Amityville:	Vibrator?	Yup.			04-11-2022,	05:51	PM			#27268	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
RYJAPE21	Best	video	game	adaptation,	hands	down.	That's	not	saying	much.			04-11-2022,	06:38	PM			#27269	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Where's	the	appreciation	for	Lady	Lara	Croft?	Tomb	Raider	2018>Cradle	of	Life>	Tomb	Raider	2001	2001	film	was	not	all	that	good,	the	puzzle	solving	and	action	was	too	pat	and
contrived	that	it	lacked	any	sense	of	real	danger,	peril,	or	complexity.	Everything	came	too	easy	and	convenient	for	Lara.	Not	Jolie's	fault	who	was	great,	but	the	brain	dead	writers.			04-11-2022,	07:07	PM			#27270	Blu-ray	Samurai	I	think	Gods	of	Egypt	is	my	favourite	worst	movie.	I	shouldn't	like	it.	I	know	I	shouldn't	like	but	I	had	an	absolute	blast
with	the	movie.	I've	watched	it	several	times	and	love	it	each	time.			Thanks	given	by:	Hellraiserfan	(04-12-2022)	04-11-2022,	07:21	PM			#27271	Banned	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RYJAPE21	Best	video	game	adaptation,	hands	down.	Street	Fighter	exists,	so...no.			04-11-2022,	07:31	PM			#27272	Blu-ray	Champion			Salem's	Lot	is	mediocre.			Thanks
given	by:	Gacivory	(04-11-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-11-2022)	04-11-2022,	07:41	PM			#27273	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Salem's	Lot	is	mediocre.	The	TNT	mini-series	from	2004	isn't	great,	but	it's	much	better	than	the	1979	version.			Thanks	given	by:	04-11-2022,	07:42	PM			#27274	Blu-ray	Prince			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
spider-neil	I	think	Gods	of	Egypt	is	my	favourite	worst	movie.	I	shouldn't	like	it.	I	know	I	shouldn't	like	but	I	had	an	absolute	blast	with	the	movie.	I've	watched	it	several	times	and	love	it	each	time.	Have	you	watched	it	in	3D?			04-11-2022,	07:55	PM			#27275	Blu-ray	Samurai			The	biggest	problem	with	the	new	Tomb	Raider	is	that	Vikander's	Lara	has
no	gravitas.	She	just	vanishes	into	the	screen	like	a	set	prop.	I	do	like	Vikander	in	other	films,	but	she	was	miscast	as	Lara	Croft.			Thanks	given	by:	BudBaxter	(04-11-2022),	Troll2fan	(04-11-2022)	04-11-2022,	08:23	PM			#27276	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Bugg	The	biggest	problem	with	the	new	Tomb	Raider	is	that	Vikander's	Lara
has	no	gravitas.	She	just	vanishes	into	the	screen	like	a	set	prop.	I	do	like	Vikander	in	other	films,	but	she	was	miscast	as	Lara	Croft.	I	agree	she	was	terrible,	but	the	biggest	problem	is	it	was	made	in	2018,	when	Strong	Female	Leads	(TM)	were	no	longer	allowed	to	be	remotely	attractive,	so	they	turned	her	into	a	boring	sexless	tomboy.	That	&	it	was
unbelievably	dull,	&	the	finale	nicked	so	much	from	Indiana	Jones	&	the	Last	Crusade	I	honestly	expected	her	to	find	a	Knight	with	a	room	full	of	cups	at	the	end.	Even	the	usually	awesome	Walton	Goggins	looked	bored.	The	Angelina	Jolie	movies	weren't	exactly	masterpieces,	but	at	least	they	were	fun	(&	a	bit	sexy).	The	reboot	was	a	completely
wasted	opportunity.	I	can	only	hope	they	shake	things	up	a	bit	if	the	sequel	ever	gets	made.			04-11-2022,	09:58	PM			#27277	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Bugg	The	biggest	problem	with	the	new	Tomb	Raider	is	that	Vikander's	Lara	has	no	gravitas.	She	just	vanishes	into	the	screen	like	a	set	prop.	I	do	like	Vikander	in	other	films,	but	she
was	miscast	as	Lara	Croft.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BudBaxter	I	agree	she	was	terrible,	but	the	biggest	problem	is	it	was	made	in	2018,	when	Strong	Female	Leads	(TM)	were	no	longer	allowed	to	be	remotely	attractive,	so	they	turned	her	into	a	boring	sexless	tomboy.	Yes,	she	was	bad.	I	think	those	multiple	short	scream/grunts	annoyed	me	the
most	and	reminded	me	of	Ashley	from	Resident	Evil	4.	Oh,	and	the	3D	sucked.			04-11-2022,	10:07	PM			#27278	Blu-ray	Archduke			You	guys	are	insane.	Vikander	was	great	as	Lara.			04-11-2022,	10:18	PM			#27279	Blu-ray	Ninja			Sure	if	you	wanted	to	see	tomb	raider	played	by	a	12	year	old	boy.			Thanks	given	by:	04-11-2022,	10:27	PM			#27280
Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	Sure	if	you	wanted	to	see	tomb	raider	played	by	a	12	year	old	boy.	12	year	olds	love	video	games	so	a	lot	of	youths	are	playing	Tomb	Raider	games.			Page	15	04-11-2022,	10:36	PM			#27281	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	12	year	olds	love	video	games	so	a	lot	of	youths	are
playing	Tomb	Raider	games.	If	I	pretended	that's	what	I	meant	and	also	pretended	that	you	aren't	pretending	that's	what	I	meant,	I	still	wouldn't	want	to	watch	that,	much	less	over	a	young	Angelina	Jolie.	I	didn't	proofread	that	so	if	you	want	to	look	it	over	and	see	if	you	can	purposefully	misunderstand	it,	be	my	guest.			04-11-2022,	10:40	PM		
#27282	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	Sure	if	you	wanted	to	see	tomb	raider	played	by	a	12	year	old	boy.	Damn,	that's	one	mature,	attractive-looking	12-year-old	boy!			04-11-2022,	10:44	PM			#27283	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Damn,	that's	one	mature,	attractive-looking	12-year-old	boy!	Um
eeew?	Edit*	your	comment,	not	Alicia	who	I'd	totally	tongue	punch	her	fart	box.			Thanks	given	by:	04-11-2022,	10:48	PM			#27284	Senior	Member			I	dont	find	vikander	womanly	at	all,	but	some	people	go	for	that	look,	and	Im	not	judging	(haha!)	definitely	Angelina	jolie	or	the	english	lass	sienna	guillory	were	perfect	to	portray	lara	croft			04-11-2022,
10:49	PM			#27285	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Um	eeew?	Edit*	your	comment,	not	Alicia	who	I'd	totally	tongue	punch	her	fart	box.	Okay,	this	post	made	me	HOWL,	lmfao.			04-11-2022,	10:50	PM			#27286	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	You	guys	are	insane.	Vikander	was	great	as	Lara.	I	loved
seeing	Her	kick	Walton	Goggins	in	the	face.	Boy,	how	I	envied	him	that.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Um	eeew?	Edit*	your	comment,	not	Alicia	who	I'd	totally	tongue	punch	her	fart	box.			04-11-2022,	11:02	PM			#27287	Senior	Member			Ginger	Snaps	=	Ginger	Snaps	Unleashed	i	have	seen	the	third	one	but	it	does	not	exist	to	me			04-11-2022,
11:21	PM			#27288	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	I	loved	seeing	Her	kick	Walton	Goggins	in	the	face.	Boy,	how	I	envied	him	that.			04-11-2022,	11:43	PM			#27289	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Wouldst	Thou	Like	To	Lick	Deliciously	-	Black	Peter			04-12-2022,	12:05	AM			#27290	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	edmonddantes	I	dont	find	vikander	womanly	at	all,	but	some	people	go	for	that	look,	and	Im	not	judging	(haha!)	definitely	Angelina	jolie	or	the	english	lass	sienna	guillory	were	perfect	to	portray	lara	croft			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-12-2022),	Cinemaniac	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	12:14	AM			#27291	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Damn,	that's	one	mature,	attractive-looking	12-year-old	boy!	[Show	spoiler]	I	guess	if	the	character	doesn't	have	big	ole	fake	boobies	they	can	oogle	it	seems	so.			04-12-2022,	12:37	AM			#27292	Blu-ray	Jedi					Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	12:50	AM			#27293	Power	Member			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	Quote:	The	horniest	member	here	thanks	you.			04-12-2022,	01:11	AM			#27294	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	The	horniest	member	here	thanks	you.	Groceries....			04-12-2022,	01:16	AM			#27295	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Groceries....	You've	lost	me.			04-12-
2022,	01:20	AM			#27296	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	You've	lost	me.	Oh!	OK,	yeah	that	probably	isn't	a	known	expression	to	some.	Ahem.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	01:26	AM			#27297	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Oh!	OK,	yeah	that	probably	isn't	a	known
expression	to	some.	Ahem.	Hm...	interesting...	but	no...			04-12-2022,	02:06	AM			#27298	Blu-ray	Ninja			Uh...	So	anyway!	I	think	Friday	the	13th	2009	is	a	fine	example	of	the	brand,	and	I	think	it's	utterly	silly	for	fans	to	be	so	analytical	and	scrutinize	THIS	film	looking	back	on	the	rather	low	bar	nature	of	the	franchise.			Thanks	given	by:	Gacivory	(04-
12-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	02:08	AM			#27299	Member	The	Coen	Brothers	are	massively	overrated	filmmakers.			04-12-2022,	02:10	AM			#27300	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	The	horniest	member	here	thanks	you.	Don't	say	that.....You'll	summon	Ontereymay	Ackjay.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
wonderer99	Amityville	3D	is	the	best	entry	in	a	crappy	series.	Don't	you	mean,	Amityville:	The	Awakening?	Also,	Awakening	>>	II:	The	Possesion			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-12-2022)	Page	16	04-12-2022,	02:29	AM			#27301	Blu-ray	Knight			He's	wrong.	No	one	tops	me	in	that	department.	But	still,	here	we	are.	Steel	>>	Guardians	of	The
Galaxy			04-12-2022,	03:42	AM			#27302	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Uh...	So	anyway!	I	think	Friday	the	13th	2009	is	a	fine	example	of	the	brand,	and	I	think	it's	utterly	silly	for	fans	to	be	so	analytical	and	scrutinize	THIS	film	looking	back	on	the	rather	low	bar	nature	of	the	franchise.	Agreed!			04-12-2022,	03:44	AM			#27303
Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	He's	wrong.	No	one	tops	me	in	that	department.	But	still,	here	we	are.	Steel	>>	Guardians	of	The	Galaxy			04-12-2022,	05:07	AM			#27304	Blu-ray	Ninja			I	dig	the	Jeepers	Creepers,	even	the	third	one.	Yeah	it	suffered	from	having	a	cheaper	budget	thus	lesser	quality	production	value,	but
Salva(	considering	the	internet	made	sure	to	tar	and	feather	him	again	thus	no	studio	backing	and	delays	galore	)pulled	together	what	he	could,	an	addition	that	can	stand	with	the	other	two	despite	being	the	weakest...	There's	certainly	no	indication	that	Reborn	will	even	touch	what	is	to	me	a	done	trilogy.			04-12-2022,	07:01	AM			#27305	Blu-ray
Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	Damn,	that's	one	mature,	attractive-looking	12-year-old	boy!	perv	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Um	eeew?	Edit*	your	comment,	not	Alicia	who	I'd	totally	tongue	punch	her	fart	box.	disgusting!			04-12-2022,	07:06	AM			#27306	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jennifer	Lawrence	Fan
[Show	spoiler]	I	guess	if	the	character	doesn't	have	big	ole	fake	boobies	they	can	oogle	it	seems	so.	Alicia	doesn't	have	any	"boobies"	at	all.	I	wouldn't	be	surprised	if	she	soon	announces	her	new	name	is	Alex.			04-12-2022,	02:28	PM			#27307	Blu-ray	Baron			We	still	talking	about	Alicia	not	having	big	tits?	I'm	gonna	say	it.	Breasts	are	extremely
overrated.	Abs	are	the	real	shit,	and	Alicia	got	them	in	spades.	Now	let's	move	on	to	the	actual	subject	of	the	topic:	Venom	movies	>	Venom	comics.			04-12-2022,	02:33	PM			#27308	Senior	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	Alicia	doesn't	have	any	"boobies"	at	all.	I	wouldn't	be	surprised	if	she	soon	announces	her	new	name	is	Alex.
Instead	of	just	a	block	list	we	we	should	have	a	weirdo	list	on	here	too			04-12-2022,	02:48	PM			#27309	Blu-ray	Guru			What	the	hell	is	goin'	on	in	this	thread?			04-12-2022,	03:33	PM			#27310	Blu-ray	Knight			I	go	to	get	a	temporary	crown	put	on	and	this	thread	goes	to	pot.	What	a	bunch	of	weirdos	and	freaks.	Back	on	subject:	Venom	Let	There	Be
Carnage	>	Avengers	Age	Of	Ultron			04-12-2022,	03:35	PM			#27312	Blu-ray	Count			Forget	it	HipsterTrash	it’s	the	Unpopular	Movie	Opinions	thread.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	03:39	PM			#27313	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Raising	Arizona	>	No	Country	for	Old	Men	And	that's
unpopular?	I	thought	moat	people	agreed.	Heck:	The	Big	Lewboski	>>	No	Country	For	Old	Men			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-12-2022),	Winslow	Leach	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	04:11	PM			#27314	Blu-ray	Guru			The	Airplane/Naked	gun	school	of	comedy	hands	down	beat	any	crap	from	Apatow,	Macfarlane,	Rogen	and	the	like.			04-12-
2022,	04:39	PM			#27315	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	The	Airplane/Naked	gun	school	of	comedy	hands	down	beat	any	crap	from	Apatow,	Macfarlane,	Rogen	and	the	like.	Me	thinks	you're	looking	for	the	Popular	Movie	Opinion	Thread.			Thanks	given	by:	RossyG	(04-15-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-12-2022)	04-12-2022,	04:41
PM			#27316	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jzbadblood	Instead	of	just	a	block	list	we	we	should	have	a	weirdo	list	on	here	too	I	would	certainly	qualify.			04-12-2022,	07:22	PM			#27317	Senior	Member			Night	of	the	living	dead	1968	<	Shaun	of	the	dead	2004			04-12-2022,	07:29	PM			#27318	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
Gacivory	Forget	it	HipsterTrash	it’s	the	Unpopular	Movie	Opinions	thread.	It	needs	to	be	renamed	Fake	outrageous	opinions	to	try	and	get	a	reaction	thread.			04-12-2022,	07:37	PM			#27319	Blu-ray	Archduke			04-12-2022,	07:51	PM			#27320	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	And	that's	unpopular?	I	thought	moat	people	agreed.
Heck:	The	Big	Lewboski	>>	No	Country	For	Old	Men	"The	Big	Lebowski"	is	overrated.	It's	funny,	but	not	hilarious.	And	"Burn	After	Reading"	>	"The	Big	Lebowski"	&	"No	Country	For	Old	Men."			Page	17	04-12-2022,	09:22	PM			#27321	Senior	Member			The	Coens	have	never	bettered	Blood	Simple.			Thanks	given	by:	04-12-2022,	10:40	PM			#27322
Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Forget	it	HipsterTrash	it’s	the	Unpopular	Movie	Opinions	thread.	More	like	Unnecessary	Thoughts	Said	Out	Loud	thread.			Thanks	given	by:	Batmon77	(04-13-2022),	Gacivory	(04-12-2022)	04-13-2022,	12:18	AM			#27323	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Cinemaniac	"The	Big
Lebowski"	is	overrated.	It's	funny,	but	not	hilarious.	Thank	You!			Thanks	given	by:	04-13-2022,	12:22	AM			#27324	Blu-ray	Count			The	Big	Lebowski	>	99.9	%	of	movies	that	have	ever	been	made.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-13-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	12:28	AM			#27325	Blu-ray	Duke			A	top	3	Alien	movie!	Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	The	Big	Lebowski	>	99.9	%	of	movies	that	have	ever	been	made.	So	there's	hundreds	of	better	movies?			Thanks	given	by:	Jennifer	Lawrence	Fan	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	12:34	AM			#27326	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	More	like	Unnecessary	Thoughts	Said	Out	Loud	thread.	You	speak
your	posts	as	you	type	them?			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	12:53	AM			#27327	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	You	speak	your	posts	as	you	type	them?	No,	*eyes	shifting	back	and	forth*,	of	course	not.			Thanks	given	by:	04-13-2022,	12:59	AM			#27328	Blu-ray	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
Gacivory	No,	*eyes	shifting	back	and	forth*,	of	course	not.	I	sound	out	everything	I	read,	so	why	wouldn't	I	sound	out	everything	I	write?			Thanks	given	by:	04-13-2022,	01:06	AM			#27329	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Abdrewes	I	sound	out	everything	I	read,	so	why	wouldn't	I	sound	out	everything	I	write?	I	constantly	need	my	cat’s
opinion	on	everything	I	type.	And	he	can’t	read,	so	I	have	to	read	it	to	him.			Thanks	given	by:	Abdrewes	(04-13-2022),	DR	Herbert	West	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	01:15	AM			#27330	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	I	constantly	need	my	cat’s	opinion	on	everything	I	type.	And	he	can’t	read,	so	I	have	to	read	it	to	him.	I've	posted
this	gif	before,	but	it's	gotten	deleted	by	mods	for	inappropriate	naughtiness.	So,	a	link	will	have	to	do.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-13-2022),	Gacivory	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	01:23	AM			#27331	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I've	posted	this	gif	before,	but	it's	gotten	deleted	by	mods	for	inappropriate	naughtiness.
So,	a	link	will	have	to	do.	They	must	really	hate	Steve	Coogan’s	face.			Thanks	given	by:	04-13-2022,	01:23	AM			#27332	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	They	must	really	hate	Steve	Coogan’s	face.	The	cat	is	wanted	in	twelve	systems.			Thanks	given	by:	Gacivory	(04-13-2022),	mcrowell415	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	01:34	AM		
#27333	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	I've	posted	this	gif	before,	but	it's	gotten	deleted	by	mods	for	inappropriate	naughtiness.	So,	a	link	will	have	to	do.			04-13-2022,	01:37	AM			#27334	Blu-ray	Knight			Sometimes	the	F	word	will	get	you	banned,	sometimes	it	won't.	Depends	on	who	posts	it.			Thanks	given	by:	Jennifer
Lawrence	Fan	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	01:41	AM			#27335	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	John1701D	Sometimes	the	F	word	will	get	you	banned,	sometimes	it	won't.	Depends	on	who	posts	it.	Ya	gotta	love	consistency,	don't	ya?			04-13-2022,	01:50	AM			#27336	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Ya	gotta	love
consistency,	don't	ya?	Consistency	is	not	this	place's	forte.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-13-2022)	04-13-2022,	02:36	AM			#27337	Blu-ray	Knight			Love	Actually	>	Taken			04-13-2022,	06:40	AM			#27338	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Phantoms	>	Argo			04-13-2022,	07:25	AM			#27339	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	John1701D	Sometimes
the	F	word	will	get	you	banned,	sometimes	it	won't.	Depends	on	who	posts	it.	Or	maybe	who	complains	about	it.	I've	seen	bans	for	a	lot	less.			04-13-2022,	11:54	AM			#27340	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Phantoms	>	Argo	I	did	the	thing.	I	posted	the	gif.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-13-2022)	Page	18	[Show
spoiler]	Originally	Posted	by	Kylo_Ren	Alien:	Covenant	is	a	good	film.	I	posted	this	elsewhere	on	here	a	while	back,	but	I'll	post	it	again	since	it's	relevant:	To	me,	Covenant	is	the	best	full-on	Alien	film	since	James	Cameron's	Aliens.	It	easily	beats	Alien	3	and	especially	Alien	Resurrection	in	terms	of	substance.	I	find	it	good	because	it	effectively	mixes
elements	from	Alien,	Aliens,	Prometheus,	Greek	mythology,	Gothic	literature,	and	more	specifically	Mary	Shelley's	"Frankenstein"	into	an	exciting	and	suspenseful,	yet	surprisingly	philosophical,	sci-fi	horror-thriller	with	some	of	the	best	visuals	and	atmosphere	since	the	original	Alien.	The	first	act	of	Covenant	builds	suspense	and	tension	nicely,	the
second	act	gets	into	the	themes	of	creationism/"Frankenstein"	with	David's	"laboratory"	even	mirroring	Leonardo	da	Vinci,	and	the	third	act	serves	as	a	nice	hybrid	between	Scott's	original	and	Cameron's	sequel,	pushing	the	action	just	enough,	but	not	too	far.	It's	an	interesting	compromise	between	Prometheus	and	Alien	that	I	feel	works	quite	well.
Fassbender's	performance	as	David	also	adds	a	lot	to	the	film.	And	Jed	Kurzel's	score	is	subtle,	but	effective	in	adding	to	the	overall	tone.	It	is	important	to	note	that	I	am	a	fan	of	Prometheus.	I	liked	the	themes	of	creationism	and	playing	God	that	film	explored	-	how	the	creator's	hubris	leads	to	their	own	creation	destroying	them.	This	was	seen	with
the	Engineers'	bioweapons	destroying	them.	This	same	theme	was	continued	in	Covenant	with	the	android's	work	killing	the	humans,	those	who	made	the	android,	and	there	were	hints	that	a	sequel	to	Covenant	would	see	David	meeting	his	end	at	the	hands	of	his	"creation",	the	xenomorphs	he	helped	propagate.	To	me,	both	Prometheus	and
Covenant	explored	philosophical	themes	you	don't	see	in	many	films	released	today,	while	having	an	interesting	texture	to	the	films,	even	if	Covenant	had	a	more	traditional	structure	echoing	the	original	Alien.	I	also	think	Covenant	has	its	own	personality	and	does	feel	like	a	director's	"vision"	which	is	not	something	you	might	find	often	from	a	big-
budget	film	in	the	horror	genre.	So	yeah,	I	like	Covenant	quite	a	bit	and	I	am	not	ashamed	of	it.	haha	I	disagree	with	you	about	Alien3,	it's	a	fantastic	film	but	can't	argue	with	the	rest.	Covenant,	as	with	Prometheus	are	hugely	underrated.	Page	19	04-15-2022,	02:28	AM			#27361	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Thank	You!	While	"The
Big	Lebowski"	is	funny,	I	would	say	the	following	movies	are	funnier:	-Ace	Ventura:	Pet	Detective	-Anchorman	-Animal	House	-Austin	Powers	-Austin	Powers	2	-Baseketball	-Beerfest	-Blazing	Saddles	-Burn	After	Reading	-Caddyshack	-Clerks	II	-Dumb	and	Dumber	-Extract	-Ghostbusters	-Harold	&	Kumar	Go	To	White	Castle	-Heavyweights	-Horrible
Bosses	-The	Life	Aquatic	-A	Night	at	the	Roxbury	-Office	Space	-The	Other	Guys	-Paul	-Spaceballs	-Step	Brothers	-Super	Troopers	-Team	America:	World	Police	-Ted	-There's	Something	About	Mary	-Wayne's	World	-Wayne's	World	2	-Wet	Hot	American	Summer	-The	Wolf	of	Wall	Street	-Zoolander			04-15-2022,	02:51	AM			#27362	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Cinemaniac	While	"The	Big	Lebowski"	is	funny,	I	would	say	the	following	movies	are	funnier:	[Show	spoiler]	-Ace	Ventura:	Pet	Detective	-Anchorman	-Animal	House	-Austin	Powers	-Austin	Powers	2	-Baseketball	-Beerfest	-Blazing	Saddles	-Burn	After	Reading	-Caddyshack	-Clerks	II	-Dumb	and	Dumber	-Extract	-Ghostbusters	-
Harold	&	Kumar	Go	To	White	Castle	-Heavyweights	-Horrible	Bosses	-The	Life	Aquatic	-A	Night	at	the	Roxbury	-Office	Space	-The	Other	Guys	-Paul	-Spaceballs	[Show	spoiler]-Step	Brothers	-Super	Troopers	-Team	America:	World	Police	-Ted	-There's	Something	About	Mary	-Wayne's	World	-Wayne's	World	2	-Wet	Hot	American	Summer	-The	Wolf	of
Wall	Street	-Zoolander	Antichrist	is	funnier	than	Spaceballs.			04-15-2022,	03:06	AM			#27363	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	Antichrist	is	funnier	than	Spaceballs.			04-15-2022,	06:54	AM			#27364	Blu-ray	Knight			Karen	Gillan	is	the	most	charming	and	most	beautiful	actress	working	today.	She's	also	an	unabashed	nerd.
One	of	us...	one	of	us...			04-15-2022,	12:01	PM			#27365	Blu-ray	Guru			The	Bubble	was	perfectly	fine	if	overlong.			04-15-2022,	12:34	PM			#27366	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	The	Bubble	was	perfectly	fine	if	overlong.	A	Judd	Apatow	film	overlong?	Surely	not!			04-15-2022,	01:08	PM			#27367	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	Karen	Gillan	is	the	most	charming	and	most	beautiful	actress	working	today.	She's	also	an	unabashed	nerd.	She's	truly	over	overrated.	And	she's	not	that	pretty.	She's	good	looking,	but	there	are	far	more	beautiful	women	out	there.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	One	of	us...	one	of	us...	What	if	Karen	was	one	of	us?	Just
a	slob	like	one	of	us	Just	a	stranger	on	the	bus	Tryin'	to	make	her	way	home?	Just	tryin'	to	make	her	way	home	Back	up	to	her	house	all	alone	Nobody	callin'	on	the	phone	'Cept	for	the	Rock,	maybe	in	Rome			Thanks	given	by:	04-15-2022,	03:04	PM			#27368	Senior	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	She's	truly	over	overrated.	And
she's	not	that	pretty.	She's	good	looking,	but	there	are	far	more	beautiful	women	out	there.	Exactly.	I'm	glad	to	see	someone	else	saying	what	I've	been	thinking.	This	chick	and	her	fanboys	are	just	bleh.	Karen	Gillan	-	Anatomy	of	the	Overrated:	She's	a	4	out	of	10	at	best.	And	I	should	probably	subtract	a	point	because	she's	Scottish.			04-15-2022,
03:05	PM			#27369	Blu-ray	Jedi			Atomic	Salad	be	like			04-15-2022,	03:07	PM			#27370	Blu-ray	Knight			It	should	be	a	rule	that	anytime	someone	talks	dismissively	about	another	person's	looks	they	have	to	post	a	pic	of	themselves.			04-15-2022,	03:07	PM			#27371	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batman1980	Atomic	Salad	be	like	I	think
that	post	was	sarcasm.			Thanks	given	by:	Mikezilla3k	(04-15-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-25-2022)	04-15-2022,	03:07	PM			#27372	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Atomic	Salad	Exactly.	I'm	glad	to	see	someone	else	saying	what	I've	been	thinking.	This	chick	and	her	fanboys	are	just	bleh.	Karen	Gillan	-	Anatomy	of	the	Overrated:	She's	a	4
out	of	10	at	best.	And	I	should	probably	subtract	a	point	because	she's	Scottish.	If	this	is	what	is	considered	to	be	a	"4	out	of	10",	I'll	take	this	4	out	of	10	everyday	of	the	week	and	twice	on	Sunday			04-15-2022,	03:10	PM			#27373	Blu-ray	Champion			This	is	kinda	funny,	but	a	little	creepy	nerd	level	smack	yourself	at	the	Oscars	schitt.			04-15-2022,
03:19	PM			#27374	Blu-ray	Samurai			My	wife	looks	a	whole	lot	like	Karen	Gillan.	It's	pretty	sweet.			04-15-2022,	10:22	PM			#27375	Blu-ray	Champion			Jeremy	Irons	is	my	favorite	modernized	Alfred	Pennyworth.			Thanks	given	by:	04-15-2022,	10:47	PM			#27376	Blu-ray	Jedi			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Jeremy	Irons	is	my	favorite
modernized	Alfred	Pennyworth.			Thanks	given	by:	04-16-2022,	01:42	AM			#27377	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Jeremy	Irons	is	my	favorite	modernized	Alfred	Pennyworth.	He	was	****ing	WASTED!	Why	did	he	agree	to	sign	up	for	that	SHIT?!			Thanks	given	by:	Mikezilla3k	(04-16-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-25-2022)	04-16-
2022,	02:04	AM			#27378	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	He	was	****ing	WASTED!	Why	did	he	agree	to	sign	up	for	that	SHIT?!	He	wasn't	wasted.	His	scenes	were	always	the	highlight.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-16-2022),	UltraMario9	(04-25-2022)	04-16-2022,	02:54	AM			#27379	Senior	Member			Paul	Schrader
is	the	most	consistently	interesting	film	maker	to	come	out	of	the	'movie	brats'			04-16-2022,	06:40	AM			#27380	Blu-ray	Ninja			I	thoroughly	enjoy	Dan	Brown's	Robert	Langdon	adaptations	that	Ron	Howard	made.	I'm	a	sucker	for	mysteries,	intrigue,	international	culture,	religious	history,	puzzle	solving,	boiled	down	to	a	slick	thriller.	I	like	curtains
that	take	time	and	effort	to	find	out	what	is	behind	it.	I	like	stories	that	throws	me	down	the	rabbit	hole.	It's	too	bad	The	Lost	Symbol	wasn't	made	as	a	Hanks	led	film,	but	it	works	as	a	trilogy.			Thanks	given	by:	Page	20	04-16-2022,	08:02	AM			#27381	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	He	was	****ing	WASTED!	Why	did	he
agree	to	sign	up	for	that	SHIT?!	I	dont	know	what	more	you	wanted....he	was	in	BvS	and	JL.	I	was	looking	forward	to	seeing	him	more	of	him	in	a	Batfleck	solo	film.....			04-16-2022,	08:21	AM			#27382	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Jeremy	Irons	is	my	favorite	modernized	Alfred	Pennyworth.	I	absolutely	LOVED	when	Alfred
taught	an	Amazon	that	was	hundreds	of	years	old	how	to	properly	make	tea			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-16-2022)	04-16-2022,	01:52	PM			#27383	Special	Member	Sahara	is	a	great	movie	&	should	have	been	a	massive	hit	(&	led	to	a	long-running	franchise	of	McConaughey-led	Dirk	Pitt	adventures).	Hell,	even	though	it	wasn't	a	hit,	I	still	want
them	to	make	more.			04-16-2022,	02:24	PM			#27384	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	I	absolutely	LOVED	when	Alfred	taught	an	Amazon	that	was	hundreds	of	years	old	how	to	properly	make	tea	Which	would	you	drink......British	Tea	or	Isolated	Mediterranean	Island	Tea?			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-16-2022)	04-16-
2022,	04:20	PM			#27385	Blu-ray	Guru			Oblivion	>	Edge	of	Tomorrow	We	get	so	many	needless	sequels	but	World	War	Z	goes	without?	Wrong.			Thanks	given	by:	04-16-2022,	07:58	PM			#27386	Power	Member			Timothy	Dalton	was	a	great	James	Bond.	There,	I	said	it.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	I	dont	know	what	more	you	wanted....he
was	in	BvS	and	JL.	I	was	looking	forward	to	seeing	him	more	of	him	in	a	Batfleck	solo	film.....	Decent	movies.	Any	great	actor	in	a	movie	is	wasted	when	the	movie's	shit.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BudBaxter	Sahara	is	a	great	movie	&	should	have	been	a	massive	hit	(&	led	to	a	long-running	franchise	of	McConaughey-led	Dirk	Pitt	adventures).	Hell,
even	though	it	wasn't	a	hit,	I	still	want	them	to	make	more.	I	own	the	Blu-ray	just	for	this	moment,	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Which	would	you	drink......British	Tea	or	Isolated	Mediterranean	Island	Tea?			04-16-2022,	09:08	PM			#27387	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Timothy	Dalton	was	a	great	James	Bond.
There,	I	said	it.	Of	course	he	was.	THE	LIVING	DAYLIGHTS	and	LICENCE	TO	KILL	are	two	of	my	favorites.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-16-2022),	Doc	Samson	(04-17-2022)	04-16-2022,	09:10	PM			#27388	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Winslow	Leach	Of	course	he	was.	THE	LIVING	DAYLIGHTS	and	LICENCE	TO	KILL	are	two
of	my	favorites.	Have	never	thought	The	Living	Daylights	was	all	that	great	but	love	Licence	to	Kill.			04-16-2022,	09:15	PM			#27389	Blu-ray	Count			The	two	best	acting	performances	of	all	time	are	Sylvester	Stallone	for	Cop	Land	and	Elyn	Burstyn	for	Requiem	For	A	Dream.	Stallone	wasn't	even	nominated	for	the	Oscar	and	Burstyn	lost	to	Julia
Roberts	for	doing	nothing	but	wearing	a	pushup	bra.			04-16-2022,	09:18	PM			#27390	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	The	two	best	acting	performances	of	all	time	are	Sylvester	Stallone	for	Cop	Land	and	Elyn	Burstyn	for	Requiem	For	A	Dream.	Stallone	wasn't	even	nominated	for	the	Oscar	and	Burstyn	lost	to	Julia	Roberts	for
doing	nothing	but	wearing	a	pushup	bra.	You	describe	her	as	one	of	the	best	performances,	but	can’t	spell	Ellen’s	name	right?			Thanks	given	by:	04-16-2022,	09:24	PM			#27391	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	You	describe	her	as	one	of	the	best	performances,	but	can’t	spell	Ellen’s	name	right?	Who	cares?			04-16-2022,	09:26
PM			#27392	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Who	cares?	Ellen	Burstyn?			04-16-2022,	09:55	PM			#27393	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	I	thoroughly	enjoy	Dan	Brown's	Robert	Langdon	adaptations	that	Ron	Howard	made.	I'm	a	sucker	for	mysteries,	intrigue,	international	culture,	religious	history,	puzzle
solving,	boiled	down	to	a	slick	thriller.	Ever	watched	Polanski's	The	Ninth	Gate?	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	stvn1974	Who	cares?	[Show	spoiler]			Thanks	given	by:	04-16-2022,	10:45	PM			#27394	Member	While	"Wayne's	World"	is	funny,	"Wayne's	World	2"	is	funnier.			04-16-2022,	11:21	PM			#27395	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	El
Dopo	Paul	Schrader	is	the	most	consistently	interesting	film	maker	to	come	out	of	the	'movie	brats'	Paul	Schrader	is	the	most	overrated	hack	and	has	ruined	film	with	his	awful	garbage.			04-16-2022,	11:37	PM			#27396	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Cinemaniac	While	"Wayne's	World"	is	funny,	"Wayne's	World	2"	is	funnier.	Wayne's
World	2	has	this	close-up	of	Kim	Basinger's	feet	for	which	I'll	be	forever	grateful,	dana	carvey's	such	a	lucky	bastard.			04-17-2022,	07:41	AM			#27397	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Cinemaniac	While	"Wayne's	World"	is	funny,	"Wayne's	World	2"	is	funnier.	They're	about	equal	for	me.			04-17-2022,	07:50	AM			#27398	Blu-ray
Knight			This	is	the	funniest	thing	about	Wayne's	World	2	(courtesy	of	Wikipedia):	Myers'	original	script	for	Wayne's	World	2	had	Wayne	and	Garth	forming	their	own	country	and	seceding	from	the	US	after	finding	an	ancient	scroll,	in	a	story	taken	from	the	1949	British	comedy	Passport	to	Pimlico.	This	version	was	well	into	pre-production	before	it
came	to	light	that	the	studio	had	no	idea	the	script	was	based	on	a	previous	film	and	thus	had	not	obtained	the	rights	to	Passport	to	Pimlico.	Production	was	immediately	halted;	director	Surjik	said	"I	could	hear	the	chainsaws	literally	chopping	the	sets	down."	Studio	executive	Sherry	Lansing	was	reportedly	furious	with	Myers	and	threatened	to	ruin
his	life	and	career	if	he	did	not	immediately	produce	a	new	script.	Now	THAT	is	some	funny	sh*t.			04-17-2022,	08:08	AM			#27399	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Have	never	thought	The	Living	Daylights	was	all	that	great	but	love	Licence	to	Kill.	Definitely	love	Licence	to	Kill	over	The	Living	Daylights	and	Gladys	Knights
intro	song	is	in	my	top	all	time	Bond	songs.			04-17-2022,	08:09	AM			#27400	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	john1701d	ellen	burstyn?	Ha!			Page	21	04-17-2022,	10:35	AM			#27401	Senior	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	My	hatred	comes	from	killing	characters	I	love	OFF	SCREEN.	I	have	other	problems	but	that's	the
big	one.	Also,	I	have	no	problem	hating	on	a	movie	when	the	director	of	the	movie	himself	is	distancing	himself	from	the	movie.	The	hate	for	killing	of	Newt	and	Hicks	I'll	never	get.	Two	extremely	shallow	characters	who	realistically	contributed	very	little	to	the	previous	film.	They	have	no	place	in	Alien	3	and	were	killed	off	accordingly.	It's	straight	up
fanboy	behaviour.	They	tried	to	make	a	happy	ending	out	of	a	traumatised	10	yr	old,	a	melted	corporal,	an	android	ripped	in	two	and	a	now	fairly	unstable	Ripley.	It	was	pretty	damn	silly	and	certainly	one	thing	about	Aliens	I	hate.	They	did	the	right	thing	for	Alien	3.	Kill	them	all	off.	Christ,	would	you	want	to	watch	a	film	with	the	prisoners	chasing,
raping	and	murdering	Newt?	I	think	drowning	her	at	the	start	was	quite	a	nice	thing	to	do	lol.			Thanks	given	by:	04-18-2022,	05:30	AM			#27402	Blu-ray	Ninja			Stealth	is	good	popcorn	entertainment	with	impressive	practical	set	pieces	and	solid	visual	fx	with	a	likable	cast.	"Big	dumb	fun"	for	a	lazy	day	at	home.			04-18-2022,	06:01	AM			#27403
Active	Member	Not	sure	I	would	have	wanted	to	see	a	sequel	with	Ripley,	Hicks	and	Newt	riding	the	universe	killing	of	aliens	and	making	happy	family’s.	I	think	the	third	is	bold	in	its	choices,	is	visually	stunning	and	Weaver	knocks	her	performance	well	out	of	the	park	and	it	all	ends	with	her	sacrifice	Christ	like	for	the	human	species.	I	really	respect
her	fait	as	one	of	cinemas	great	hero’s.	If	only	it	also	had	some	suspense	and	a	bit	more	alien	action	appropriate	to	the	story	line.			Thanks	given	by:	El	Dopo	(04-18-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-18-2022)	04-18-2022,	06:56	AM			#27404	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Stealth	is	good	popcorn	entertainment	with	impressive	practical	set
pieces	and	solid	visual	fx	with	a	likable	cast.	"Big	dumb	fun"	for	a	lazy	day	at	home.	More	importantly,			04-18-2022,	01:19	PM			#27405	Blu-ray	Knight			Jessica's	only	talent	marginal	at	best	is	she	looks	alright.	That's	not	enough	to	get	through	the	door.	Good	thing	she	married	big.			04-18-2022,	02:57	PM			#27406	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally
Posted	by	fighthefutureofhd	Jessica's	only	talent	marginal	at	best	is	she	looks	alright.	That's	not	enough	to	get	through	the	door.	Good	thing	she	married	big.	She	was	my	favorite	part	of	Hitchcock	as	Vera	Miles,	which	was	not	a	very	good	movie	overall.			04-18-2022,	03:19	PM			#27407	Blu-ray	Knight			I	have	not	seen	that	one.	The	few	movies	I've
seen	her	in	she	was	bland	as	wallpaper.			04-18-2022,	04:56	PM			#27408	Blu-ray	Champion			She	was	cool	in	Blade	Trinity.			Thanks	given	by:	04-18-2022,	05:50	PM			#27409	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Spud_Almighty	The	hate	for	killing	of	Newt	and	Hicks	I'll	never	get.	Two	extremely	shallow	characters	who	realistically	contributed
very	little	to	the	previous	film.	They	have	no	place	in	Alien	3	and	were	killed	off	accordingly.	It's	straight	up	fanboy	behaviour.	They	tried	to	make	a	happy	ending	out	of	a	traumatised	10	yr	old,	a	melted	corporal,	an	android	ripped	in	two	and	a	now	fairly	unstable	Ripley.	It	was	pretty	damn	silly	and	certainly	one	thing	about	Aliens	I	hate.	They	did	the
right	thing	for	Alien	3.	Kill	them	all	off.	Christ,	would	you	want	to	watch	a	film	with	the	prisoners	chasing,	raping	and	murdering	Newt?	I	think	drowning	her	at	the	start	was	quite	a	nice	thing	to	do	lol.			04-18-2022,	06:01	PM			#27410	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	She	was	cool	in	Blade	Trinity.	There	was	nothing	cool	about
Blade:	Trinity.			04-18-2022,	06:04	PM			#27411	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	More	importantly,	She	certainly	was	a	bonersBONUS,	ahem	she	was	definitely	a	bonus.	Last	edited	by	jess1581;	04-18-2022	at	09:52	PM.			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-18-2022)	04-18-2022,	06:12	PM			#27412	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	was	nothing	cool	about	Blade:	Trinity.	Parker	Posey	is	always	cool!			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-18-2022)	04-18-2022,	06:27	PM			#27413	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	Parker	Posey	is	always	cool!	Under	most	circumstances,	I	would	agree	with	you.			Thanks	given	by:	04-18-2022,	09:05
PM			#27414	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	She	was	cool	in	Blade	Trinity.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	was	nothing	cool	about	Blade:	Trinity.	She	kicked	guys	in	the	face	in	Blade:	Trinity,	i'll	always	love	Her	for	that.	Last	edited	by	Benoit	Blanc;	04-18-2022	at	10:04	PM.			Thanks	given	by:	04-18-2022,	09:54	PM		
#27415	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Benoit	Blanc	Timothy	Dalton	was	a	great	James	Bond.	There,	I	said	it.[/IMG]	Dalton	is	Bond.	Every	other	actor	is	playing	Bond.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	02:09	AM			#27416	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	was	nothing	cool	about	Blade:	Trinity.	Dracula's	beast	mode
was	in	it	so.......you're	wrong	there.			04-19-2022,	02:21	AM			#27417	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	Dracula's	beast	mode	was	in	it	so.......you're	wrong	there.	Goyer	didn't	deserve	that	sweet	creature	design.	Del	Toro	woulda	actually	used	it	to	it's	fullest	potential.			04-19-2022,	02:30	AM			#27418	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	Dracula's	beast	mode	was	in	it	so.......you're	wrong	there.	I	don't	want	to	be	right.			04-19-2022,	02:46	AM			#27419	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Goyer	didn't	deserve	that	sweet	creature	design.	Del	Toro	woulda	actually	used	it	to	it's	fullest	potential.	Goyer's	not	bad	when	he	has	a	(competent)
director	there	to	point	out	his	schtick,	I	mean,	shit	(The	Dark	Knight	trilogy,	Blade	1	and	2,	Dark	City),	but	when	he's	left	to	his	own	devices,	he	gives	us	"bombshells"	like	these.	Last	edited	by	KManX89;	04-19-2022	at	02:52	AM.			04-19-2022,	02:48	AM			#27420	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	KManX89	Gotta	admit,	I	lol'd.			Page	22	04-
19-2022,	02:49	AM			#27421	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	KManX89	Goyer's	not	bad	when	he	has	a	(competent)	director	there	to	point	out	his	schtick,	I	mean,	shit	(The	Dark	Knight	trilogy,	Blade	1	and	2,	Dark	City),	but	when	he's	left	to	his	own	devices,	he	gives	us	"bombshells"	like	these.	Well	yeah,	I	wasn't	dissing	his	concept	and
writing	work,	but	his	directing	duties	are...	left	wanting	to	put	it	delicately.			04-19-2022,	02:58	AM			#27422	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Well	yeah,	I	wasn't	dissing	his	concept	and	writing	work,	but	his	directing	duties	are...	left	wanting	to	put	it	delicately.	Well,	he	did	write	Ghost	Rider:	Spirit	of	Vengeance,	The	Unborn,
Jumper	and	Blade:	Trinity	(he	didn't	just	direct	that	turd),	which	is	why	I	said	"competent".	He	also	wrote	Man	of	Steel	and	BvS,	which	are	hit-or-miss	depending	on	who	you	ask.			04-19-2022,	03:21	AM			#27423	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	KManX89	Man	of	Steel	Miss.	Miss.			04-19-2022,	05:03	AM			#27424	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke		
Goyer	is	an	ideas	guy,	you	throw	him	in	a	writers	room	with	some	intelligent	people	and	let	him	throw	up	some	bits	and	pieces	for	set	pieces	and	themes	and	let	genuinely	good	writers	or	directors	filter	them	through	into	good	stuff.	He	just	can’t	bring	his	own	scripts	together	on	his	own.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	06:41	AM			#27425	Blu-ray
Archduke			If	they	make	a	movie	about	Goyer,	Stanley	Tucci	should	play	him.			04-19-2022,	06:46	AM			#27426	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	levcore	If	they	make	a	movie	about	Goyer,	Stanley	Tucci	should	play	him.	Like	he	played	Morty	in	Undercover	Blues?			04-19-2022,	07:54	AM			#27427	Blu-ray	Knight			Biopic	rant:	I’ve	been	so
over	Oscar	bait	biopics	for	some	time	now,	particularly	the	ones	about	pop	culture	figures	who	had	a	distinct/iconic	personality.	It	all	comes	down	to	seeing	a	famous	actor	do	an	exaggerated	impersonation	of	another	famous	person.	It’s	so	ridiculous	and	tiresome	that	6	out	of	the	10	acting	noms	this	year	were	for	biopics.	I	went	out	of	my	to	avoid	all
of	them.	I	saw	Chastain’s	Oscar	clip,	and	my	goodness,	I	don’t	think	I	could	handle	an	entire	movie	of	that.	The	academy	certainly	loves	their	showy	performances.	There’s	no	way	that’s	better	than	the	nuanced	performance	Penelope	Cruz	gave	in	Parallel	Mothers,	playing	an	original	fictional	character.	Remember	when	Zelwegger	won	an	Oscar	not
too	long	ago	for	playing	Judy	Garland?	It	seems	like	no	one	does	because	there	wasn’t	even	any	passion	for	that	film	at	the	time.	It’s	already	forgotten.	She	simply	won	for	doing	an	impression	of	Garland.	I	am	dreading	the	upcoming	Audrey	Hepburn	biopic.	I’m	a	huge	fan	of	hers,	but	I	don’t	like	Rooney	Mara	at	all	and	think	she’s	so	wrong	for	that
role.	I	can’t	see	her	pulling	off	the	warmth,	elegance	and	charm.	And	since	she’s	also	producing	it,	it’s	all	just	one	big	vanity	project.	It’s	going	to	exist	just	for	the	novelty	of	recreating	iconic	characters	and	moments	from	Audrey’s	career.	And	when	an	actor	signs	up	for	one	it’s	so	obvious	they	are	making	a	play	for	an	Oscar.	Tom	Holland	knows
exactly	what	he’s	doing	with	that	Fred	Astaire	biopic.	And	how	riveting	can	a	Fred	Astaire	biopic	even	be?	By	all	accounts	he	led	such	a	quiet	and	private	life.			04-19-2022,	08:09	AM			#27428	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spanky87	Biopic	rant:	I’ve	been	so	over	Oscar	bait	biopics	for	some	time	now,	particularly	the	ones	about	pop
culture	figures	who	had	a	distinct/iconic	personality.	It	all	comes	down	to	seeing	a	famous	actor	do	an	exaggerated	impersonation	of	another	famous	person.	It’s	so	ridiculous	and	tiresome	that	6	out	of	the	10	acting	noms	this	year	were	for	biopics.	I	went	out	of	my	to	avoid	all	of	them.	I	saw	Chastain’s	Oscar	clip,	and	my	goodness,	I	don’t	think	I	could
handle	an	entire	movie	of	that.	The	academy	certainly	loves	their	showy	performances.	There’s	no	way	that’s	better	than	the	nuanced	performance	Penelope	Cruz	gave	in	Parallel	Mothers,	playing	an	original	fictional	character.	Remember	when	Zelwegger	won	an	Oscar	not	too	long	ago	for	playing	Judy	Garland?	It	seems	like	no	one	does	because
there	wasn’t	even	any	passion	for	that	film	at	the	time.	It’s	already	forgotten.	She	simply	won	for	doing	an	impression	of	Garland.	I	am	dreading	the	upcoming	Audrey	Hepburn	biopic.	I’m	a	huge	fan	of	hers,	but	I	don’t	like	Rooney	Mara	at	all	and	think	she’s	so	wrong	for	that	role.	I	can’t	see	her	pulling	off	the	warmth,	elegance	and	charm.	And	since
she’s	also	producing	it,	it’s	all	just	one	big	vanity	project.	It’s	going	to	exist	just	for	the	novelty	of	recreating	iconic	characters	and	moments	from	Audrey’s	career.	And	when	an	actor	signs	up	for	one	it’s	so	obvious	they	are	making	a	play	for	an	Oscar.	Tom	Holland	knows	exactly	what	he’s	doing	with	that	Fred	Astaire	biopic.	And	how	riveting	can	a
Fred	Astaire	biopic	even	be?	By	all	accounts	he	led	such	a	quiet	and	private	life.	Really	I	think	theres	a	strong	tendency	with	a	lot	of	oscar	bait	to	latch	onto	some	real	world	drama	instead	of	actually	managing	to	build	their	own	drama	effectively,	be	it	a	certain	character	or	a	certain	issue	or	situation.			04-19-2022,	08:45	AM			#27429	Blu-ray	Guru		
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spanky87	Biopic	rant:	I’ve	been	so	over	Oscar	bait	biopics	for	some	time	now,	particularly	the	ones	about	pop	culture	figures	who	had	a	distinct/iconic	personality.	It	all	comes	down	to	seeing	a	famous	actor	do	an	exaggerated	impersonation	of	another	famous	person.	It’s	so	ridiculous	and	tiresome	that	6	out	of	the	10
acting	noms	this	year	were	for	biopics.	I	went	out	of	my	to	avoid	all	of	them.	I	saw	Chastain’s	Oscar	clip,	and	my	goodness,	I	don’t	think	I	could	handle	an	entire	movie	of	that.	The	academy	certainly	loves	their	showy	performances.	There’s	no	way	that’s	better	than	the	nuanced	performance	Penelope	Cruz	gave	in	Parallel	Mothers,	playing	an	original
fictional	character.	Remember	when	Zelwegger	won	an	Oscar	not	too	long	ago	for	playing	Judy	Garland?	It	seems	like	no	one	does	because	there	wasn’t	even	any	passion	for	that	film	at	the	time.	It’s	already	forgotten.	She	simply	won	for	doing	an	impression	of	Garland.	I	am	dreading	the	upcoming	Audrey	Hepburn	biopic.	I’m	a	huge	fan	of	hers,	but	I
don’t	like	Rooney	Mara	at	all	and	think	she’s	so	wrong	for	that	role.	I	can’t	see	her	pulling	off	the	warmth,	elegance	and	charm.	And	since	she’s	also	producing	it,	it’s	all	just	one	big	vanity	project.	It’s	going	to	exist	just	for	the	novelty	of	recreating	iconic	characters	and	moments	from	Audrey’s	career.	And	when	an	actor	signs	up	for	one	it’s	so	obvious
they	are	making	a	play	for	an	Oscar.	Tom	Holland	knows	exactly	what	he’s	doing	with	that	Fred	Astaire	biopic.	And	how	riveting	can	a	Fred	Astaire	biopic	even	be?	By	all	accounts	he	led	such	a	quiet	and	private	life.	As	a	general	rule	movies	that	feel	like	they	were	created	purely	for	the	academy	leave	a	bad	taste	in	my	mouth.			Thanks	given	by:	04-
19-2022,	09:08	AM			#27430	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Foggy	Goyer	is	an	ideas	guy,	you	throw	him	in	a	writers	room	with	some	intelligent	people	and	let	him	throw	up	some	bits	and	pieces	for	set	pieces	and	themes	and	let	genuinely	good	writers	or	directors	filter	them	through	into	good	stuff.	He	just	can’t	bring	his	own	scripts
together	on	his	own.	Goyer	is	a	hack	and	his	treatment	of	Snipes	in	Blade	Trinity	(a	supporting	actor	in	his	own	movie)	in	favor	of	characters	I	didn't	give	a	shit	about	for	a	spin	off	movie	that	didn't	even	happen.	****	Goyer.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	09:15	AM			#27431	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	wonderer99	As	a	general	rule
movies	that	feel	like	they	were	created	purely	for	the	academy	leave	a	bad	taste	in	my	mouth.	Or	how	about	when	actors	who	have	been	campaigning	make	disingenuous	claims	that	they	were	sleeping	when	the	nominations	were	announced	and	only	found	out	when	people	started	texting/calling	them.	Like,	come	on.	You	just	know	Lady	Gaga	was
watching	the	oscar	announcements	live	this	year	and	was	gutted	when	her	name	wasn’t	announced.			04-19-2022,	09:33	AM			#27432	Senior	Member			I	think	Climax	is	Gaspar	Noés	best	film			04-19-2022,	01:26	PM			#27433	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	I	think	Climax	is	Gaspar	Noé's	best	film	Despite	it	being	his	most
tame.	(Haven't	seen	Vortex	yet	though).	Great	film	though.	Really	wish	Love	would	get	a	new	blu	release.			04-19-2022,	01:31	PM			#27434	Blu-ray	Guru			Hot	take:	John	Landis	should	have	gone	to	jail.	Or	at	the	very	least	stopped	being	given	chances	to	direct.	Animal	House,	Blues	Brothers	and	An	American	Werewolf	in	London	should	have	been	the
only	contributions	he	made	to	the	world	of	film.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	01:56	PM			#27435	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Hot	take:	John	Landis	should	have	gone	to	jail.	Or	at	the	very	least	stopped	being	given	chances	to	direct.	Animal	House,	Blues	Brothers	and	An	American	Werewolf	in	London	should	have	been
the	only	contributions	he	made	to	the	world	of	film.	That's	a	hot	take?			04-19-2022,	02:17	PM			#27436	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	That's	a	hot	take?	People	tend	to	say	how	they	like	his	Eddie	Murphy	movies,	which	I	don't	find	all	that	good	despite	some	decent	moments.			04-19-2022,	03:13	PM			#27437	Blu-ray	Samurai
Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Hot	take:	John	Landis	should	have	gone	to	jail.	Or	at	the	very	least	stopped	being	given	chances	to	direct.	Animal	House,	Blues	Brothers	and	An	American	Werewolf	in	London	should	have	been	the	only	contributions	he	made	to	the	world	of	film.	After	Blues	Brothers,	American	Werewolf,	and	Thriller	John
Landis	gets	a	pass	for	his	stinkers.			04-19-2022,	03:16	PM			#27438	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	After	Blues	Brothers,	American	Werewolf,	and	Thriller	John	Landis	gets	a	pass	for	his	stinkers.	Hipster	was	probably	referring	to	Landis'	legal	troubles	stemming	from	the	deaths	of	three	people	on	the	set	of	The	Twilight	Zone
when	he	said	that	Landis	deserved	to	be	in	jail.	He	was	most	likely	liable,	by	everything	I've	read,	of	the	events	that	night	with	the	helicopter.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-19-2022)	04-19-2022,	04:44	PM			#27439	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	Goyer	is	a	hack	and	his	treatment	of	Snipes	in	Blade	Trinity	(a	supporting
actor	in	his	own	movie)	in	favor	of	characters	I	didn't	give	a	shit	about	for	a	spin	off	movie	that	didn't	even	happen.	****	Goyer.	People	working	on	Trinity	have	said	that	Snipes	was	extremely	difficult	on	the	set.	He’s	a	supporting	actor	because	they	had	to	shoot	around	his	sulks	and	tantrums.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	04:56	PM			#27440	Blu-ray



Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RossyG	People	working	on	Trinity	have	said	that	Snipes	was	extremely	difficult	on	the	set.	He’s	a	supporting	actor	because	they	had	to	shoot	around	his	sulks	and	tantrums.	I	don't	know	Snipes'	mind	but	you'd	have	to	think	he	mentally	checked	out	because	he	would	have	read	his	reduced	role	in	the	script	with	the
spotlight	being	placed	on	his	co-stars.	And	for	what?	Beale's	dead	acting	and	Renold's	unfunny	jokes.	Goyer	did	the	same	thing	in	the	Blade	TV	series	focused	on	every	character	BUT	Blade.	The	movie	and	TV	show	is	called	'BLADE'	and	that	is	who	I	am	paying	my	money	to	see.	If	you	want	to	make	a	movie/TV	series	with	other	characters	****	off	and
make	that	instead	and	leave	Blade	to	creators	who	care	about	Blade.			Page	23	04-19-2022,	06:05	PM			#27441	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dvining	Hipster	was	probably	referring	to	Landis'	legal	troubles	stemming	from	the	deaths	of	three	people	on	the	set	of	The	Twilight	Zone	when	he	said	that	Landis	deserved	to	be	in	jail.	He	was
most	likely	liable,	by	everything	I've	read,	of	the	events	that	night	with	the	helicopter.	Not	my	favourtie	person	on	the	planet.			04-19-2022,	06:08	PM			#27442	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Not	my	favourtie	person	on	the	planet.	In	a	crazy	move,	not	as	insufferable	as	his	son.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-19-2022)
04-19-2022,	06:38	PM			#27443	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gacivory	In	a	crazy	move,	not	as	insufferable	as	his	son.	But	you	can	see	where	he	gets	it	from.			Thanks	given	by:	04-19-2022,	06:41	PM			#27444	Blu-ray	Count			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	But	you	can	see	where	he	gets	it	from.	Oh	for	sure!			04-22-2022,	03:23
AM			#27445	Blu-ray	Samurai			Jean-Pierre	Melville:	13.	Un	Flic	12.	Two	Men	in	Manhattan	11.	Le	Deuxieme	Souffle	10.	Magnet	of	Doom	9.	Les	Enfants	Terribles	8.	Le	Silence	de	la	Mer	7.	Le	Cercle	Rouge	6.	Bob	le	Flambeur	5.	Leon	Morin,	Priest	4.	Quand	Tu	Liras	Cette	Lettres…	3.	Le	Doulos	2.	Le	Samourai	1.	Army	of	Shadows			04-22-2022,	04:23
AM			#27446	Blu-ray	Knight			There	are	quite	a	few	remakes	that	I	find	to	be	better	than	the	original.	There	are	a	lot	of	bad	remakes...	but	there	are	a	lot	of	bad	movies,	period.	I	guess	what	I'm	saying	is,	remakes	don't	always	suck.			04-22-2022,	06:00	AM			#27447	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	are	quite	a	few	remakes	that	I
find	to	be	better	than	the	original.	There	are	a	lot	of	bad	remakes...	but	there	are	a	lot	of	bad	movies,	period.	I	guess	what	I'm	saying	is,	remakes	don't	always	suck.	Agreed.	Even	more	of	an	unpopular	opinion,	remakes	do	not	need	to	been	compared	to	the	originals.	Just	because	a	film	has	been	made	before	a	new	iteration	should	stand	on	its	own	and
therefore	should	be	reviewed	as	such.	A	lot	of	good	stuff	gets	dismissed	these	days	just	because	its	"not	as	good	as	the	original"	when	judged	on	its	own	merits	its	perfectly	decent.			Thanks	given	by:	04-22-2022,	07:02	AM			#27448	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	are	quite	a	few	remakes	that	I	find	to	be	better	than	the
original.	There	are	a	lot	of	bad	remakes...	but	there	are	a	lot	of	bad	movies,	period.	I	guess	what	I'm	saying	is,	remakes	don't	always	suck.	Really	I	think	the	idea	of	the	bad	remake	is	more	of	modern	thing.	I	think	whats	shifted	is	that	back	in	the	70's	and	80's	films	like	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers,	The	Thing	or	The	Fly	were	driven	by	the	creative
side	who	saw	something	in	old	material	they	liked.	More	recently	remakes	have	tended	to	be	driven	by	studios,	made	to	order	with	far	less	talented	people	involved	in	them.			Thanks	given	by:	Bugg	(04-22-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	07:02	AM			#27449	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	are	quite	a	few	remakes	that	I
find	to	be	better	than	the	original.	There	are	a	lot	of	bad	remakes...	but	there	are	a	lot	of	bad	movies,	period.	I	guess	what	I'm	saying	is,	remakes	don't	always	suck.	True	I	will	never	understand	why	people	get	all	upset	when	a	remake	comes	out	.	I	see	it	as	another	film	that	yes	I	might	not	like	or	will	like.	And	as	for	the	original	well	I	still	have	that.
One	remake	that	I	really	enjoyed	was	the	Friday	the	13th	remake	from	2009	I	hated	the	original	one	but	enjoyed	that	remake.			04-22-2022,	07:11	AM			#27450	Special	Member			I	actually	think	that	horror	as	a	genre	is	probably	held	back	by	the	fact	directors/writers	can't	just	decide	to	use	an	old	property	they	way	they	could	in	the	past	as	the	rights
are	now	much	more	jealously	guarded.			04-22-2022,	01:02	PM			#27451	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Gizz	One	remake	that	I	really	enjoyed	was	the	Friday	the	13th	remake	from	2009	Honestly	never	understood	the	dislike	for	this.	It's	a	great	remake	and	fits	in	perfectly	as	a	modern	Friday	The	13th	film.	It's	far	better	than	a	lot	of	the
sequels	that	came	later	in	the	series.			Thanks	given	by:	04-22-2022,	01:57	PM			#27452	Blu-ray	Guru			I	don't	hate	the	idea	of	some	remakes.	Depends	on	what	you	do	with	the	material.	I	love	the	Warriors	but	if	someone	wanted	to	do	a	modern	remake	of	it	I	wouldn't	hate	that.			04-22-2022,	02:09	PM			#27453	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally
Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	don't	hate	the	idea	of	some	remakes.	Depends	on	what	you	do	with	the	material.	I	love	the	Warriors	but	if	someone	wanted	to	do	a	modern	remake	of	it	I	wouldn't	hate	that.	The	Warriors	needs	a	TV	series.			04-22-2022,	02:11	PM			#27454	Power	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Doc	Samson	Honestly	never	understood
the	dislike	for	this.	It's	a	great	remake	and	fits	in	perfectly	as	a	modern	Friday	The	13th	film.	It's	far	better	than	a	lot	of	the	sequels	that	came	later	in	the	series.	Unnecessarily	hated.	A	guy	in	a	hockey	mask	creatively	butchers	kids	at	camp.	Done.	I	didn't	need	a	full	story	reboot,	just	picking	up	at	a	camp	with	the	"legend"	of	Jason	filling	in	the
backstory	for	us	would've	been	fine,	but	it's	acceptable,	I	get	why	they	did	it..	Nightmare	on	Elm	Street	was	charmless	though.			Thanks	given	by:	04-22-2022,	02:20	PM			#27455	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	don't	hate	the	idea	of	some	remakes.	Depends	on	what	you	do	with	the	material.	I	love	the	Warriors	but	if
someone	wanted	to	do	a	modern	remake	of	it	I	wouldn't	hate	that.	Would	you	want	modern	NYC	teenage	gangs	assembling	in	Van	Cortland	Park	to	take	over	the	city	in	2023?	Teens	dont	hangout	like	that	anymore	in	NYC.	Unless	you	just	fantasize	they	do	for	the	sake	of	the	story.	Or	do	u	want	modern	West	Side	Story	type	actors	and	actresses	to
dress	up	like	the	Warriors	gangs,	put	them	in	a	Joker-esque	NYC	('78)	and	have	the	same	sorta	story?			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	02:39	PM			#27456	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	Would	you	want	modern	NYC	teenage	gangs	assembling	in	Van	Cortland	Park	to	take	over	the	city	in	2023?	Teens
dont	hangout	like	that	anymore	in	NYC.	Unless	you	just	fantasize	they	do	for	the	sake	of	the	story.	Or	do	u	want	modern	West	Side	Story	type	actors	and	actresses	to	dress	up	like	the	Warriors	gangs,	put	them	in	a	Joker-esque	NYC	('78)	and	have	the	same	sorta	story?	You	could	do	something	modern	by	saying	a	breakdown	of	economic	disparity	in	an
unnamed	city	with	NYC	as	the	stand	in	for	it.	Or	make	it	more	near	future,	which	Hill	has	stated	that	the	original	was	just	that.			04-22-2022,	02:43	PM			#27457	Blu-ray	Ninja			Star	Trek	:	TMP	is	more	visually	appealing	than	Star	Wars:	ANH....			Thanks	given	by:	04-22-2022,	02:58	PM			#27458	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by
HipsterTrash	You	could	do	something	modern	by	saying	a	breakdown	of	economic	disparity	in	an	unnamed	city	with	NYC	as	the	stand	in	for	it.	Or	make	it	more	near	future,	which	Hill	has	stated	that	the	original	was	just	that.	I	dont	think	a	modern	version	would	translate	these	days.	I	rather	see	them	try	to	do	a	cosplay	version	and	find	old	parts	of
NYC	to	convey	the	era	the	original	was	in....kinda	like	Joker.	Go	retro.	Like	the	Showtime	Lakers	show.	Hill	tried	to	retcon	his	schitt	by	making	in	"near	future"	and	all	the	historical	bullcrapp	and	comic	book	visual	referencing.	Its	not	the	classic	that	became	cult.	Its	inherently	kinda	stupid	and	over	the	top.	There's	a	certain	dumb	magic	that	it
captured	and	I'm	not	confident	it	can	be	duplicated.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	02:58	PM			#27459	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	don't	hate	the	idea	of	some	remakes.	Depends	on	what	you	do	with	the	material.	I	love	the	Warriors	but	if	someone	wanted	to	do	a	modern	remake	of	it	I
wouldn't	hate	that.	I'm	supprised	that	Refn	hasnt	given	it	a	try	given	it	follows	a	lot	of	the	style	of	The	Driver.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	03:03	PM			#27460	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	don't	hate	the	idea	of	some	remakes.	Depends	on	what	you	do	with	the	material.	I	love	the	Warriors	but
if	someone	wanted	to	do	a	modern	remake	of	it	I	wouldn't	hate	that.	Tony	Scott	got	very	close	to	doing	it	before	his	passing.	It	was	going	to	be	set	among	the	gangs	of	Los	Angeles.	Speaking	of	remakes,	I	want	someone	give	Firefox	another	go.	The	spy	stuff	&	Gant's	PTSD	in	the	first	half	still	holds	up	quite	well,	but	most	of	the	flying	effects	in	the
second	half	were	dated	before	they	reached	cinema	screens	in	1982.	All	I	ask	is	they	keep	the	awesome	plane	design	the	same.			Thanks	given	by:	El	Dopo	(04-23-2022),	HipsterTrash	(04-22-2022)	Page	24	04-22-2022,	03:08	PM			#27461	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I'm	supprised	that	Refn	hasnt	given	it	a	try	given	it
follows	a	lot	of	the	style	of	The	Driver.	I	dont	put	The	Driver	in	the	same	boat	as	The	Warriors	at	all.			04-22-2022,	03:26	PM			#27462	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	There	are	quite	a	few	remakes	that	I	find	to	be	better	than	the	original.	There	are	a	lot	of	bad	remakes...	but	there	are	a	lot	of	bad	movies,	period.	I	guess	what	I'm
saying	is,	remakes	don't	always	suck.	The	Fly	The	Thing	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	Brilliant	remakes			Thanks	given	by:	AKORIS	(04-22-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	03:51	PM			#27463	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	Fly	The	Thing	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	Brilliant	remakes	The	Blob	and	The	Hills
Have	Eyes	from	2006	are	both	solid	horror	remakes	as	well.			Thanks	given	by:	04-22-2022,	04:12	PM			#27464	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Night	of	the	Living	Dead	(1990)	is	another	good	one.			04-22-2022,	04:20	PM			#27465	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Night	of	the	Living	Dead	(1990)	is	another	good	one.	I'd	say	the	1990
remake	blows	the	original	out	of	the	water.			04-22-2022,	04:22	PM			#27466	Blu-ray	Grand	Duke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	I'd	say	the	1990	remake	blows	the	original	out	of	the	water.	I	like	them	about	equal.			04-22-2022,	05:39	PM			#27467	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Batmon77	I	think	that's	the	reason	I	want	a	new
one.	Over	the	top.	And	violent.	But	with	purpose.	A	film	that	could	say	how	times	have	changed	but	for	the	worse.	To	say	there	isn't	gangs	out	there	with	zoomers	is	silly	to	say	cause	I'm	sure	there	is.	Sure	they're	not	wearing	Kiss	make-up	and	ready	for	the	next	pitch,	but	then	try	to	lean	into	that.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	I'm	supprised
that	Refn	hasnt	given	it	a	try	given	it	follows	a	lot	of	the	style	of	The	Driver.	Agreed.	Refn	kind	of	fell	off	the	rails	with	Neon	Demon,	imo	(and	I	never	saw	his	show	on	Amazon).	But	I	would	love	to	see	him	combine	his	new	visual	sense	of	Drive	&	Only	God	Forgives	with	his	gritty	sense	of	the	Pusher	films.	God,	I	just	want	a	new	Refn	film.	Quote:
Originally	Posted	by	BudBaxter	Tony	Scott	got	very	close	to	doing	it	before	his	passing.	It	was	going	to	be	set	among	the	gangs	of	Los	Angeles.	And	I	would	have	loved	that	too	considering	this	was	Tony	Scott	in	the	new	part	of	his	career.			04-22-2022,	05:42	PM			#27468	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	spider-neil	The	Fly	The	Thing
Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	Brilliant	remakes	Agree	with	The	Thing	but	I	feel	like	The	Fly	is	overrated.	It's	good	but	definitely	Cronenberg's	weaker	films.	I'm	split	on	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	since	I	like	the	Kaufman	one	but	I	really	like	Siegel's	early	career	and	what	he	did	with	that.	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Brutalizer79	The	Blob	and
The	Hills	Have	Eyes	from	2006	are	both	solid	horror	remakes	as	well.	Hands	down	some	of	the	best	remakes	out	there.	The	Blob	needs	to	get	a	lot	of	love	for	how	good	it	is.	The	Hills	Haves	Eyes	is	also	highly	underrated.	I'd	even	go	as	far	as	to	say	that	the	Friday	the	13th	remake	is	also	stellar.			04-22-2022,	05:51	PM			#27469	Blu-ray	Knight			I'll	add
to	the	list	of	what	remakes	I	like	(you	may	not	agree,	and	probably	won't):	True	Grit	Dawn	of	the	Dead	Pet	Sematary	Salem's	Lot	House	on	Haunted	Hill	Maniac	King	Kong	(Peter	Jackson)	War	of	the	Worlds			04-22-2022,	05:54	PM			#27470	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Agreed.	Refn	kind	of	fell	off	the	rails	with	Neon
Demon,	imo	(and	I	never	saw	his	show	on	Amazon).	But	I	would	love	to	see	him	combine	his	new	visual	sense	of	Drive	&	Only	God	Forgives	with	his	gritty	sense	of	the	Pusher	films.	God,	I	just	want	a	new	Refn	film.	It	probably	wouldnt	be	very	close	to	the	original	just	as	Drive	wasnt	to	The	Driver	but	I	can	imagine	how	it	might	go,	basically	lots	of
scenes	moving	though	a	weirdly	lit	arthouse	fantasy	after	dark	NYC.	You	could	argue	I	spose	its	not	really	something	you	can	directly	update	as	easily	when	a	lot	of	the	locations	have	been	gentrified	since,	our	heroes	fighting	a	vicious	gang	of	Harlem	marketing	execs	in	Starbucks	isnt	going	to	work.	You'd	argubly	either	need	to	do	it	as	a	period	film
or	as	mentioned	with	the	Scott	film	move	the	location.			04-22-2022,	06:02	PM			#27471	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	moreorless	It	probably	wouldnt	be	very	close	to	the	original	just	as	Drive	wasnt	to	The	Driver	but	I	can	imagine	how	it	might	go,	basically	lots	of	scenes	moving	though	a	weirdly	lit	arthouse	fantasy	after	dark	NYC.	You
realise	Drive	wasn't	a	remake	of	The	Driver,	right?	The	only	thing	they	have	in	common	is	the	leads	are	both	professional	getaway	drivers.			Thanks	given	by:	Batmon77	(04-22-2022),	Jay	H.	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	06:06	PM			#27472	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	I'll	add	to	the	list	of	what	remakes	I	like	(you	may	not	agree,	and
probably	won't):	True	Grit	Dawn	of	the	Dead	Pet	Sematary	Salem's	Lot	House	on	Haunted	Hill	Maniac	King	Kong	(Peter	Jackson)	War	of	the	Worlds	I	love	the	sequel	to	the	original	AND	the	remake.	And	I'm	looking	forward	to	this	prequel	to	the	remake	that's	coming	out	soon.	Really	dig	the	world	building.	I	also	think	the	grimy	world	of	the	Texas
Chainsaw	Massacre	remake	and	it's	prequel	is	pretty	spot	on.			04-22-2022,	07:08	PM			#27473	Power	Member			The	new	Streets	of	Rage	movie	that's	in	production	shouldn't	feel	a	million	miles	from	The	Warriors	come	to	think	of	it.	..bit	more	neon.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-23-2022),	HipsterTrash	(04-22-2022)	04-22-2022,	07:19	PM		
#27474	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	Agree	with	The	Thing	but	I	feel	like	The	Fly	is	overrated.	It's	good	but	definitely	Cronenberg's	weaker	films.	I'm	split	on	Invasion	of	the	Body	Snatchers	since	I	like	the	Kaufman	one	but	I	really	like	Siegel's	early	career	and	what	he	did	with	that.	Hands	down	some	of	the	best	remakes
out	there.	The	Blob	needs	to	get	a	lot	of	love	for	how	good	it	is.	The	Hills	Haves	Eyes	is	also	highly	underrated.	I'd	even	go	as	far	as	to	say	that	the	Friday	the	13th	remake	is	also	stellar.	The	Fly	is	my	favorite	horror	movie	of	all	time.	The	blend	of	the	love	story	and	horror	is	so	haunting.	The	only	movie	to	terrify	me	as	a	kid	and	an	adult	because	I	am
so	emotionally	invested	in	the	characters.	Easily	my	favorite	Croneberg	movie.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-23-2022)	04-22-2022,	08:02	PM			#27475	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	think	that's	the	reason	I	want	a	new	one.	Over	the	top.	And	violent.	But	with	purpose.	A	film	that	could	say	how	times	have
changed	but	for	the	worse.	To	say	there	isn't	gangs	out	there	with	zoomers	is	silly	to	say	cause	I'm	sure	there	is.	Sure	they're	not	wearing	Kiss	make-up	and	ready	for	the	next	pitch,	but	then	try	to	lean	into	that.	I	grew	up	in	NYC	and	still	live	here.	I	remember	when	gangs	in	the	same	regalia	walked	the	streets	in	droves	in	the	late	70's	and	early	80's.
That	all	dissolved	when	drugs	came	in.	You	still	have	prison	gang	culture,	but	the	modern	NYC	gang	culture	is	more	associated	to	an	East	coast	version	of	the	Bloods	and	Crips.	You	could	have	various	make-believe	teens	in	different	colors,	but	its	not	the	same	style.	Or	would	you	be	fine	placing	it	in	anywhere	America	and	film	in	Toronto?	1990	Bronx
Warriors........?			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-23-2022)	04-22-2022,	08:06	PM			#27476	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	I'll	add	to	the	list	of	what	remakes	I	like	(you	may	not	agree,	and	probably	won't):	True	Grit	Dawn	of	the	Dead	Pet	Sematary	Salem's	Lot	House	on	Haunted	Hill	Maniac	King	Kong	(Peter	Jackson)	War	of	the
Worlds	I	have	to	wonder	how	one	thinks	the	Pet	Semetary	and	WOTW	remakes	are	better,	but	I	do	definitely	agree	with	KK2005	and	House	On	Haunted	Hill	being	better	so...it	cancels	out.	Peace.			04-22-2022,	08:19	PM			#27477	Blu-ray	Guru			While	I	wouldn't	go	as	far	as	King	Kong	2005	being	better	than	the	original,	I	respect	the	hell	out	of	it	as	a
remake.	Ideally	you	want	a	good	remake	to	expand	on	the	original,	and	Jackson's	version	does	it	almost	to	a	fault	-	it's	a	little	too	long	I	think,	especially	the	extended	version,	but	it's	a	damn	good	movie.	And	Naomi	Watts	is	terrific.			04-22-2022,	08:21	PM			#27478	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	I	have	to	wonder	how	one
thinks	the	Pet	Semetary	and	WOTW	remakes	are	better,	but	I	do	definitely	agree	with	KK2005	and	House	On	Haunted	Hill	being	better	so...it	cancels	out.	Peace.	For	me	there	is	a	give	and	take	from	both	Pet	Sematary	films.	89's	horror	is	more	effective	than	19's,	not	saying	the	19	film	is	nor	without	decent	horror,	but	89	hits	harder.	The	19	film
however	is	better	acted	without	the	awful	melodramatic	from	the	Creed	family	though	Jud	and	Pascal	are	tops.	I	also	think	the	dialogue	is	worse	in	the	89	film.	Both	are	equal	when	it	comes	to	atmosphere	and	music.			04-22-2022,	08:23	PM			#27479	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	For	me	there	is	a	give	and	take	from	both	Pet
Sematary	films.	89's	horror	is	more	effective	than	19's,	not	saying	the	19	film	is	nor	without	decent	horror,	but	89	hits	harder.	The	19	film	however	is	better	acted	without	the	awful	melodramatic	from	the	Creed	family	though	Jud	and	Pascal	are	tops.	I	also	think	the	dialogue	is	worse	in	the	89	film.	Both	are	equal	when	it	comes	to	atmosphere	and
music.	Eh,	I	though	both	were	pretty	mediocre	adaptions	of	the	novel.	I	did	actually	watch	the	1989	adaption	fresh	off	of	reading	the	novel	so	that	probably	made	it	worse.	Fred	Gwynne's	Jud	was	easily	the	best	part	of	both	adaptions.			04-22-2022,	08:36	PM			#27480	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	Eh,	I	though	both	were
pretty	mediocre	adaptions	of	the	novel.	I	did	actually	watch	the	1989	adaption	fresh	off	of	reading	the	novel	so	that	probably	made	it	worse.	Fred	Gwynne's	Jud	was	easily	the	best	part	of	both	adaptions.	Oh	totally,	he's	in	a	class	well	above	the	rest,	though	I'd	never	talk	ill	of	John	Lithgow.			Page	25	04-22-2022,	08:37	PM			#27481	Blu-ray	Ninja		
There's	an	alternate	scene	that	I	wish	they	had	put	in	the	2019	film	which	I	thought	was	WAY	better.			04-22-2022,	09:10	PM			#27482	Blu-ray	Knight			The	1989	version	of	Pet	Sematary	was	a	piece	of	crap	with	one	redeeming	quality:	the	title	song	by	Ramones.	Other	than	that,	I	hated	it	in	1989	and	I	hated	it	even	more	when	I	watched	it	a	few	years
ago.	The	acting	was	awful	and	Fred	Gwynne's	accent	is	like	a	caricature	on	cocaine.	Don't	even	get	me	started	on	the	painfully	obvious	skinny	man	playing	the	ill	sister.	The	remake	isn't	a	great	movie,	but	it	is	a	good	one.	I	really	liked	the	twist	with	the	children,	and	the	way	that	kid	looks	afterwards	gives	me	chills.			04-22-2022,	09:11	PM			#27483
Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	The	1989	version	of	Pet	Sematary	was	a	piece	of	crap	with	one	redeeming	quality:	the	title	song	by	Ramones.	Other	than	that,	I	hated	it	in	1989	and	I	hated	it	even	more	when	I	watched	it	a	few	years	ago.	The	acting	was	awful	and	Fred	Gwynne's	accent	is	like	a	caricature	on	cocaine.	Don't	even
get	me	started	on	the	painfully	obvious	skinny	man	playing	the	ill	sister.	The	remake	isn't	a	great	movie,	but	it	is	a	good	one.	I	really	liked	the	twist	with	the	children,	and	the	way	that	kid	looks	afterwards	gives	me	chills.	no			04-22-2022,	10:47	PM			#27484	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	I	have	to	wonder	how	one	thinks	the
Pet	Semetary	and	WOTW	remakes	are	better,	but	I	do	definitely	agree	with	KK2005	and	House	On	Haunted	Hill	being	better	so...it	cancels	out.	Peace.	Ditto	on	KK	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Mikezilla3k	I'd	say	the	1990	remake	blows	the	original	out	of	the	water.	You	couldn't	be	more	wrong!	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	The	1989	version	of	Pet
Sematary	was	a	piece	of	crap	I'd	say	they	are	both	pieces	of	crap	along	with	the	book.			04-23-2022,	02:21	AM			#27485	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	no	Yes	to	this	no.			04-23-2022,	02:22	AM			#27486	Blu-ray	Baron			Since	we	talking	about	remakes......	The	Ring	(2002)	is	one	of	the	worst	horror	remakes	ever	made...........hell,
one	of	the	worst	horror	films	period.			04-23-2022,	03:37	AM			#27487	Blu-ray	Ninja			Spaceballs	is	greater	than	The	Shining.	Spaceballs	sucks.			04-23-2022,	03:40	AM			#27488	Blu-ray	Ninja			The	newest	Child's	Play	movie	is	better	than	all	the	older	ones.			04-23-2022,	11:35	AM			#27489	Power	Member			SPACEBALLS	is	a	good	movie.	THE
BATMAN	is	the	best	Batman	film	since	1989	IMO.			04-23-2022,	01:26	PM			#27490	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Jay	H.	The	1989	version	of	Pet	Sematary	was	a	piece	of	crap	with	one	redeeming	quality:	the	title	song	by	Ramones.	Love	that	song.	But	imagine	my	surprise	on	hearing	it	over	the	PA	system	in	my	local	Disney	Store	when
they	were	marketing	Frankenweenie.	Parents	&	children	alike	browsing	Mickey	Mouse	plushies	all	looked	very	confused.			04-23-2022,	01:41	PM			#27491	Special	Member	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BreakfastClub211	While	I	wouldn't	go	as	far	as	King	Kong	2005	being	better	than	the	original,	I	respect	the	hell	out	of	it	as	a	remake.	Ideally	you	want
a	good	remake	to	expand	on	the	original,	and	Jackson's	version	does	it	almost	to	a	fault	-	it's	a	little	too	long	I	think,	especially	the	extended	version,	but	it's	a	damn	good	movie.	And	Naomi	Watts	is	terrific.	Absolutely.	She's	amazing	in	it	&	deserved	an	Oscar	nom	for	it.	it's	one	of	her	best	performances	IMHO.			04-23-2022,	03:05	PM			#27492	Expert
Member	Streisand	turns	80	tomorrow......	FG	HD	Owl	&	P-cat	FPS	are	my	favorites			04-23-2022,	05:49	PM			#27493	Blu-ray	Count			Spaceballs	>	Any	movie	by	Tarantino,	Nolan,	Snyder	or	Villeneuve			04-23-2022,	06:19	PM			#27494	Blu-ray	Ninja			Here's	a	doozie...	I	think	Wrath	of	Khan	is	overrated.	A	term	very	commonly	used	yes,	overly	so,	sure...
What	I	mean	is	that	Khan	is	a	good	ST	film,	but	it's	esteem	is	rather	exaggerated.	I	don't	see	what	the	big	deal	is,	really.	I	don't	think	it	jumped	leaps	and	bounds	from	TMP.	Like	I	said	though,	it's	good,	but	not	to	be	grouped	in	with	the	likes	of	Empire,	T2,	or	Aliens	in	terms	of	sequels.	Hell,	I'd	take	Voyage	Home	over	Khan,	personally.			Thanks	given
by:	04-23-2022,	11:51	PM			#27495	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Here's	a	doozie...	I	think	Wrath	of	Khan	is	overrated.	A	term	very	commonly	used	yes,	overly	so,	sure...	What	I	mean	is	that	Khan	is	a	good	ST	film,	but	it's	esteem	is	rather	exaggerated.	I	don't	see	what	the	big	deal	is,	really.	I	don't	think	it	jumped	leaps	and
bounds	from	TMP.	Like	I	said	though,	it's	good,	but	not	to	be	grouped	in	with	the	likes	of	Empire,	T2,	or	Aliens	in	terms	of	sequels.	Hell,	I'd	take	Voyage	Home	over	Khan,	personally.	Personally	I	think	if	anything	its	a	little	underrated	due	to	being	viewed	a	"geeky"	due	to	the	Trek	name.	One	of	the	most	perfect	blockbusters	of	the	era	for	me	that
manages	to	be	action	packed,	funny	and	also	with	some	dramatic	weight	to	it.	The	TMP	revival	for	me	is	overrated,	the	film	definately	has	its	merits	in	an	exellent	soundtrack	and	some	great	visuals	but	it	really	fails	to	bring	across	the	characters	effectively	for	me	and	focused	too	much	on	bland	new	ones,	plus	McCoy	has	retired	to	become	prince	of
the	land	of	disco	for	some	reason.	Search	For	Spock	I	think	probably	deserves	more	positive	reevilation	than	TMP	for	me,	its	not	perfect	taking	a	long	time	to	get	going	back	lacking	a	bit	of	a	middle	act	but	still	manages	to	maintain	the	style	of	Khan	effectively	and	have	some	of	the	franchises	best	scenes.			Thanks	given	by:	04-24-2022,	12:25	AM		
#27496	Blu-ray	Champion			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Here's	a	doozie...	I	think	Wrath	of	Khan	is	overrated.	A	term	very	commonly	used	yes,	overly	so,	sure...	What	I	mean	is	that	Khan	is	a	good	ST	film,	but	it's	esteem	is	rather	exaggerated.	I	don't	see	what	the	big	deal	is,	really.	I	don't	think	it	jumped	leaps	and	bounds	from	TMP.	Like	I	said
though,	it's	good,	but	not	to	be	grouped	in	with	the	likes	of	Empire,	T2,	or	Aliens	in	terms	of	sequels.	Hell,	I'd	take	Voyage	Home	over	Khan,	personally.	TMP	was	kinda	boring	when	it	came	out.	Khan	had	a	great	villain	that	was	tied	to	the	original	TV	show	which	gave	it	extra	weight.	Ricardo	is	one	the	greatest	film	villains	IMO.	Its	kinda	like
Alien...slow-burn	Sci-Fi,	but	Aliens	upped	the	action.	Khan	upped	the	action	and	had	cool	revenge	plot.	But	I'd	wouldn't	place	it	at	the	same	table	as	Empire.	Yet	its	very	Empire-esque	in	its	position	as	the	second	film	which	brought	the	wow	factor.			Thanks	given	by:	04-24-2022,	01:10	AM			#27497	Senior	Member			The	invisible	man	1933	<	The
invisible	man	2019			Thanks	given	by:	Benoit	Blanc	(04-24-2022),	BreakfastClub211	(04-24-2022)	04-24-2022,	01:20	AM			#27498	Blu-ray	Baron			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	invisible	man	1933	<	The	invisible	man	2019			Thanks	given	by:	Batmon77	(04-24-2022),	mcrowell415	(04-24-2022)	04-24-2022,	02:35	AM			#27499
Special	Member			More	specific	to	this	forum	I	tend	to	think	there	is	a	danger	with	over	obcession	with	analysis	of	disk	quality.	Not	saying	it	isnt	important	and	that	there	arent	good	and	bad	releases	BUT	I	do	think	theres	a	danger	in	becoming	over	obcessed	with	finding	fault.	I	know	some	people	here	work	in	the	industry	so	to	them	its	a	professional
interest	but	honestly	a	lot	of	threads	here	seem	like	they	concist	of	people	talking	themlseves	into	hating	what	are	often	very	good	releases	due	to	focusing	on	relatively	minor	faults	and	sometimes	even	imagined	faults.	Honestly	working	as	a	photographer	and	posting	on	some	net	forums	I	see	the	same	happen	there.	An	obcession	with	testing	lenses
to	the	Nth	degree,	sometimes	you	do	get	genuinely	bad	ones	or	bad	copies	of	them	but	very	often	its	an	obcession	with	faults	so	minor	you	would	probably	never	notice	them	unless	you	look	really	hard.	I	can	honestly	say	I'v	never	had	someone	tell	me	"I	like	that	landscape	shot	of	yours	but	I'm	not	buying	it	because	the	grass	in	the	extreme	corner	isnt
razor	sharp".	I	spose	also	it	ties	into	becoming	more	interested	in	posting	on	a	net	forum	than	you	are	with	the	subject	of	that	net	forum	that	drew	you	in	originally,	something	I	think	is	very	common.			04-24-2022,	03:38	AM			#27500	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	The	newest	Child's	Play	movie	is	better	than	all	the	older	ones.
And	all	of	them	are	>	Spaceballs!			Page	26	04-24-2022,	09:46	AM			#27501	Blu-ray	Knight			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	jess1581	Here's	a	doozie...	I	think	Wrath	of	Khan	is	overrated.	A	term	very	commonly	used	yes,	overly	so,	sure...	What	I	mean	is	that	Khan	is	a	good	ST	film,	but	it's	esteem	is	rather	exaggerated.	I	don't	see	what	the	big	deal	is,
really.	I	don't	think	it	jumped	leaps	and	bounds	from	TMP.	Like	I	said	though,	it's	good,	but	not	to	be	grouped	in	with	the	likes	of	Empire,	T2,	or	Aliens	in	terms	of	sequels.	Hell,	I'd	take	Voyage	Home	over	Khan,	personally.	While	I	respect	your	opinion	I	have	to	disagree	but	then	again	Star	Trek	II:	The	Wrath	of	Khan	is	in	my	Top	10	favourite	films.
While	I	would	easily	put	it	on	the	top	sequels	list	with	Aliens	and	Empire	for	me	it	is	easily	better	then	T2	a	film	that	I	find	overrated	myself	never	understood	the	love	that	T2	gets	much	prefer	the	first	Terminator	film	myself.			04-24-2022,	11:24	AM			#27502	Blu-ray	Guru			*Checks	he's	in	the	right	thread........	....I	don't	think	Fifield's	actions	in
Prometheus	were	that	stupid	or	illogical.			04-24-2022,	12:52	PM			#27503	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	invisible	man	1933	<	The	invisible	man	2019	I'll	drink	to	that.	The	original	is	fine	but	the	remake	is	one	of	my	favourite	modern	horrors.			Thanks	given	by:	RandomMovieFan	(04-24-2022)	04-24-2022,	12:58	PM		
#27504	Blu-ray	Samurai	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	invisible	man	1933	<	The	invisible	man	2019	I	agree	but	I	did	feel	the	movie	lost	a	lot	of	momentum	in	the	third	act	where	less	things	made	sense.	But	I	loved	how	the	movie	opens	and	the	mystery.			04-24-2022,	08:41	PM			#27505	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted
by	wonderer99	*Checks	he's	in	the	right	thread........	....I	don't	think	Fifield's	actions	in	Prometheus	were	that	stupid	or	illogical.	Are	you	thinking	of	Millburn?	Fifield's	only	mistake	was	being	near	Millburn	when	he	decided	to	touch.			04-24-2022,	08:54	PM			#27506	Blu-ray	Ninja			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	RandomMovieFan	The	invisible	man	1933
<	The	invisible	man	2019	Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	BreakfastClub211	I'll	drink	to	that.	The	original	is	fine	but	the	remake	is	one	of	my	favourite	modern	horrors.			04-24-2022,	09:21	PM			#27507	Blu-ray	Samurai			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Warm	Gun	Are	you	thinking	of	Millburn?	Fifield's	only	mistake	was	being	near	Millburn	when	he	decided	to
touch.	And	then	he	got	high.			04-25-2022,	12:00	AM			#27508	Blu-ray	Archduke			I	like	Prometheus	a	lot	and	have	always	passionately	defended	it,	but	I	****ing	hate	Fifield.			Thanks	given	by:	04-25-2022,	02:30	AM			#27509	Active	Member			I	didn't	find	No	Way	Home	especially	entertaining.	I	liked	both	of	the	previous	movies	more.			04-25-2022,
05:14	AM			#27510	Special	Member			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	dallywhitty	I	like	Prometheus	a	lot	and	have	always	passionately	defended	it,	but	I	****ing	hate	Fifield.	I	hate	the	Abrams	clans	obsession	was	"edgy	scotsmen"	generally.			Thanks	given	by:	04-25-2022,	01:31	PM			#27511	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	Damon1281	The
newest	Child's	Play	movie	is	better	than	all	the	older	ones.	Hell.	No.	If	Don	Mancini	isn't	involved,	it	don't	matter.			04-25-2022,	02:06	PM			#27513	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	DR	Herbert	West	Seed	of	Chucky	is	underrated.	It's	my	second	favourite	Chucky	film	after	Child's	Play	2.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-25-2022),
HipsterTrash	(04-25-2022)	04-25-2022,	02:14	PM			#27514	Blu-ray	Guru			I	really	like	Child's	Play	3.			Thanks	given	by:	dallywhitty	(04-25-2022),	DR	Herbert	West	(04-25-2022)	04-25-2022,	02:15	PM			#27515	Blu-ray	Archduke			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	HipsterTrash	I	really	like	Child's	Play	3.	Maybe	I'm	biased	because	it's	the	first	one	in	the
series	I	saw,	but	yeah,	I've	always	liked	it.	It	gets	too	much	flack.	Last	edited	by	dallywhitty;	04-26-2022	at	11:38	AM.			Thanks	given	by:	HipsterTrash	(04-25-2022)	04-25-2022,	02:17	PM			#27516	Blu-ray	Prince			Bride	of	Chucky	is	awesome	too.	Of	all	the	older	Chucky/Child's	Play	movies,	none	of	them	are	bad	IMO.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert
West	(04-25-2022),	HipsterTrash	(04-25-2022)	04-25-2022,	02:20	PM			#27517	Senior	Member			Childs	Play	<	Childs	Play	2			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-25-2022),	gorobei	(04-28-2022)	04-25-2022,	04:51	PM			#27518	Blu-ray	Guru			Quote:	Originally	Posted	by	kylor	Bride	of	Chucky	is	awesome	too.	Of	all	the	older	Chucky/Child's	Play
movies,	none	of	them	are	bad	IMO.	The	newer	ones	are	good	too.	Cult	of	Chucky	gets	flack	too	but	it's	just	terrific.	Curse	of	Chucky	might	be	the	best	of	the	entire	franchise.	It's	hard	to	pick	a	number	one	for	me.			Thanks	given	by:	DR	Herbert	West	(04-25-2022)	04-25-2022,	09:33	PM			#27519	Blu-ray	Knight			The	original	Child's	Play/Chucky	movie
series	is	consistently	great,	no	duds	at	all	IMO			04-26-2022,	12:48	AM			#27520	Blu-ray	Ninja			You	people	are	all	sick!		
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